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Abstract
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The presence of vibration is an important problem in many engineering applications. Various
passive techniques have traditionally been used in order to reduce waves and vibrations, and
their harmful effects. Passive techniques are, however, difficult to apply in the low frequency
region. In addition, the use of passive techniques often involve adding mass to the system,
which is undesirable in many applications.
As an alternative, active techniques can be used to manipulate system dynamics and to

control the propagation of waves and vibrations. This thesis deals with modeling, estimation
and active control of systems that have resonant dynamics. The systems are exposed to
stochastic disturbances. Some of them excite the system and generate vibrational responses
and other corrupt measured signals.
Feedback control of a beam with attached piezoelectrical elements is studied. A detailed

modeling approach is described and system identification techniques are employed for model
order reduction. Disturbance attenuation of a non-measured variable shows to be difficult.
This issue is further analyzed and the problems are shown to depend on fundamental design
limitations.
Feedforward control of traveling waves is also considered. A device with properties

analogous to those of an electrical diode is introduced. An `ideal´ feedforward controller
based on the mechanical properties of the system is derived. It has, however, poor noise
rejection properties and it therefore needs to be modified. A number of feedforward
controllers that treat the measurement noise in a statistically sound way are derived.
Separation of overlapping traveling waves is another topic under investigation. This

operation also is sensitive to measurement noise. The problem is thoroughly analyzed and
Kalman filtering techniques are employed to derive wave estimators with high statistical
performance.
Finally, a nonlinear regression problem with close connections to unbalance estimation of

rotating machinery is treated. Different estimation techniques are derived and analyzed with
respect to their statistical accuracy. The estimators are evaluated using the example of
separator balancing.
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Glossary and Notation

The following lists of notations and abbreviations are intended to introduce
symbols and conventions used in the thesis. Generally, vectors and matrices
are written with bold face letters.

Notations

�� transpose of the matrix �
�� Hermitian transpose of �

�
�� , ���

�
�
�1

��
,
�
�
�1

�
�

vec(�) a column vector created by stacking the columns
of the matrix � on top of each other

���� the real (���)-dimensional space
� ��� the complex (���)-dimensional space
E the expectation operator
i the imaginary unit, i =

��1
� the identity matrix (of unspecified dimension)
�� the (�� �) identity matrix
�(�) Δ = �(�)� Δ�� is bounded when �� 0
� differentiation operator, ��(�) = d

d��(�)
q the forward shift operator, q�(�) = �(� + � )
q�1 the backward shift operator, q�1�(�) = �(�� � )
	 the Laplace transform variable
� sampling interval
�̇ time derivative of �(�)
�̂(�) estimate of �(�)
�̂(���+�) estimate of �(�) given data up to time �+�
��� the absolute value of �

���(= ���2) the 
2 norm of the vector �, ��� =
�
���

� the 	-transform variable
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12 GLOSSARY AND NOTATION

� Kronecker matrix product
Æ��� the Kronecker delta function, Æ��� = 1 if � = �,

otherwise Æ��� = 0
� belongs to

� equal by definition
cov covariance matrix

Abbreviations

AR autoregressive
ARMA autoregressive moving average
FIR finite impulse response
IIR infinite impulse response
LQG linear quadratic Gaussian
MIMO multiple input, multiple output
SISO single input, single output
SNR signal-to-noise ratio

Conventions for Discrete-time Polynomial Rep-

resentations

�(��1) = �0 + �1�
�1 + � � �+ ���

��

��(��1) =
�
�(��1)

�
�

= ��0 + ��1�
�� + � � �+ ����

���

��(��) = ��0 + ��1� + � � �+ ����
�

�(�) = �0 + �1� + � � �+ ���
�

If �(��1) has real-valued coefficients

��(��) = �(�)�

On the unit circle

�� = ��1� ��� = �� �(��1) = �(��)� ��(��1) = ��(��)�

The zeros of the polynomial �(��1) are the solutions to

���(��1) = 0�

When appropriate, the complex variable ��1 is substituted for the backward
shift operator q�1. The polynomial arguments ��1� q�1 are sometimes omitted
in order to simplify the notation.

A transfer function

	(��1) =

(��1)

�(��1)

is asymptotically stable if the roots of ���(��1) are located in ��� � 1. It is
marginally stable if some of the roots are located on ��� = 1.



Chapter 1
Introduction

ALMOST all systems exhibit vibrational response when exposed to distur-
bances. Vibration phenomena occur all around us. It can be in nature or

in human-made structures and devices. Most often, the vibration is unwanted
as in for example earthquakes, vibrating household appliances, rotating ma-
chinery and noise in vehicles to mention a few. The presence of vibration is
therefore an important problem in many engineering applications. Tradition-
ally, various passive techniques have been utilized in order to mitigate such
problems. Examples include adding mass and damping in order to reduce
structural vibration [76]. Passive techniques are, however, difficult to apply in
the low frequency region [32]. Furthermore, in many applications it is desir-
able to keep the weight as low as possible, which can make passive solutions
unattractive [10]. In fact, it is a growing trend in manufacturing of engineering
systems to reduce the weight of mechanical structures. This is particularly so
in spacecraft and aircraft engineering, where it is possible to substantially de-
crease costs by use of lighter materials and/or weaker structures [79]. However,
this will in turn lead to even more flexible structural dynamics which may limit
the performance of the structure.

Instead of using passive techniques, one may use secondary inputs to the
system in order to dampen waves and vibrations. This is performed in active
vibration control, or smart structures, where the ability to actuate the system
in a controlled manner is incorporated into the structure. However, resonant
systems are hard to control due to the fact that they have a number of resonant
modes. An efficient control strategy requires the use of very high gains at these
particular frequencies. This may lead to problems with stability and noise
amplification. Especially, it is important to handle measurement noise when
deriving estimators and feedforward controllers for vibrational waves. This
thesis is concerned with vibration control and estimation strategies for resonant
systems that are exposed to unknown disturbances.

13



14 1. Introduction

1.1 Thesis Outline

In this section, the contents and contributions of the thesis are briefly described.
The next two chapters introduces some basic concepts and the background to
the main work presented in Chapters 4–9.

Chapter 2: Modeling and Control of Resonant Structures

In order to derive efficient control strategies for resonant system, it is important
to have a good understanding of the underlying vibration characteristics. The
chapter presents some concepts on modeling of mechanical waves in structures
and some basics about feedforward and feedback control. Furthermore, control
strategies related to active vibration control are discussed.

Chapter 3: Stochastic Estimation and Control

Design of feedforward controllers and wave estimators that will be derived
in subsequent chapters rely on a signal modeling within a stochastic systems
framework. Therefore, Chapter 3 is devoted to some useful concepts related
to stochastic systems. The concepts of spectral factorization, noise relabeling;
and stochastic estimation and control are discussed.

Chapter 4: Modeling and Control of a Viscoelastic Piezolaminated
Beam

In this chapter, modeling and control of a viscoelastic beam are considered.
Piezoelectrical elements are bonded to the beam and used as actuators. The
beam is also equipped with a strain gauge that serves as a sensing device. The
beam system is modeled using the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation, while taking
into account viscoelasticity and the fact that different parts of the beam have
separate structural properties. This fact makes the modeling more complex
compared standard modeling techniques, as e.g. the ones described in [40; 42].

The modeling results in infinite dimensional frequency responses. In order
to perform model based controller design, system identification techniques are
employed for model reduction. Thus, a combination of physical modeling and
system identification is used to obtain a parametric model of relatively low
order. Finally, the system is controlled with a feedback controller which is
designed by use of LQG control theory. The material presented in this chapter
can also be found in (references [83; 84])

P. Nauclér, H. Norlander, A. Jansson and T. Söderström. “Model-
ing and Control of a Viscoelastic Piezolaminated Beam.” In Proc.
of 16th IFAC World Congress, Prague, Czech Republic, July 3-8,
2005.

P. Karlsson1, H. Norlander, A. Jansson and T. Söderström. “Mod-
eling and Control of a Viscoelastic Piezolaminated Beam.” In
Preprints of Reglermöte, Gothenburg, Sweden, May 26-27, 2004.

1P. Nauclér was born Karlsson.
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Chapter 5: On the Tradeoff between Feedback Properties and Dis-
turbance Attenuation for a Cantilever Beam System

It is well known that in control systems where the performance variable is
measured for feedback, the use of crude models are often sufficient in order to
obtain high performance and stability robustness. In Chapter 4 it was noticed
that control of the transversal deflection from strain measurements indicated
severe robustness problems.

Chapter 5 therefore considers control problems where the performance vari-
able differs from the one measured. In this situation it is conceptually easy to
apply a control strategy that minimizes the performance variable. However, it
is shown that such control laws require detailed system models and stability
robustness may become an important issue. This is especially so for systems of
lightly damped structures, where the difficulties arise from a number of lightly
damped zeros of different transfer functions. This issue is highlighted using
the example of feedback control of a flexible cantilevered beam. The chapter
is based on the paper (reference [88])

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “On the Tradeoff between Feedback
Properties and Disturbance Attenuation for a Cantilever Beam Sys-
tem.” In Preprints of Reglermöte, Lule̊a, Sweden, June 3-5, 2008.

Chapter 6: A Mechanical Wave Diode: Using Feedforward Control
For One-way Transmission Of Elastic Extensional Waves

The chapter concerns the design and analysis of an active device able of con-
trolling mechanical waves. Its functionality is similar to the diode in electrical
networks and therefore it is referred to as a mechanical wave diode. The aim is
to block longitudinal wave propagation in one direction in a mechanical struc-
ture, while not affecting waves traveling in the opposite direction. The device
is based on feedforward control and the design is proposed on the basis of
equations that describe elastic extensional waves in bars.

An ideal feedforward design is presented which performs perfectly in the
noise-free case. However, this design has poor noise properties and it is mod-
ified to be useful in a realistic scenario where measurement noise is present.
Theoretical analysis and computer simulations show that the modified design
is drastically less sensitive to such noise. We also present a mechanical diode
with a noise barrier and discuss the implication of bandwidth limitation in
the control loop. The contents of this chapter have partly been published in
(reference [82])

P. Nauclér, B. Lundberg and T. Söderström. “A Mechanical Wave
Diode: Using Feedforward Control for One-way Transmission of
Elastic Extensional Waves.” IEEE Transactions on Control Sys-

tems Technology, 15(4):715–724, July 2007.
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Chapter 7: Feedforward Design for a System with Marginally Stable
Inverse

This chapter again considers feedforward control for the system introduced
in Chapter 6. Three different feedforward control strategies are presented.
Two of them relies on an ‘ideal’ design which is derived in the noise-free case,
whereas the third is based on Wiener filtering theory. The control strategies
are compared and evaluated for different signal models and in the presence of
measurement noise. It is shown that the performance of the device is improved
by using the (optimal) Wiener feedforward controller. The results presented
here are based on the papers (references [85; 86])

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Feedforward Design for a Mechani-
cal System with Marginally Stable Inverse.” In Proc. of 17th IFAC
World Congress, Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008.

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Polynomial Feedforward Design
Techniques for a Mechanical Wave Diode System.” Technical Re-
port 2007–025, Department of Information Technology, Uppsala
University, 2007.

Chapter 8: Separation of Waves Governed by the One-dimensional
Wave Equation – a Stochastic Systems Approach

In various applications it is of interest to extract the wave traveling in a certain
direction of a medium. As waves that propagate in different directions generally
overlap, it is not possible to directly measure the desired wave. This is true for
the wave diode system introduced in Chapter 6 and further analyzed in Chapter
7. In these chapters, two sensors are employed to separate overlapping waves as
a part of the feedforward design. In Chapter 8, the problem of wave separation
is treated as a general estimation problem for any number of sensors in the
presence of measurement noise.

The derived estimators are based on a stochastic modeling of the waves
and measurement noise, using state space representations and optimal state
estimation. The treatment of measurement noise is of crucial importance since
it fundamentally limits the performance of wave separation. The derived esti-
mators are compared and evaluated through analytical results and computer
simulations. The efficiency of the wave estimation does not only depend on the
magnitudes of the waves and the noise, but also on the structure of the estima-
tor, the number of sensors and the spacing between sensors. It is shown that
the wave traveling in a certain direction can be estimated with high accuracy
without amplification of the measurement noise. The chapter is based on

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Separation of Waves Governed by
the One-dimensional Wave Equation – a Stochastic Systems Ap-
proach.” Submitted, 2007.

A short version can be found in [87]
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P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Separation of One-dimensional
Waves - a Stochastic Systems Approach.” In Proc. of 41st Asilo-

mar Conference on Signals, Systems and Computers, Pacific Grove,
USA, November 4-7, 2007.

Chapter 9: Linear and Nonlinear Regression with Application to
Unbalance Estimation

The chapter considers estimation of parameters that enter nonlinearly in a
regression model. The problem formulation is closely connected to unbalance
estimation of rotating machinery. The parameter estimation problem can after
approximation be formulated as a linear estimation procedure, while neglecting
the effects of a disturbing term. Two such estimators are derived. In addition,
a third approach that handles the uncertainty in a statistically sound way is
presented. The three methods are compared and analyzed with respect to their
statistical accuracy. Using the example of unbalance estimation of a separator,
the nonlinear approach is shown to outperform the other two. The contents of
this chapter is based on the paper

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Linear and Nonlinear Regression
with Application to Unbalance Estimation.” Submitted, 2008,

which can also be found in

P. Nauclér and T. Söderström. “Linear and Nonlinear Regres-
sion with Application to Unbalance Estimation.” Technical Report
2008–009, Department of Information Technology, Uppsala Univer-
sity, 2008.

Chapter 10: Summary and Future Research

The last chapter summarizes the results of the thesis and some directions for
future research are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Modeling and Control of Resonant

Structures

MODELING and control of active mechanical structures have received a lot
of attention in the past decades and there are several textbooks on the

subject, see e.g. [31; 79; 97]. Applications that can be mentioned are vibration
control in cars [90], railway vehicles [20], elevator cabins [60], telescopes [97],
marine applications [16; 26] and helicopters [92]. Another interesting field of
application is control of nano-scale systems [19].

Active control of beam vibration has been the subject of intense research.
This is due to the fact that the beam is a fundamental element of many engi-
neering structures and that its characteristics are well understood [15].

In order to design and analyze an active structure it is important to have
a good understanding of the vibration characteristics of the system under con-
sideration. An important task is therefore to construct some kind of model
for the actual system. It can be performed in various ways. The most com-
mon approach is to utilize physical relations to obtain a mathematical model
that describes the system. Recently, however, tools from system identification
[64; 103] have been employed in the design of active structures [27; 74].

2.1 Physical Modeling

The theory of vibrations has attracted mathematicians, physicists and me-
chanical engineers for many years [77]. Sometimes, the obtained models are
ordinary differential equations of one or several degrees of freedom; but not
seldom they are partial differential equations which means that the system is
of infinite order. An example of a simple mechanical system that can be easily
modeled by use of physical relations is shown in Figure 2.1.

19
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�

�

�

�(�)

�

Figure 2.1: Mechanical system with a mass, a spring and a dashpot.

Example 2.1 (Physical Modeling). Consider the single degree of
freedom mass-spring-dashpot system in Figure 2.1. The deviation
� from the rest position is modeled using Newton’s second law of
motion,

�
d2�

d�2
= ��

d�

d�
� �� + �(�)�

where �, � and � are, respectively, the mass, the spring constant
and the damping coefficient. This is an example of viscous damping,
where the damping force is proportional the velocity. By use of
Laplace transformation, the system can be written in an input-
output fashion,

� (	) =
1
�

	2 + �

�
	+ �

�

� (	)�

where � (	) and � (	) are the Laplace transforms of �(�) and �(�),
respectively. It assumed that the system is in rest position at time
� = 0. �

Although very simple, the system in the example can be generalized to arbitrary
degree of freedom by interconnection of several such parts.

Modeling of vibrating beams and plates etc. are more complex, since the
motion of the structures are governed by partial differential equations. There
exist different approaches to describe this motion, that all are consistent with
the governing partial differential equation [31]. One approach is to describe
the displacement distribution as a modal response to some external input that
excites the system. For example, the displacement can often be expressed as
a superposition of an infinite number of vibrational modes. Then, a control
strategy can be to actively control the amplitudes of some of these modes.

Another approach is to describe the structural displacement in terms of a
number of different waves that propagate in the structure. Many systems are
built up of slender bar elements where waves can transmit power flow from
one part of the structure to another. The control strategy may then be to
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attenuate the amplitudes of the individual waves, rather than controlling the
entire structure.

Both approaches that have been described rely on the solutions of par-
tial differential equations that govern either longitudinal, flexural, or torsional
waves [31; 41; 59]. Even if the source primarily generates only one type of
wave, there will generally be secondary generation of the other two types due
to coupling of waves at joints, bends, etc. in the structure. With regard to
reduction of harmful effects, therefore, no type of wave should be neglected.
Clearly, however, measures against one type of wave, applied between a source
of such waves and the main structure, may significantly reduce the presence
of all types of waves and vibrations. Next, longitudinal and flexural waves are
described.

2.1.1 Longitudinal Waves

The motion of longitudinal waves is characterized by a particle displacement in
the direction of propagation. In this section, the focus is on mechanical waves
but the modeling can also be applied to sound waves. The wave phenomenom
is also known as extensional or axial wave propagation. It can be modeled by
the wave equation, which is a partial differential equation. It is given by

�2�

��2
=

1

�2
�2�

��2
� (2.1)

where � is the strain of the medium at which the wave travels at position �
and time �. The quantity � denotes the speed of wave propagation. The wave
equation is the basis for feedforward control of elastic extensional waves, which
is described in Chapter 6 and 7 [82; 85; 86]. The general solution of (2.1) can
be written as

�(�� �) = �(�� ���) + 	(�+ ���)� (2.2)

where � and 	 are functions describing the waves traveling in the positive and
negative directions of �, respectively. This property of longitudinal waves is
utilized in Chapter 8, where sensor measurements at several positions along
the �-direction are used to separate the two overlapping waves � and 	 [87].

The wave speed is given by

� =

�



�
� (2.3)

where � is the Young’s modulus of elasticity and � denotes density. For an
elastic material, � is a constant quantity that relates stress � and strain �,

� = ���

For a viscoelastic material this relation is no longer static. Instead, � and �

are related through an ordinary differential equation. Using transfer function
formalism, the relation can we written as

�(�) = �(�)�(�)� (2.4)
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where � = d�d�. The frequency response �(i�) is denoted by the complex
modulus. For a viscoelastic material, the wave speed (2.3) becomes a function
of frequency, which means that viscoelastic wave propagation is dispersive.
Therefore, the wave equation is more conveniently expressed using the space -
frequency domain relation

d2��(�� �)

d�2
� 	2(�)��(�� �) = 0� 	2(�) = �


�2

�(i�)
� (2.5)

where the superscript � denotes Fourier transformation. Notice that (2.1)
becomes an ordinary differential equation in the frequency domain. The general
solution of (2.5) can be written as

�� (�� �) = � (�)e��(�)� +�(�)e�(�)��

where � and � are the complex valued amplitudes of the waves propagating in
the positive and negative directions of �, respectively. This wave propagation
description is useful for experimental determination of material functions from
wave propagation experiments [81; 98]. The topic is, however, outside the scope
of this thesis.

2.1.2 Flexural Waves

Flexural waves are characterized by a particle motion which is perpendicular
to the direction of wave propagation. The notations transverse and bending
waves are also used. The simplest model for flexural beam vibration is the
Euler-Bernoulli beam equation,

2

�2
��

2�(�� �)

�2
+ 
�

2�(�� �)

�2
= �(�� �) (2.6)

where � is the transversal deflection at time instance � at position �. The
quantities � , � and 
 represent the Young’s modulus, moment of inertia, cross-
section area and density of the beam, respectively. The variable �(�� �) is some
distributed axial force. Equation (2.6) is derived under the assumptions that
the shear deformation is negligible compared to the bending deformation and
that the rotation of a small beam element is small compared to its vertical
displacement.

For elastic materials and simple boundary conditions, the modal analysis
procedure can be used to find an analytic expression for the solution of (2.6)
[77; 79]. The procedure is to seek a solution of the form

�(�� �) =

��

�=1

��(�)��(�) (2.7)

where ���(�)� are the eigenfunctions of the beam that are determined by the
boundary conditions. The quantity ��(�) is a generalized coordinate. By use of
the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions, a set of decoupled ordinary differential
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equations can be obtained upon application of (2.7) on (2.6). The structure
then reads

�̈�(�) + �2
���(�) = ��(�)��(�)� � = 1� � � � ��

for some functions ��(�). Laplace transformation yields

	 (�� 
) =

��

�=1

��(�)��(
)


2 + �2
�

� (2.8)

where ��(
) is the Laplace transform of ��(�). Often, a damping term 2����

is added to the denominator of (2.8) in a more or less ad hoc manner. The
model then becomes asymptotically stable.

For a viscoelastic material, where stress and strain have a dynamic relation
given by (2.4), the solution is more complex. Fourier transformation of (2.6),
while letting (�� �) = 0, yields

d4	�(�� �)

d�4
� �4(�)	� (�� �) = 0� �4 =

���2

�(i�)�
� (2.9)

which has the general solution

	�(�� �) = �1(�)e
��� + �2(�)e

�i�� +�1(�)e
�� +�2(�)e

i��� (2.10)

Thus, the solution of (2.9) is composed of four waves. In each direction there
exist one propagating wave and one near field wave, diminishing from the
boundary of the beam [31]. If (2.10) is compared to (2.5) it is seen that due to
the near field components, flexural waves are more complex than longitudinal
waves. The unknown parameters in (2.10) can be determined from boundary
conditions. In Chapter 4, flexural vibration control of a viscoelastic beam is
considered. Here, the force function (�� �) enters as a point force through one
of the boundary conditions, instead of the right hand side of (2.6) [84].

A solution similar to (2.10) can also be written for the purely elastic case.
The wave speed is related to � by � = ���, which means that � varies with
frequency. Therefore, both elastic and viscoelastic flexural waves are dispersive,
in contrast to elastic longitudinal waves and sound that are non-dispersive [31].

2.2 Model Order Reduction

Spatially distributed systems that are modeled by equations like (2.1) and
(2.6) are of infinite order. However, for a model to be employed for simulations
it must be of finite order. In addition, for controller design purposes it is
desirable to have a model of quite low order. Therefore, some kind of model
order reduction is needed.

For descriptions like (2.8), the most direct approach is to simply truncate
the model and ignore all terms such that � � � , for some positive integer
� . However, the truncation may have an adverse effect on the low frequency
dynamics since the reduced order model will have incorrectly placed zeros. To
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overcome this issue, a feed-through term can be added to the truncated model
[44; 79].

Finite element modeling is a technique for spatial discretization of dis-
tributed parameter systems (such as beams and plates) which yields spatially
discrete models of very high order [77; 79]. The method has been used for
simulation and control of active structures [62].

System identification techniques can be applied in order to find accurate
models of finite order. This important issue is briefly described in the next
section.

2.2.1 System Identification

In the field of system identification, dynamical models are constructed from
experimental data. Traditionally, system identification experiments are carried
out using time domain data [64; 103]. In the area of active structures most
results are, however, reported from frequency domain identification techniques
[94]. The advantage of frequency domain identification is that a large amount of
time domain data can be compressed into a small amount of frequency response
data. The frequency data can be obtained from e.g. stepped sine excitation or
Fourier transformation of time domain data sequences [73].

Often, lightly damped structures with several inputs and outputs are en-
countered. For such systems, subspace based frequency domain algorithms
have been successfully used [73; 74; 108]. These methods identify state space
models by use of geometrical relations between the input and output data and
are well suited to describe multivariable systems of high order.

Subspace based methods have their origin in realization theory, developed
by Ho and Kalman in the 1960s [51]. The basic idea is to recover the system
matrices of a state space model from the impulse response of the system. The
procedure is outlined in what follows. The input-output relation of a dynamic
system can be written as

�(�) = �(q�1)�(�) =
��

�=0

�(�)�(�� �)�

where ��(�)���=0 is the impulse response of the system. It is assumed that the
number of outputs is � and the number of inputs is �, so that �(�) is a � by �

matrix. Given the finite sequence ��(�)���=0, a state space realization of order
�,

�(�+ � ) = ��(�) +��(�)

�(�) = ��(�) +	�(�)�
(2.11)

is sought. Most realization algorithms utilize the properties of the Hankel
matrix

��� =

�
����

�(1) �(2) � � � �(�)
�(2) �(3) � � � �(� + 1)
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���� � (
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which has rank �. Furthermore, it has the neat property

��� =����� (2.13)

where

�� =

�
����

�

��
���

����1

�
���� � �� =

�
� �� � � � ���1�

�

are the extended observability and controllability matrices, respectively. It
is possible to immediately compute a minimal realization of the form (2.11)
using the properties of ���. However, the impulse response of the system is
often not directly available. Instead, subspace based identification algorithms
utilize data records of �(�) and �(�), or frequency domain data. There are
different ways to estimate the system impulse response and to extract the
system matrices ��������� from measured data. Often, the algorithms
make extensive use of the extended observability matrix �� . The papers [107;
109] give nice introductions to the field.

Example 2.2 (System Identification). Let us return to the system
in Example 2.1. Assume that we would like to estimate the un-
known parameters �, � and �. From an identification experiment
with � (	�) as input, we have retrieved the noisy frequency do-
main output data 
 (	�) =� (	�) + �(	�) for  frequency points
	1 � � �	� . We postulate the parametric model

�(�) =
�0

�2 + �1�+ �2

and minimize the quadratic criterion

� =
�	
�=1





�(i	�)�

 (	�)

� (	�)






2

�

with respect to �1, �2 and �0. This requires a nonlinear least squares
search procedure. For a subspace based approach, there is no need
for an explicit model parameterization. The only parameter needed
is the model order. The impulse response should be estimated from
available frequency response data. The solution does not require
nonlinear optimization. �

In Chapter 4, system identification techniques are combined with the solu-
tion (2.10) in order to find a low order approximation of the dynamics of a
viscoelastic beam.
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2.3 Active Vibration Control

In the literature, a variety of control strategies for active structures have been
reported. These strategies include both feedback and feedforward control. In
what follows, the basic principles of feedback and feedforward control are de-
scribed.

2.3.1 Basic Principles

There are a number of attractive features associated with feedback control.
The feedback mechanism is robust with respect to unknown system dynamics
and unknown disturbances that enter the system. If the output of a system is
fed back to a controller that determines the input signal to the system, very
crude models are often sufficient in order to obtain high control performance.
In addition, unstable systems can only be stabilized by feedback and feedback
also has a linearizing effect on nonlinear systems. The drawback of feedback
control is that a stable open loop system may become unstable in closed loop
operation. Also, the control effort is not applied until the effects of a distur-
bance is noticed in the output of the system. This can be a serious drawback for
some applications like for instance control of wave propagation and for systems
with long time delays.

If some disturbances are measurable, one alternative to mitigate such prob-
lems is to apply feedforward control. The use of feedforward requires very
detailed models of the controlled system. Ideal feedforward filters can be de-
rived. These often require inversion of models of dynamical systems. In most
circumstances, the models are of low pass characteristics which implies that
their inverses will have infinite high-frequency gain. The inverse may even not
exist due to right half plane zeros of the system to control. Of course, this
makes the ideal feedforward controller impractical and the inverse needs to be
approximated somehow. Despite the drawbacks listed here, feedforward con-
trol may be very useful if detailed models are at hand. Though, one needs to
be aware of the difficulties.

The neat properties of feedback control are due to the use of high gains in
the control loop. High gain feedback implicitly inverts the controlled system
without having access to the true model. Consider the block diagram of a
feedback control system shown in Figure 2.2. The plant �(�) is to be controlled
when subject to a disturbance �(�) and in the presence of measurement noise
�(�). The controller is denoted by �(�). The closed loop system becomes

� (�) =
�(�)

1 +�(�)�(�)
	 (�)�

�(�)�(�)

1 +�(�)�(�)

 (�)

� �(�)�(�)	 (�)� � (�)
 (�) (2.14)

where �(�) and � (�) are the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity func-
tions, respectively. In order to counteract the disturbing input and the noise
it would be desirable to make � and � small simultaneously. This is however
not possible since the relation � + � = 1 must hold. Instead, the controller
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Figure 2.2: Feedback control. The output is measured for feedback.

is designed to make tradeoffs between these conflicting goals in different fre-
quency bands. Often, one desires �(�) � 0 for low frequencies so that constant
or drifting disturbances can be controlled. This is obtained by using integral
action in the controller.

Consider next the situation depicted in Figure 2.3, where � is a measurable
disturbance; and the measurement is subject to sensor noise. The controlled
system can be written as

� (�) = (�(�) +�(�)�(�)) � (�) +�(�)�(�)	 (�)
 (2.15)

If the measurement noise is neglected, the ‘ideal’ controller

�(�) = ���1(�)�(�)

cancels out the disturbance. However, ��1(�) or �(�) may have excessive gain
at some frequency intervals. This is particularly true for resonant systems,
which often have both lightly damped poles and zeros. This leads to problems
if the noise term is not considered. If (2.15) is compared to (2.14), we see
that the use of high controller gains is far more ‘dangerous’ for feedforward
control compared to feedback. The reason is that the denominator of closed
loop feedback system counteracts the high gain in the numerator. This filtering
operation is non-existent in the feedforward control loop. Next, the feedback
and feedforward control schemes are compared in a simple example.
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Figure 2.3: Feedforward control. The disturbance � is measured and fed
forward to the controller �(�).

Example 2.3. Consider the feedback and feedforward control sys-
tems shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Let

�(�) =
1

�+ 1
� �(�) =

4

��3 + 1

and let the feedback controller be a PI regulator, given by

�fb =
2�+ 1

2�
�

The feedforward controller is given by

�ff(�) = ��1(�)�(�) = 4
�+ 1

��3 + 1
�

which is the ‘ideal’ controller in the noise-free case. Here, it is
realizable since �ff(�) is stable and proper. Next, consider the
response of the two control strategies to a constant disturbance
�(	) � 4� 	 
 0. This is shown in Figure 2.4. The upper part shows
the noise-free case and the lower part of the figure shows the result
when a small noise term �(	) is added. It can be seen that the
feedforward control strategy performs perfect in the noise-free case,
but amplifies measurement noise. The feedback control strategy
does not suffer from noisy measurements. �

Example 2.3 depicts that high gain feedback is very useful in the case where the
performance variable is measured for feedback. The control objective is then
to make the sensitivity function �(�) small in frequency intervals where the
disturbance has its main energy. If the performance variable is not measured
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Figure 2.4: Example 2.3. The upper and lower parts of the figure show the
noise-free and noisy cases, respectively. The lines depict: feedback control
(solid), feedforward control (dashed) and no control action (dash-dotted).

for feedback, the control problem becomes more challenging. Consider the
control problem depicted in Figure 2.5. Here, the performance variable is �,
which is not measured for feedback. Instead, a related variable � is measured.
If we assume noise-free measurements, the closed loop disturbance response
becomes

�(�) =

�
���(�)�

�(�)���(�)���(�)

1 +���(�)�(�)

�
� (�)

= (���(�)��(�)���(�)���(�)�(�)) � (�)	

where �(�) is the sensitivity function. The closed loop disturbance response
shows that high gain feedback may not be fruitful in this case. This issue is
analyzed in Chapter 5, where it is shown that resonant systems are especially
hard to control if the performance variable is not measured for feedback. In fact,
such control schemes may suffer from the disadvantages of both feedforward
and feedback control; very detailed models are needed and the closed loop
system may become unstable.
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Figure 2.5: A feedback control problem where the performance variable is not
measured for feedback

2.3.2 Active Control of Structures

For feedback control, particular interest has been devoted to the design and
analysis of positive real (dissipative, passive) systems. This is an attractive
property that applies to e.g. beams with collocated actuator and sensor pairs.
If a dissipative system is controlled with a strictly positive real controller the
closed loop system will be guaranteed to be stable. This is a way of avoiding
instability due to spillover (unmodeled) dynamics. Early work on such robust
control strategies include [66; 67] and more recently the textbook [65].

Other control approaches that can be mentioned are spatial control, where
vibration is minimized over an entire structure [42]; and LQG and �� con-
troller synthesis [3; 91; 101]. Also model predictive control (MPC) has recently
been employed in the field of vibration control [113].

Early work reporting on feedforward control for damping vibrations includes
[75; 99; 105]. Feedforward control of waves in a structural member signifies that
the excitation by the primary source of waves, isolated from the secondary ex-
citation by the actuators, can be observed. This demands sensors located
upstream relative to the wave to be controlled and also a detailed knowledge
of the dynamic behavior of the structural member. Several papers report on
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successful designs of feedforward control aimed at reducing the transmission of
vibrations in beams and plates. In particular, adaptive control schemes based
on Widrow’s least mean square (LMS) algorithm [111] have gained considerable
popularity. Many ways to improve the slow convergence rate of the originally
proposed LMS algorithm have appeared in the literature. For adaptive feedfor-
ward control of waves and vibrations, the filtered-x LMS and filtered-error LMS
algorithms have gained considerable popularity. Examples include [22–24; 45].

Fuller et al, [32], seem to have been among the first to implement adaptive
feedback control to both extensional and flexural sinusoidal waves in bars.
Similar work, but with control of bending in two planes, was carried out in
[10; 15] and [25].

Further studies deal with the effect of sensor locations, [5; 92], extensions
to multivariate cases, [22; 56], extensions to control of 2D or 3D mechanical
structures, [56], combination of adaptive feedforward and feedback control,
[14; 92], and explicit consideration of how random noise effects the system,
[57].

Wiener filter theory has been used to construct ideal feedforward filters.
Typically, these are not causal and cannot be implemented but have been
used to derive some performance limitations for the designed systems, [23]. In
Chapter 7, a realizable Wiener feedforward controller is derived and compared
to two other control approaches [85].

2.3.3 Sensors and Actuators

An active structure is a structure that is self-sensing and self-compensating.
Sensor measurements are fed to a controller which manipulates the control
variables that actuates the flexible body in order to obtain some desired struc-
tural response. Thus, a way of transforming electrical energy to mechanical
energy and vice versa is needed [79].

Piezoelectric materials exhibit a significant deformation when an electric
field is applied and they produce an electric field when deformed. Therefore,
they can be used as both acting and sensing devices in active structures. The
evolvement of materials science has resulted in the availability of inexpensive
piezoelectric materials [42] and special interest has been devoted to the ability
of applying them in active structures, see e.g. [32; 40; 42; 80; 91].

Strain gauges [78; 115] and accelerometers [91] are other sensors that are
typically used to measure vibrations. Strain gauges can be arranged to measure
either longitudinal or flexural mechanical waves. It is performed by instrumen-
tation of the gauges in pairs, with one on the top and one on the bottom of
the structure. They then should be connected to a bridge amplifier to measure
either a voltage proportional to the difference or the sum of the strains. The
difference of the strains are proportional to the bending moment � which in
turn is related to the transversal deflection � through

� = ���
�2�

��2
� (2.16)

where � and � are the Young’s modulus of elasticity and moment of inertia,
respectively. Therefore, with this setup, only flexural (bending) waves are
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measured. If instead the sum of the strains is measured, the output of the
bridge amplifier is proportional to the axial strain only, which means that only
longitudinal waves are measured [48].

Except for piezoelectrical elements, common devices used as actuators are
electromagnetic transducers [28; 97] and structures actuated by a motor at-
tached to the flexible body. The latter is employed in for instance control of
flexible robot manipulators [78; 115].



Chapter 3
Stochastic Estimation and Control

AGREAT deal of this thesis concerns the treatment of resonant systems
within a stochastic systems framework. The concept stochastic system

here means a dynamic system with some kind of associated uncertainty. It can
for example be a system where some of the inputs are random processes. Such
inputs include disturbances that occasionally perturb the system and sensor
noise that corrupts measured signals. In addition, unknown system dynam-
ics or dynamics that changes with time can be can be modeled as stochastic
disturbances. Thus, a stochastic system may have a considerable amount of
uncertainty. Still, however, some parts of the system can be deterministic. This
is the case for control applications, where the control variables are considered
to be fully known to the user. Also, many resonant systems can be modeled
very accurately. It means that the system dynamics can be more or less known,
but the inputs are unknown stochastic processes. Examples of such systems
are sound propagating in long ducts and mechanical waves traveling in bars.
The wave motion can be accurately described by the wave equation, but the
origin of the waves are unknown and measured signals are subject to sensor
noise.

There is a comprehensive literature dealing with stochastic systems from a
perspective of estimation and control, see e.g. [4; 6; 102]. The intention with
this chapter is to describe some basic and useful concepts that are employed in
later chapters.

3.1 Stochastic Systems

In the forthcoming chapters both continuous and discrete-time models will be
employed. In many control problems it is natural to consider continuous-time
models. Moreover, there is a rich theory dealing with continuous-time con-
troller synthesis [39; 100]. In addition, continuous-time models have a physical
interpretation that is often lacking in their discrete-time counterpart.

On the other hand, nowadays, the hardware used for control and signal

33
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processing applications are almost exclusively digital. This means that data is
only available in discrete-time and that the continuous-time models need to be
discretized before implementation.

If the literature on controller design tends to favor continuous-time sys-
tems, the opposite is apparent for pure estimation problems. The reason is
perhaps that in estimation one deals with discrete-time signals from a given
system, rather than trying to modify the system dynamics, which is performed
in feedback control. Another reason is that it is much easier to handle stochas-
tic processes in a mathematically stringent way if discrete-time relations are
employed [102].

In this chapter mainly discrete-time models and systems will be described.
However, the relations always have a continuous-time counterpart, see e.g. [39].

3.1.1 Modeling

A stochastic system can be mathematically described in different ways. One
way is to use transfer function relations between the inputs and output the
system. Such an example is

�(�) = �(q�1)�(�) + �(�)� (3.1)

where � a dynamic system that is considered to be known and where � and �

are stochastic processes. The model (3.1) is only one example of a stochastic
system. The system � is a pulse transfer function that is a rational polynomial
in the backward shift operator q�1,

�(q�1) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
� (3.2)

where

�(q�1) = 1 + 	1q
�1 + 	2q

�2 + � � � + 	��q
����

�(q�1) = 
0 + 
1q
�1 + 
2q

�2 + � � �+ 
��q
����

The stochastic processes � and � can for example be a system disturbance
and measurement noise, respectively. These sequences are modeled as autore-
gressive moving average (ARMA) processes. Thus, they can be realized as

�(�) =
�(q�1)

(q�1)
�̃(�)� E�̃(�)�̃(�) = �2

�̃Æ���� (3.3)

�(�) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�̃(�)� E�̃(�)�̃(�) = �2

�̃Æ���� (3.4)

where �̃ and �̃ are white driving noise sequences for � and �, respectively.
ARMA processes are very useful in describing stochastic processes. This will
be highlighted later on. In this thesis all stochastic signals are assumed to be
stationary, which means that their statistical properties do not change with
time. Of course, there may also be deterministic signals present in (3.1). Such
an example is control signals, that are most often treated as known to the user.
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Transfer function models have the property that they describe a unique
mapping between the inputs and outputs of a system. This is at least true from
a deterministic point of view. For stochastic processes, much of the treatment
consider first and second order moments of the input–output relations, rather
than the absolute values of �, � and � at time instance �. In a probabilistic
sense, the transfer function mapping may not be unique. This fact will be
discussed later on.

The system dynamics may also be represented by state space models. The
input–output relation in (3.1), while taking into account the models (3.3) and
(3.4), could equally well be described by

�(�+ � ) = ��(�) +�

�
�̃(�)
�̃(�)

�

�(�) = ��(�)

(3.5)

for some choice of state variable �(�). The state vector describes the internal
dynamics of the system and the input–output mapping is no longer unique.
The state transformation

�(�) = ��(�)

yields a new state space representation with exactly the same input-output
relation as in (3.1) and (3.5).

The state space representation (3.5) can be transformed back to a the pulse
transfer function representation (3.1). If � =

�
�1 �2

�
, then

�(�) = � (q� ��)
�1
�1�̃(�) +� (q� ��)

�1
�2�̃(�)� (3.6)

It can be useful to alternate between the representations (3.1) and (3.5). Com-
putation of the second order moments can be easier carried out from state
space representations, whereas spectral densities are more straightforward to
compute from transfer functions.

3.1.2 Properties of Stochastic Processes

Two fundamental properties of a stochastic process �(�) are its spectral density
and its variance. Let �(�) be given by (3.1) and the stochastic inputs by (3.3)
and (3.4). Then, the spectral density of � is given by

Φ�(�
�1) = �(��1)��(��)Φ�(�

�1) + Φ�(�
�1)

=
	(��1)	�(��)


(��1)
�(��)

�(��1)��(��)

�(��1)��(��)
2
�̃
+
�(��1)��(��)

�(��1)��(��)
2
�̃
� (3.7)

The variance of � can be computed using Parseval’s relation

E�2(�) =
1

2�i

�
���=1

Φ�(�
�1)

d�

�
� (3.8)

where the integral should be taken counterclockwise around the unit circle.
The integral in (3.8) can be solved using residue calculus, but it can be quite
laborious; especially if the order of Φ� is large.
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Another approach is to employ the state space formalism. Represent (3.1)
on the state space form (3.5) and let

� = �

�
�2
�̃ 0
0 �2

�̃

�
�

�

be the covariance matrix associated with the stochastic input signals. Then,
the variance of � is given by

E�2(�) = ���� � (3.9)

where � is the covariance matrix of the state vector. It can be computed by
solving the Lyapunov equation [102]

� = ���� +�� (3.10)

The state space approach for variance computation is straightforward and there
are efficient Matlab routines for solving (3.10) as well as its continuous-time
counterpart. The spectral density of � is easiest obtained by transforming (3.5)
to (3.6) and computing (3.7).

3.1.3 Spectral Factorization

The concept of spectral factorization is very useful when dealing with stochastic
processes.

Theorem 3.1 (Spectral factorization). Given a spectral density Φ(��1) that
is rational in ��1, then there exists a linear system

�(��1) =
��(�

�1)

	�(��1)
�

where

	�(�
�1) = 1 + 
��1�

�1 + � � � + 
�����
����

��(�
�1) = 1 + ���1�

�1 + � � �+ ������
����

and a positive real number �2
� such that

Φ(��1) = �(��1)��(��)�2
� =

��(�
�1)

	�(��1)

��

� (�
�)

	��(�
�)
�2
� � (3.11)

The polynomial ���	�(�
�1) has all zeros strictly inside the unit circle, and

�����(�
�1) has all zeros strictly inside or on the unit circle. If Φ(ei	) � 0� �,

�����(�
�1) will have no zeros on the unit circle.

Proof See standard textbooks on stochastic systems, e.g. [6; 102]. �

The spectral factorization theorem is extremely useful. Any continuous func-
tion can be approximated arbitrarily well by a rational function in ��1, provided
that the orders �
 and �� of the polynomials 	� and �� are adequately chosen.
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Figure 3.1: Spectral factorization. Two realizations of the stochastic process
�(�).

The theorem implies that any stochastic process with a rational spectral
density can be regarded as filtered white noise as far as first and second order
moments are concerned. It means, that it is not restrictive to use ARMA
models for the stochastic processes � and �, as in (3.3) and (3.4).

Another important consequence of the spectral factorization theorem is that
the effects of several noise sources can be assembled into a single source. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and in the following examples.

Example 3.1. Consider the system

�(�) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�(�) +

�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�(�)	 (3.12)

where � and � are white noise processes with variances 
2
�
and 
2

�
,

respectively. By use of Theorem 3.1 we know that �(�) can be
written as

�(�) =
��(q

�1)

��(q�1)
(�)� (3.13)

If this model is adopted, the spectrum of � becomes

��(�
�1)

��(��1)

��

�
(��)

��
�
(��)


2
�
=

�(��1)

�(��1)

��(��)

��(��)

2
�
+
�(��1)

�(��1)

��(��)

��(��)

2
�
�

Equating the above expression directly yields the denominator poly-
nomial of (3.13)

��(�
�1) =�(��1)�(��1)�

The other two unknowns �� and 

2
�
are given by the solution to the

equation
���

�

�

2
�
� ������
2

�
+������
2

�
	

where the ��1 argument is dropped for brevity. �
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Example 3.2. Next, let the system in (3.12) be given by

�(�) =
1

1� 0�9q�1
�(�) +

1

1� 0�5q�1
�(�)� �2

�
= 1� �2

�
= 1� (3.14)

We postulate the model

�(�) =
��(q

�1)

	�(q�1)

(�) =

1 + �1q
�1 + �2q

�2 + � � �

(1� 0�9q�1) (1� 0�5q�1)

(�)� E
2(�) = �2

�
�

where �� and �2
� are given by the solution of

�
1 + ���1�

�1 + ���2�
�2 + � � �

� �
1 + ���1� + ���2�

2 + � � �

�
�2
�

�
�
1� 0�9��1

�
(1� 0�9�) +

�
1� 0�5��1

�
(1� 0�5�) �

Equating the powers of � yields

�0 : (1 + �2��1)�
2
� = 3�06

��1 : ���1�
2
� = �1�4

��2 : ���2�
2
� = 0

���
���

which has the solution

���1 = �0�65� (���1 = �1�53)�

���� = 0� � � 2�

�2
� = 2�15�

The solution within parenthesis is discarded, since it corresponds
to that the polynomial ��(�

�1) has its zero outside the unit circle.
Thus, the stochastic process in (3.14) can be recast as

�(	) =
1� 0�65q�1

(1� 0�9q�1) (1� 0�5q�1)

(	)� E
2(	) = 2�15� (3.15)

The models (3.14) and (3.15) have exactly the same first and second
order statistics (within numerical rounding errors). �

3.1.4 Relabeling of White Noise Processes

A useful consequence of the spectral factorization theorem is the concept of
noise relabeling. The time index of a white noise process can be shifted back
and forth in time without changing its statistical properties. Therefore, the
two ARMA processes

�1(	) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�(	)

�2(	) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�(	� ) =

�(q�1)

�(q�1)
q���(	)

E�(	)�(�) = �2
�Æ����
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have exactly the same statistical properties. This is also true for the processes
�3 and �4 given by

�3(�) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
(�1(�) + �2(�� �)) � E��(�)��(�) = 	2

��
Æ����

�4(�) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)

(�)� E
(�)
(�) =

�
	2
�1
+ 	2

�2

�
Æ����

where �1 and �2 are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. Notice that causality
is not a problem for stochastic models. If � is a negative integer, then the noise
sequence can be relabeled by shifting the time index backwards in time.

3.1.5 The Innovations Form

A representation

�(�) = �(q�1)
(�) =
��(q

�1)

��(q�1)

(�)�

obtained from spectral factorization in accordance with Theorem 3.1, is called
the innovations from. The process 
(�) is called the output innovations. Since
��(q

�1) and ��(q
�1) are monic polynomials, the transfer function �(q�1) can

always be represented in state space form as

�(�+ � ) = ��(�) +�
(�)

�(�) = ��(�) + 
(�)
(3.16)

Its inverse becomes

�(�+ � ) = (����)�(�) +��(�)


(�) = ���(�) + �(�)�
(3.17)

which implies that the zeros of (3.16) are given by the eigenvalues of ����.
The eigenvalues are located strictly inside the unit circle if the spectral density
of �(�) is strictly positive for all frequencies.

3.1.6 Some Special Disturbances

As have been already shown, ARMA models are useful for describing stochastic
processes. This was motivated by the spectral factorization theorem. ARMA
models can also be used to stochastically model disturbances that have a de-
terministic appearance. Examples include steps, pulses and ramps [64].

For such signals, a modeling procedure is to describe the shape of the dis-
turbances with impulse responses of linear systems. The stochastic behavior is
introduced by letting the arrival time of the generating pulse be a stochastic
process. The model then becomes

�(�) = �(q�1)Æ�(�)� (3.18)
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where

Æ�(�) =

���
��

1 with probability ��2�

�1 with probability ��2�

0 with probability 1� ��

(3.19)

where � is a positive small number. The mean and covariance function of of Æ�
becomes

EÆ�(�) = 0� EÆ�(�)Æ�(�) = �Æ����

which means that it has exactly the same first and second order statistics as
a white noise process. It further implies that the model (3.18) has the same
statistical properties as an ARMA model.

A pulse of duration � samples can be conveniently modeled with

�pulse(q
�1) =

1� q��

1� q�1
= 1 + q�1 + � � �+ q�(��1)	

If one would like to model load disturbances the step function may be employed.
The model then becomes

�step(q
�1) =

1

1� q�1
�

which is an integrator. It can also be used to model drifting disturbances.
Another common signal in control applications is the ramp function. It can be
modeled as a double integrator,

�ramp(q
�1) =

1

(1� q�1)2
	

Notice that the integral of a unit pulse is a unit step. Integration once more
yields a unit ramp.

In order to perform stochastic estimation and control, models of random
noise and disturbances are needed. Often, some parameters of the model can
be used as tuning parameters. For example, the user may use the probability
parameter � in (3.19) as a tool for obtaining some desired filtering performance.

3.1.7 Stochastic Optimal Estimation

Most estimation problems can be solved using either polynomial methods or
state space descriptions. For both approaches there exist estimation techniques
that are optimal in the sense that the variance of the estimation error is mini-
mal. These are the Wiener filter for polynomial methods and the Kalman filter
for state estimation.

The Wiener filter has its origin in the early work performed by Wiener
during the 1940s [112]. The filtering problem can phrased as follows. Consider
the dynamic system (3.1). It is desired to find a linear estimator 
(��1), such
that

E��(�)�
(q�1)(�)�2
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is minimal. The Wiener filter solution to this problem is given by

�(��1) =

�
Φ��(�

�1)

�
��(��1)

1

�2
�

�
�1
�
+

��1(��1)�

where Φ��(�
�1) is the cross-spectrum between �(�) and �(�). The filter �(��1)

and the driving noise variance �2
� are obtained from spectral factorization of

Φ�(�
�1), as described in Theorem 3.1. The notation [(�)]+ denotes the causal

part of a transfer function, which can be computed by solving a Diophantine
equation [2; 102].

For state space models, the optimal state estimator is named after Rudolf
Kalman who in 1960 published a famous paper on the topic [54]. The optimal
filter can be written in a recursive fashion. Consider first the state space model

�(�+ 	 ) = ��(�) +��̃(�)

�(�) = ��(�) + �̃(�)�
(3.20)

where

E

�
�̃(�)
�̃(�)

� �
�̃� (
) �̃� (
)

�
=

�
�1 �12

��
12 �2

�
Æ����

E�(�0) =�0�

cov(�(�0)) = �0�

and where �0 is the initial time instance. A representation like (3.20) can always
be found using relabeling of the noise processes. The optimal state estimator,
given the measured signal �(�) becomes

�̂(�+ 	 ��) = ��̂(���� 	 ) +	(�) (�(�)���̂(���� 	 )) � �̂(�0��0 � 	 ) =�0�

�̂(���) = �̂(���� 	 ) +	� (�) (�(�)���̂(���� 	 )) �

where

	(�) =
	
�
 (��� � 	 )�� +�12


 	
�
 (���� 	 )�� +�2



�1

�

	� (�) = 
 (���� 	 )��
	
�
 (���� 	 )�� +�2



�1

�


 (�+ 	 ��) = �
 (���� 	 )�� +�1 �	(�)
	
��

12 +�
 (���� 	 )��


�


 (�0��0 � 	 ) = �0�

The notation �̂(���� 	 ) means estimate of �(�), given measured data �(�) for
� = �0� �0 + 	� � � � � � � 	 . The estimates �̂(� + 	 ��) and �̂(���) are the linear
least mean square one-step prediction and filter estimates, respectively. Under
weak conditions, 
 (�) converges to a positive definite matrix that satisfies an
algebraic Riccati equation [102]. In such circumstances the recursive filters
will converge to a time invariant solution, which is employed in Chapter 8 for
separation of overlapping waves.

The polynomial and state space approaches both have their pros and cons.
If the internal dynamics of a system is of importance it is often natural to
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use the state space formalism and derive state estimators. From such an esti-
mator it is straightforward to compute an estimate of the output, which is a
linear combination of the state variables. State space methods are attractive
in the sense that multivariable systems are handled just the same way as in the
SISO case. In addition, Kalman filtering is also applicable to non-stationary
processes.

A drawback with state space methods compared to polynomial approaches
is that systems with long time delays require models with large system ma-
trices. This leads to an increased computational complexity. For polynomial
methods, time delays are readily incorporated in the model structure using
the q�1 operator which only leads to marginally increased complexity. This is
perhaps one of the most attractive features of polynomial methods.

Both approaches are employed in this thesis. In Chapter 7, the Wiener
filtering approach is employed to derive a feedforward controller for a system
with time delays and in Chapter 8, the Kalman filter is used for a multivariable
estimation problem.

3.2 LQG Feedback Controller Synthesis

In the chapters dealing with feedback control, the Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) controller is employed. These chapters consider control of mechanical
systems that are modeled with partial differential equations. This means that
the models are in continuous-time and of infinite orders. System identification
techniques are then employed in order to obtain finite order continuous-time
models that can be used for controller design. Therefore, we describe the
continuous-time LQG controller in this section. The theory can be found in
basically any textbook on more advanced control theory, e.g. [35; 39; 100; 102].
For the discrete-time counterpart see e.g [8].

The name LQG reflects that it is a control design methodology for lin-
ear system with a quadratic criterion and Gaussian disturbances. Specifically,
consider the linear multivariable system

�̇ = ��+��+��

� =��

	 = 
�+ ��

(3.21)

where � is a control variable, that can be manipulated by the user. The signal
	 is a measured signal which is subject to measurement noise �. The system is
disturbed by the stochastic process � and there exists a performance variable
� that is not measurable. A schematic view of (3.21) is shown in Figure 3.2.
Both � and � are assumed to be Gaussian white noise sequences. This fact
has its motivation from the spectral factorization theorem (Theorem 3.1). The
intensity of [���� ]� is assumed to be given by

�
�1 �12

��

12 �2

�
� (3.22)
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Figure 3.2: The system is subject to a stochastic disturbance � and the per-
formance variable � is to be controlled using feedback from �. The control
variable is denoted by � and the measured signal is corrupted by measurement
noise �.

The LQG control problem can be phrased as: Find the linear feedback
controller that minimizes

� = lim
���

1

�

��

0

[�� (�)�1�(�) + �
� (�)�2�(�)]d�� (3.23)

where �1 is nonnegative definite and �2 is positive definite. The LQG con-
troller has close connections to optimal state estimation for stochastic systems.
In fact, the controller consists of an optimal state estimator and a linear feed-
back of the estimated states. The results are summarized in the celebrated
separation theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Consider the model (3.21) and the criterion (3.23). Then, the
optimal control law is

�(�) = ���̂(�) (3.24)

˙̂�(�) = 	�̂(�) +
�(�) +� (�(�)���̂(�)) � (3.25)

where � is the state feedback gain which is computed as if the current state

�(�) was completely known. Equation (3.25) is the continuous-time optimal
state estimator (Kalman filter). The matrix � is given by

� = ��1
2 
�� (3.26)

	� + 	+���1� � 
��1
2 
� = 0� (3.27)

and the Kalman filter gain � is obtained through

� =
�
��� +��12

�
��1

2 � (3.28)

	�+�	�+��1�
�
�

�
���+��12

�
��1

2

�
���+��12

��
=0� (3.29)
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The matrices � and � are the positive semidefinite solutions to the algebraic
Riccati equations (3.27) and (3.29), respectively.

Proof See standard textbooks on control theory, e.g. [35]. �

The name separation theorem refers to that the estimation and control are
separated in two parts. If all state variables are measurable, the Kalman filter
(3.25) is not needed and the optimal controller is computed using (3.26) and
(3.27). The state estimate �̂(�) in (3.24) is then replaced with the true state
�(�).

The matrices �1 and �2 are often used as design variables that are tuned
to obtain some desired closed loop performance. For the controller to be truly
optimal, (3.22) should describe the properties of �(�) and �(�) perfectly. How-
ever, it is also possible to use it in a more pragmatic way. Often, one set
�12 = 0 and use also �1 and �2 as tuning parameters.

In many control problems, the measured variable is also the performance
variable (� = � in (3.21)). In such cases, only an approximate model of the
actual physical system is often needed in order to obtain some desired dis-
turbance response. The LQG approach as described above provide a simple
means of controlling a variable or a physical quantity apart from the one mea-
sured. This can be very useful but may require accurate models, which will be
discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4
Modeling and Control of a Viscoelastic

Piezolaminated Beam

THE presence of vibration is a common problem in mechanical structures;
particularly in flexible parts, as for instance aircraft wings or robot arms.

The problem can be mitigated by making such parts strong or heavy enough.
For many applications, e.g. in aircrafts and spacecrafts, it is desirable to keep
the weight as low as possible, which makes such solutions less suitable. Instead,
one would like to have a device which can perform active damping of the
vibrations without any substantial increase of the mass. In the case when such
a device is embedded in the structure it is often referred to as a smart material
or a smart structure [97].

One way to design smart structures is to use piezoelectric elements that are
attached to the material. Piezoelectric elements exhibit a significant deforma-
tion when an electric field is applied, and they produce an electric field when
deformed. Therefore they can be used as both actuators and sensors in a smart
structure. Using piezoelectric patches is a simple and cheap way of integrating
actuating and sensing devices in mechanical structures. Modeling and control
of simple flexible structures have received a lot of attention in recent years; see
for example [95], [79] and the references therein.

A popular setup is to use a steel beam that is simply supported at both ends.
Often the beam is equipped with collocated piezoelectric actuator-sensor pairs
which implies that the tractable passivity property can be used for controller
design. This is utilized in [43], which employs the popular modal analysis
technique, or assumed modes approach, for describing the dynamics of the
system. In this method the orthogonality between vibration modes is used
to obtain transfer functions which have the form of infinite sums; each term
describing one vibrational mode. The sum is then truncated to obtain a low
order approximation of the infinite-dimensional system.

There are, however, a number of disadvantages related to the modal analysis
technique. First of all the method assumes pure elasticity which means that

45
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no damping is present. This is most often compensated for by adding a small
damping term to each vibrational mode in an ad-hoc manner. In addition, the
piezoelectric sensor/actuator is assumed not to affect the structural properties
of the beam. To take the piezoelectrical patches into account the system gets
a more complex structure and the modal analysis technique can no longer be
applied.

This chapter presents a procedure for how to model a viscoelastic beam
structure where the piezoelements are taken into account. Furthermore, damp-
ing is included in the modeling phase by using a complex valued Young’s mod-
ulus (complex modulus) which was experimentally determined in [50]. Piezo-
electrical patches are bonded to each side of the beam and used as actuators.
As a sensing device a pair of strain gauges are attached to the beam. They are
configured to measure only flexural waves, as described on Section 2.3.3. The
sensor consists of a thin wire whose effect on the structural properties of the
beam is negligible.

4.1 Problem Formulation

Consider an experimental setup as shown in Figure 4.1. A viscoelastic beam is
fixed at one end and free at the other. The beam is divided into three sections
and piezoelectric patches are attached to the beam at its middle section. A
disturbance force �(�) enters at the tip of the beam, possibly as an impulse.
The sensor is positioned at the spatial co-ordinate �. It measures the strain,
�(�) = �(�� �), caused by flexural vibrations that arise due to the impact of �(�).
The measured signal is corrupted with additive noise, �(�).

Our goal is to dampen the vibrations in the beam by applying a controller
that uses the strain measurements in a feedback loop. The control signal �(�)
is fed to the piezoelectric patches which are used as actuators. The system
can be schematically described as in the lower part of Figure 4.1. By using
the properties of linear systems, the output signal can be viewed as a super-
position of the strains caused by �(�) and �(�). The control signal affects the
output through the transfer function 	(
), and the force contributes through
the transfer function �(
).

The vibrations in the beam are mathematically described by a partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE), which means that the system is of infinite order. The
piezoelectric patches are considerably stiffer than the rest of the beam. This
is a fact that is accounted for in the modeling. The strain sensor is, however,
very small and of negligible weight. It should thus not contribute to the dy-
namics of the system. The aim is to describe the infinite dimensional system
with a parametric model of finite order. This model should then be a basis for
model-based control. The properties of the beam are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: An experimental setup of a viscoelastic beam with piezoelectric
patches (actuator) and a strain sensor.

Table 4.1: Properties of the beam and the piezoelement.
Description Value
Beam length [m] 0.59
Beam width [m] 0.01
Beam thickness [m] 0.002
Beam density [kg/m3] 1183
Piezo. length [m] 0.0318
Piezo. thickness [m] 0.00066
Piezo. density [kg/m3] 7878
Piezo. Young’s modulus, �� [N/m

2] 5.78 �1010

Length of first section [m] 0.202
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4.2 Modeling

Although the strain is measured, we first consider modeling of the transversal
deflection, �, at each section, � � �1� 2� 3�, of an elastic beam. At a spatial
coordinate � at time instance � the deviation can be described by the PDE

�2

��2

�
����

�2��(�� �)

��2

�
+ 	�
�

�2��(�� �)

��2
= 0� (4.1)

which is called the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation [106]. The quantities �� , 
�

and 	� represent the moment of inertia of a cross-section area, cross-section area
and density, respectively. These parameters are assumed to be time invariant
and spatially constant for each section, �, of the beam. The Young’s modulus
of elasticity is denoted by ��. In the pure elastic case, this quantity is constant
and real-valued for each section of the beam. By Fourier transformation of (4.1)
with respect to the temporal variable, the PDE is transformed to a frequency
dependent ordinary differential equation in the spatial domain, �

����
d4��

� (�� �)

d�4
� 	�
��

2��

� (�� �) = 0� (4.2)

where ��

� (�� �) is the Fourier transform of ��(�� �) and � is the angular fre-
quency [rad/s]. In the sequel we will deal with both the Fourier transform
and the Laplace transform. To separate the two transforms the superscripts �
(Fourier) and � (Laplace) will be employed.

A viscoelastic beam exhibits the property that if the deformation is spec-
ified, the current stress depends on the entire deformation history. This is
modeled by a Young’s modulus which is frequency dependent and complex
valued [13]. Based on this, viscoelasticity can be introduced in a frequency
domain context by replacing �� in (4.2) with ��(�). It is then referred to as
the complex modulus and can be modeled using, for example, the standard
linear solids model [114]. Basically, it is a parametric model derived from a
system with two springs and one dashpot.

Here, we use a model with two standard linear solids in parallel, as shown
in Figure 4.2. The model of the complex modulus for the beam material then
is of second order and it becomes

��(�) =
�

2

�
1 + i���1
1 + i���1

+
1 + i���2
1 + i���2

�
� (4.3)

where the parameters are functions of the spring constants �1� , �2� and the
viscosity �� through [81]

� = �
�1��2�

�1� + �2�
� � = 1� 2�

��� =
��

�1�
�

��� =
��

�1� + �2�
�
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Figure 4.2: The standard linear solid model that relates stress � and strain �

in a viscoelastic material. The parameters �1� and �2� are spring constants;
and �� is the viscosity.

Table 4.2: The parameters of the standard linear solid model for ��(�).
Parameter Value
�� [N/m2] 4�029� 109

��1 [s] 4�369� 10�3

��1 [s] 2�954� 10�3

��2 [s] 450�9� 10�6

��2 [s] 365�8� 10�6

The values of these parameters are listed in Table 4.2. They were experimen-
tally determined in [50].

The actuator material is not present in section 1 and 3 of the beam. There-
fore, the complex modulus of these sections become

�1(�) = �3(�) = ��(�)� (4.4)

In the middle section, both the beam and the actuator contribute to the ma-
terial properties through

�2(�)	2 = ��(�)	� + 2��	�


where 	� and 	� are the moment of inertias of the beam and actuator, respec-
tively.

In order to solve (4.2) a number of boundary values and compatibility condi-
tions are needed. The (Fourier transformed) boundary values of the cantilever
beam are

��

1 (�
 0) =
d

d�
��

1 (�
 0) =
d2

d�2
��

3 (�
) = 0
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�3(�)�3
d3

d�2
��

3 (���) = ��(�)	

Furthermore, the sections of the beam are tied together by four compatibility
conditions at each point where two sections meet. For example, if sections 

and 
 + 1 meet at the spatial coordinate �� the following must hold

��

� (�� ��) =��

�+1(�� ��)�

d

d�
��

� (�� ��) =
d

d�
��

�+1(�� ��)�

��

� (�� ��) =��

�+1(�� ��)�

��� (�� ��) = ���+1(�� ��)�

where � and � are the bending moment and transversal force, respectively.
The disturbance force, ��(�) = � [(�)](�), and the actuating voltage,

��(�) = � [�(�)](�), are treated as input signals to the system. ��(�) enters
through one of the boundary conditions and ��(�) enters through two of the
compatibility conditions.

Using the above observations we replace �� by ��(�) and solve (4.2). Its
characteristic equation now reads

�4� � �2 ����

��(�)��
= 0�

with the solution

���� = i�
�
�2 ����

��(�)��

� 1
4

� � = 1� 	 	 	 � 4�

where i =
��1. The solution to (4.2) is readily written

��

� (�� �) =
�
e����1 � � � e����4

�
�
��
���1(�)

			

���4(�)

�
	


= �
�
� (�� �)��(�)� (4.5)

where ����(�) are unknown parameters that are to be determined by using the
boundary values and compatibility conditions. Next, denote

� �

�
��1�2
�3

�

 � �

12�1 	 (4.6)

Then, the following system of equations can be formed

��(�) = �1�
� (�) + �2�

�(�)� (4.7)

where � � � 12�12 , �1 and �2 � �12�1 are completely determined by the
boundary values and compatibility conditions (i.e. fully known). The input
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signals enter through the right hand side of (4.7). Using (4.6) and (4.7) we
have

��(�) = ���
�1(�)

�
�1�

�(�) + �2�
� (�)

�
� (4.8)

where �� � �
4�12 is constructed such that

��(�) = ���(�)�

Finally, combining (4.8) and (4.5) the frequency responses from the inputs to
the transversal deflection at the coordinate � is extracted

��

� (�� �) = �
�

� (�� �)���
�1(�)�1�

� (�) + �
�

� (�� �)���
�1(�)�2�

� (�)

� ��

� (�� �)�
� (�) +	�� (�� �)�

�(�)� (4.9)

The subscript 
 in the last line of (4.9) denotes that it is the frequency response
to the transversal deflection and not the strain as in Figure 4.1. To obtain an
expression for the strain, ��, as a function of frequency and space, compatibility
conditions are utilized [33]

� � (�) = ��� (�� �) = �
�

2

d2

d�2
��

� (�� �)� (4.10)

where � is the height of the beam at section �. To find the frequency responses
�� (�� �) and 	� (�� �), (4.10) is simply applied to (4.9), noting that ��

�
is the

only term depending on �.
Due to the complexity of �(�) it is not possible to obtain a simple closed

form expression directly from the above equations. Instead �� (�� �) and
	� (�� �) can be numerically computed for any frequency or spatial coordi-
nate. Typically, the spatial coordinate is held fixed and the frequency is varied
to obtain the frequency responses. Utilizing this, we drop the spatial depen-
dence and introduce the shortened notations �� (�) and 	� (�). Solving (4.9)
directly is, however, not numerically sound. Instead, (4.7) is first solved by
means of an LU factorization and the result is put into (4.5) in a second step.

It is most often desirable to have a parametric model of finite order that
describes the dynamics of a system; not the least if the model should be a basis
for model based control. In the following, two different strategies for fitting
parametric models to the frequency responses are evaluated.

4.2.1 An Ad-hoc Approach

The first approach is to realize the transfer functions as proper rational func-
tions in the Laplace domain, i.e.

�̂�(����) =
��(�)

�(�)
� 	̂�(����) =

��(�)

�(�)
�

where �(�), ��(�) and ��(�) are polynomials of order ��, ��� and ���,
respectively. The parameter vector �� contains the coefficients of the unknown
polynomials �(�) and ��(�), i.e. �� = [�1 � � � ��� �0 � � � ���� ]

� ; whereas ��
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only contains the coefficients of ��(�). The reason for this convention should
soon be clear. To find �� we attempt to minimize a quadratic criterion

� (��) =
��

�=1

�����(��)� �̂�(i�����)
���
2

�1(��)� (4.11)

where � is the number of frequency points at which ��(�) is computed and
�1(�) is a user chosen weighting function. To minimize � (��) the MATLAB
function invfreqs is used. It applies a damped Gauss-Newton iterative search
algorithm [63]. Once acceptable estimates of 	(�) and ��(�) are obtained,
	(�) is used when determining 
̂�(����) = ��(�)�	(�) in a second step. This
is performed by using the same type of loss function as in (4.11),

� (��) =

��

�=1

���
� (��)� 
̂�(i�����)
���
2

�2(��)

=
��

�=1

��	(i��)
� (��)���(i�����)
��2 �2(��)

�	(i��)�
2 � (4.12)

Since 	(�) is now considered to be known, this is a linear problem which is
solved using a standard weighted least squares procedure. It is then straight-
forward to carry on and compute zero-polynomials for any sensor location along
the beam, using the pole polynomial from the first identification step.

Example 4.1. Now, this method is applied to the beam-system
in Section 4.1. A collocated actuator-sensor configuration is used,
i.e. the sensor is attached on top of one of the actuators. Figure
4.3 shows the magnitude of the numerically computed ��(�) and
its low order approximation �̂�(����) evaluated on the imaginary
axis; i.e. � = i�. ��(�) is used as frequency domain data for
the first identification step. In addition, the magnitude of the error
between the two frequency responses is depicted. The thick verti-
cal dash-dotted line denotes an ideal low-pass filter. It is used to
delimit the part of the frequency response that is employed for the
identification. The rational transfer function �̂�(����) has four ze-
ros and six poles, that are fitted to the data set. The figure shows
that a very good fit between the frequency response data and the
parametric model is obtained within the modeled frequency range.

�

The advantages of this method are that frequency weighting is easily performed
and that continuous-time parametric models are directly obtained. In addition,
the method allows arbitrary spacing of the frequency points. It is thus possible
to use e.g. logarithmically spaced frequency response data to get a natural
weighting of the data. Nevertheless, there are some disadvantages. The most
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Figure 4.3: Magnitude plot of the numerically computed transfer function
�� (�) (solid), the low order parametric approximation �̂�(i���) (dashed)
and the error (dash-dotted).

obvious one is that only one data set is used to identify the pole polynomial.
This could be a real problem if a pole-zero cancellation is hidden in the data
set chosen for the first identification step. It is also not obvious how to choose
model orders and how to realize the system in a state space representation; not
the least if a large number of outputs are used. Further, the numerical search
procedure in the first identification step is quite expensive computationally.

4.2.2 Subspace-based Identification

The subspace based algorithm is the algorithm denoted Algorithm 1 in the
paper [73] by McKelvey et al. It utilizes frequency response data from infinite-
dimensional systems to identify MIMO state space models. The frequency
response data are restricted to be generated from equidistant frequency sam-
ples.

The method is based on estimating the impulse response coefficients by
using the inverse discrete Fourier transform on the frequency response data.
Then, the coefficients are used to construct a block Hankel matrix on which
a singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed. The sub-matrices from
the SVD that correspond to the most significant singular values are used to
construct the state space representation. In contrast to the ad-hoc approach
outlined in the previous section, this method estimates discrete-time models.
To convert the models to continuous-time the zero-order hold approach is uti-
lized.
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Figure 4.4: Magnitude plot of the numerically computed transfer function
��(�) (solid), the low order parametric approximation �̂�(i���) (dashed)
and the error (dash-dotted). The parametric model is generated from the
subspace-based approach.

Example 4.2. The subspace-based approach is applied to find a
low order approximation of ��(�) as in Example 4.1. Once again,
the dashed-dotted line denotes an ideal low pass filter which defines
the part of the frequency response that is used for the identification.
In Figure 4.4 a state space representation of order six is chosen.
The solid and dashed lines depict that a quite good fit between
the parametric model and the frequency response data is obtained.
However, the dash-dotted line indicates that the high performance
of the ad-hoc approach is not attained. �

The advantage of this method is that frequency response data from all transfer
functions are used to estimate the low order parametric approximation in a
single step. The retrieved model is a MIMO state space representation, which
is useful for controller design purposes. In addition, the singular values of the
Hankel matrix provide a tool for determining the order of the representation.
The disadvantage is primarily the lack of a frequency weighting possibility.
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4.3 Controller Design

In order to perform controller design the system is realized in state space form

�̇(�) = ��(�) +��(�) +��(�)

�(�) =��(�) +�1�(�)

�(�) = ��(�) +�2�(�)

�̃(�) = �(�) + �(�)� (4.13)

where �(�), �(�) and �(�) are the strain, transversal deflection and measure-
ment noise, respectively. The unit of the strain is [m/m] and the unit of the
transversal deflection is [m]. Although the strain is measured, �(�) = 	(�� 
)
is also modeled. The reason for this is that it may be desirable to control the
transversal deflection.

This section is divided into two parts. First, LQG-control theory is applied
to control the strain. Thereafter, an attempt is made to control the transversal
deflection. For simplicity, the subspace-based approach is utilized to model the
beam system. This method directly yields a model of the form (4.13).

4.3.1 Control of the Strain

For controller design purposes the machinery of LQG control theory is utilized,
see Section 3.2. A controller of the form

�(�) = ���̂(�)

˙̂�(�) = � �̂(�) +��(�) +�(�̃(�)���̂(�)��2�(�)) (4.14)

is then retrieved.
To find the controller, the following quadratic criterion is employed

� =

�
�

0

[���
2(�) + ���

2(�) + �2(�)]d�� (4.15)

with �� = 104 and �� = 0. The separation theorem (Theorem 3.2) is used to
compute the Kalman gain, �. The intensities of the disturbance, 1, and the
measurement noise, 2, are treated as design variables. The values 1 = 5�107

and 2 = 1 are chosen.
The system is simulated in Matlab, with a small noise term added to the

measured signal. Figure 4.5 shows the time response, �(�), to an impulse dis-
turbance, �(�). The disturbance is of low-pass characteristics and has its main
power within the modeled part of the spectrum.

The figure shows that the disturbance is well damped if control action is
applied. To analyze stability due to unmodeled dynamics the Bode diagram
of the loop gain is drawn. Here, the numerically computed frequency response
�� (�) is employed. It is performed by evaluating the controller (4.14) for
different frequencies and the result is multiplied with �� (�). The Bode plot
of the loop gain is depicted in Figure 4.6. In addition, the sensitivity function,
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Figure 4.5: Time response of the strain. Closed loop (solid) and open loop
(dashed).

�, and the complementary sensitivity function, � , are visualized in the upper
part of the figure.

In view of the figure it should be clear that the closed loop system is ro-
bust with respect to the ignored dynamics, since the high frequency content of
�� (�) is well damped by the controller. The sensitivity function shows how
sensitive the closed loop system is to modeling errors. Thus, in frequency re-
gions where � is small the closed loop system is insensitive to modeling errors.
The figure shows that � is quite small in regions where ��(�) is large. Often,
one would like to obtain �(0) � 0 (integral action in the control loop), in order
to get rid of stationary errors. However, due to the nature of the disturbance
force (impulse), there is no need for integral action in the control loop. The
complementary sensitivity also has a reasonable behavior.

4.3.2 Control of the Transversal Deflection

Next, the transversal deflection, �(�), is controlled. Still, the model (4.13)
is employed, i.e. the strain is measured. The parameters �� = 0, �� = 1
and 	1 = 106 are adjusted. The time response of the transversal deflection is
depicted in Figure 4.7.

Once again it is seen that the vibrations are nicely damped when control
action is applied. In the same fashion as previously the loop gain, � and �

are plotted for the new controller, see Figure 4.8. The Bode plot of the loop
gain shows that a very small phase margin is obtained. The sensitivity func-
tion and the complementary sensitivity function also have a very unpleasant
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Figure 4.6: Bode plots of the loop gain (solid), � (dashed) and � (dash-dotted).

appearance. The result indicates that it is quite hard to control the transversal
deflection from strain measurements. This issue is further investigated in the
next chapter.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, modeling and control of the vibrations in a viscoelastic beam
have been considered. For control purposes the beam is equipped with a piezo-
electrical actuator and a strain sensor. The aim has been to accurately model
the beam system by taking the structural properties of the piezoelectrical ac-
tuator into account. In addition, viscoelasticity is introduced in a frequency
domain context by employing a frequency dependent Young’s modulus of elas-
ticity. The system is described by equations of infinite order and two approaches
for model reduction have been treated. Both methods showed nice results.

Finally, LQG control theory was applied to the system. First the strain
was controlled with promising result. Then, the transversal deflection was
controlled by using the strain measurements in a feedback loop. Even though
the vibrations were well damped the Bode plot of the loop gain indicated severe
robustness problems.
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Figure 4.7: Time response of the transversal deflection. Closed loop (solid)
and open loop (dashed).
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The transversal deflection is controlled.



Chapter 5
On the Tradeoff between Feedback

Properties and Disturbance Attenuation

for a Cantilever Beam System

IN MANY control applications it is not possible to directly measure the per-
formance variable that is to be controlled. Such situations occur whenever

it is difficult, expensive or even impossible to measure some desired physical
quantity.

For control systems where the performance variable is measured for feedback
it is well known that only crude models are needed, since feedback performance
is robust with regard to model uncertainties. The drawback with feedback con-
trol is that the closed loop system may become unstable and therefore stability
robustness is an important issue for feedback systems [100].

This is in contrast to feedforward control, which does not affect the stability
of the controlled system but very detailed models are needed in order to achieve
high performance.

For systems where the performance variable is not directly measured it
is conceptually straightforward to apply feedback control with the purpose
to control another variable than the one measured. In order to accomplish
this, a model of the full system is needed. However, it turns out that such
feedback control systems may suffer from the drawbacks of both feedback and
feedforward control. In some situations, a very detailed model of the system
is required and the closed loop system may become unstable [30]. Especially,
systems with lightly damped zeros appears to be difficult to control. Such
systems are common in the fields of vibration and noise control [31; 79; 97].

In this chapter we consider vibration control of a flexible cantilever beam,
similar to the one described in Chapter 4. It is a commonly used example in
the vibration control literature [77; 79]. It is shown that feedback design is
problematic for the case when the performance variable is not measured for
feedback, which was noticed in the previous chapter.

59
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5.1 Problem Formulation

Consider a dynamic system in state space form

�̇(�) = ��(�) +��(�) +��(�)

�(�) =��(�) +����(�) +����(�)

�(�) = ��(�) +����(�) +����(�)�

(5.1)

where � is a vector of state variables, � is the control signal, � is a disturbance
entering the system, � is the measured variable and � is the performance mea-
sure that we are to control. The variables �, �, � and � are all assumed to
be scalar valued. It is straightforward to find a feedback control law designed
to make the � variable ‘small’ in some sense. This can be performed using for
example LQG control theory. The criterion to minimize then can be written
as

� = lim
���

1

	

��

0

�

1�

2(�) + �2(�)
�
d��

where 
1 is a design variable chosen to obtain some desired closed loop perfor-
mance. The closed loop system will also depend on the Kalman filter for state
observation [39]. In this chapter, the LQG controller is compared to an ‘ideal’
controller that is derived from the model of the system.

The transfer function representation of (5.1) can be written as

� (�) = ��(�)�(�) +��(�)� (�)�

�(�) = ��(�)�(�) +��(�)� (�)�

where

��(�) =
���(�)

�(�)
= � (�� ��)

�1
� +���� (5.2)

��(�) =
���(�)

�(�)
= � (�� ��)

�1
� +���� (5.3)

��(�) =
���(�)

�(�)
=� (�� ��)�1

� +���� (5.4)

��(�) =
���(�)

�(�)
=� (�� ��)

�1
� +���� (5.5)

Furthermore, we introduce the feedback control law

�(�) = ��(�)� (�) = �
��(�)

��(�)
� (�)�

Notice that the definitions of (5.2)–(5.5) by use of (5.1) restricts the zero poly-
nomials ���(�) from taking any arbitrary form. They must have a physical
interconnection. For flexible structures the pole polynomial �(�) depends on
the material and geometric properties of the structure. It is independent on
the sensor location and the type of variable that is considered. Therefore, all
channels ��(�) share the same pole polynomial. This is not the case for the
zero polynomials. A block diagram of the control problem is depicted in Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the control problem.
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5.2 Closed Loop Transfer Functions and High

Gain Feedback

For closed loop systems the sensitivity function plays a key part. It is given by

�(�) =
1

1 +���(�)�(�)
(5.6)

and it shows how sensitive the closed loop system is to modeling errors. The
sensitivity function also shows the effect of the disturbance on the measured
output �. More specifically,

� (�) = ���(�)�(�)� (�)

in closed loop. However, it does generally not show the effect of the disturbance
on the performance variable �. This effect is given by

	(�) = 
��� (�)�

where


�� = ���(�)�
�(�)���(�)���(�)

1 +���(�)�(�)
(5.7)

and as in [30] the disturbance response ratio is defined as

���(�) =

��(�)

���(�)
�

which can be used to relate the closed-loop to the open-loop response.
In our case, where all transfer functions share the same pole polynomial,

(5.7) modifies to


��(�) =
��(�)

�(�)
�

�(�)��(�)��(�)

�(�) [�(�)��(�) +��(�)�(�)]
�

From the expression (5.6) it is obvious that high gain feedback can be used to
make � small (unless ��� contains right half plane zeros). This may not be
the case for 
�� in (5.7). High gain feedback yields

lim
�(�)��


��(�) =
��(�)��(�)���(�)��(�)

�(�)��(�)
� (5.8)

which differs from zero, unless

��(�)��(�)���(�)��(�) � 0�1 (5.9)

This is rarely the case unless the performance variable is measured for feedback.
This fact is next illustrated in two simple examples.

1Equation (5.8) can be further simplified, since ���(�)���(�)����(�)���(�) = �(�)�(�),
for some polynomial �(�), which follows from (5.1)–(5.5). Thus, (5.9) can be reformulated
as �(�) � 0.
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Example 5.1. Consider a system with � = � defined by the trans-
fer functions

���(�) = ���(�) =
1

�+ 1
�

���(�) = ���(�) = 1 (i.e. ��� = ��� = �)

and the proportional feedback control law

�(�) = 	(�)
 (�) =
��

1

 (�)�

The closed loop response becomes

�(�) = 
 (�) =
�+ 1

�+ 1 +��

 (�)�

which can be made arbitrarily small by use of high gain feedback
(�� ��). �

Next, we treat the case with � �= � where the gain of ��� differs from the gain
of ���. Surprisingly, the disturbance response will behave completely different
if high gain feedback is employed.

Example 5.2. Consider now the system

���(�) =
1

�+ 1
�

���(�) =
2

�+ 1
�

���(�) = ���(�) = 1

and the high gain proportional controller

	(�) = �� � �� ���

which yields the closed loop disturbance response

�(�) = � (�)�

This response is not any better than the open loop system. Ob-
viously, the performance of the high gain controller is very poor.
In contrast to Example 5.1, the disturbance is not attenuated at
all. Still, the sensitivity function goes to zero with the high gain
controller. �
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5.3 A Perfect Disturbance Cancellation Con-

troller and the Γ-function

As indicated in the previous section high gain feedback may not be fruitful for
disturbance rejection. Specifically, it is likely not possible to achieve arbitrarily
good performance. In [30] a perfect feedback cancellation controller is derived.
It is given by

��(�) =
���(�)

���(�)���(�)����(�)���(�)
(5.10)

and it yields
���(�) � 0�

The controller may not realizable and/or stabilize the closed loop system. Con-
ditions under which the controller �� makes the closed loop system stable are
discussed in [30]. In any case, a controller designed to make ���(i�) small over
a certain frequency interval must approximate ��(i�) over that particular
frequency range [30].

The disturbance cancellation controller depends precisely on the model of
the system to control. Its ability to perform efficient disturbance rejection de-
pends on the accuracy of the models. Also, since feedback is involved, the
closed loop system may become unstable. Therefore, control of a performance
variable that is not measured for feedback shares the drawbacks of both feed-
forward and feedback control.

Example 5.3. Consider now the same system as in Example 5.2.
In the example, high gain feedback was not successful. The ideal
disturbance cancellation controller actually is a proportional differ-
entiating controller (PD),

��(�) = �+ 1�

that drives the performance variable identically to zero. The sensi-
tivity function becomes

�(�) =
1

2
�

which implies that the disturbance response to the measured vari-
able will be attenuated with a factor of 2 compared to the open
loop case. However, �� is not proper and it therefore needs to be
modified before implementation. �

By inspection of the equations (5.6) and (5.7) one may imagine that there
exists a tradeoff between making the sensitivity function � and the disturbance
response ��� small. Such a tradeoff does exist and the difficulty of this tradeoff
is indicated by

Γ(�) =
���(�)���(�)

���(�)���(�)
=

	��(�)	��(�)

	��(�)	��(�)
� (5.11)
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Notice that the dimensionless quantity Γ(�) only depends on the system to
control and not on the feedback design. It has a number of interesting properties
[30]:

1. If ���(i�)� 0, then

�(i�)� 1�
1

Γ(i�)
� (5.12)

2. If �(i�)� 0, then
���(i�)� 1� Γ(i�)�

Thus, if Γ = 1 (or Γ � 1) there exists no (little) tradeoff between feedback
properties and disturbance attenuation. Then, it is possible to make � and
��� (and hence ���) small simultaneously.

However, a severe tradeoff problem exists if �Γ(i�)� is either very large or
very small for some frequencies �. This is the case if the transfer functions
have a number of lightly damped zeros that are not shared between ������

and ������.
It is well known that right half plane zeros impose that the sensitivity func-

tion must satisfy certain interpolation constraints in order for the closed loop
system to be stable [39]. Therefore, right half plane zeros limits the achievable
closed loop bandwidth. The Γ-function (5.11) implies that the general distur-
bance attenuation problem is difficult as long as there exist zeros close to the
imaginary axis. Thus, also left half plane zeros impose control difficulties.

By use of Γ(�) we will investigate the difficulty of vibration control for a
flexible structure where the performance variable is not measured for feedback.
Models from two different modeling techniques will be considered. The first
modeling approach was introduced and described in Chapter 4. In the chapter
it was noticed that control of the transversal deflection from strain measure-
ments imposed robustness problem. The other modeling approach is the modal
analysis procedure that can be applied to elastic beams with simple boundary
conditions [77; 79].

5.4 Modeling

Consider a cantilever flexible beam as shown in Figure 5.2, which is similar
to the one employed in Chapter 4. A pair of piezoelectric patches are used as
actuator in the structure. They are arranged so that they generate flexural
waves when a voltage is applied. The measured output � is the signal from a
pair of strain sensors, positioned at 	 = 	�. The performance output 
 is here
considered to be the transversal deflection at position 	 = 	� and the external
disturbance � is a force applied at position 	 = 	� .

We consider two types of materials and modeling strategies for the system.
The first type is a beam of a viscoelastic material. It exhibits the property
that if the deformation is specified, the current stress depends on the entire
deformation history. This is the difference between a viscoelastic material and
a elastic material, where the current stress depends on the current strain (a
relation given by Young’s modulus).
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The modeling of the viscoelastic beam is quite involved and one may ask
if the control difficulties are due to the rather special modeling technique. For
purpose of comparison, we therefore also model the system for the pure elastic
case. This can be performed using the modal analysis technique which is a
mainstream approach for modeling of simple flexible structures. In both cases
it is assumed that the shear deformation is negligible compared to the bending
deformation so that the dynamics of the beam can be described by the Euler-
Bernoulli beam equation [79; 106]

�2

��2

�
����

�2�(�� �)

��2

�
+ ��	�

�2�(�� �)

��2
= 
(�� �)�

where � is the transversal deflection at time instance � at position �. The
quantities ��, ��, 	� and �� represent the Young’s modulus, moment of inertia,
cross-section area and density of the beam, respectively. The variable 
(�� �)
some distributed axial force (e.g. external disturbance or force generated by
the piezoelectric elements).

The boundary conditions of the aluminum cantilever beam are

�(�� 0) =
��(�� 0)

��
=

�2�(�� ��)

��2
=

�3�(�� ��)

��3
= 0�

and it is assumed that the piezo electrical elements are thin compared to the
base structure, so that their effect on the structural properties is negligible.

For the viscoelastic beam, the modeling is more complex since the piezo
patches are relatively much stiffer than the beam. The beam is divided into
three parts that are tied together with eight compatibility conditions. The
modeling also differs in the sense that disturbing force is restricted to enter at
the tip of the beam as a boundary condition, see Chapter 4.

The strain  is related to the transversal deflection trough

(�� �) = �
�(�)

2

�2�(�� �)

��2
� (5.13)

where � is the height of the beam at position �. The technical data of the beam
and the piezoelectric patches can be found in Table 5.1.

�(�)

�(�) �(�)

�(�)

��1 �2��� �� ����

Figure 5.2: An experimental setup of a flexible beam with piezoelectric patches.
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Table 5.1: Properties of the beam and the piezoelement.

Beam length, �� 0.59 m
Beam width, �� 0.01 m
Beam thickness, �� 0.002 m
Beam density (viscoelastic), �� 1183 kg/m3

Beam density (elastic), �� 2770 kg/m3

Beam Young’s mod. (elastic), �� 7.0�1010 N/m2

Piezo position �1 0.10 m
Piezo position �2 0.14 m
Piezo width, �� 0.01 m
Piezo thickness, �� 0.00025 m
Piezo density, �� 7878 kg/m3

Piezo Young’s mod. 6.7 �1010 N/m2

Piezo charge constant, �31 -2.1�10�10 m/V
Piezo voltage constant, �31 -11.5�10�3 Vm/N
Piezo coupling coeff., 	31 0.340

5.4.1 Viscoelastic Beam

The viscoelastic beam system was modeled and controlled in Chapter 4. There,
it was noticed that if the measured variable was employed as performance sig-
nal it was possible to robustly control the system using LQG control theory.
However, if the transversal deflection was to be controlled from strain mea-
surements, the stability margin of the closed loop system was extremely poor.
In the sequel, we will utilize the tools from Section 5.3 to further analyze the
difficulties of the control problem. The modeling details are here left out and
can be found in Section 4.2. The subspace based approach for model order
reduction is employed, see Section 4.2.2 and [73].

5.4.2 Aluminum Beam and Modal Analysis

The modal analysis technique can be applied to simple structures with no (or
very little) damping. A solution of the form


(�� �) =

��

�=0

�(�)��(�)

is then sought. The details of the modeling can be found in for example [79],
[77] and [80]. Here, we briefly state the modeling procedure.
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For the cantilever beam, the mode shapes �� take the form

��(�) = ��
�
cosh(���)� cos(���)� �� [sinh(���)� sin(���)]

�
�

where

�� =
cos(����) + cosh(����)

sin(����) + sinh(����)
�

To find ��, the transcendental equation

cos(����) cosh(����) = �1 (5.14)

needs to be solved. It can be performed by a numerical search. The �� variables
are related to the natural frequencies of the beam through

�� = �2
�

�
	�
�

����

�

Transfer function models of the system are obtained upon Laplace transfor-
mation and utilization of the orthogonality between the mode shapes �� . For
the transversal deflection, the transfer functions become

��(�) =

��
�=1

��(��) [�
�

�(�2)� ��

�(�1)]

�2 + 2���� + �2
�

��

�����
3
�

� (5.15)

��(�) =

��
�=1

��(��)��(��)

�2 + 2���� + �2
�

1

�����
3
�

� (5.16)

where � �� and where

�� = 	��31��(�� + ��)

is a geometric constant. In the expression for �� the effect of the double actu-
ator is taken into account. Upon application of (5.13), the transfer functions
from the inputs to the measured strain are

��(�) =

��
�=1

���

�(��) [�
�

�(�2)� ��

�(�1)]

�2 + 2���� + �2
�

��(��)��

2�����
3
�

� (5.17)

��(�) =

��
�=1

���

�(��)��(��)

�2 + 2���� + �2
�

��(��)

2�����
3
�

� (5.18)

There are a number of practical issues to consider when dealing with the
transfer functions (5.15)–(5.18). First of all it is not possible to compute the
infinite sums. Here it is chosen to simply truncate the sums (choose a finite
�). There exists, however, more sophisticated techniques that correct for the
neglected dynamics, see e.g. [79]. For numerical computations, the frequency
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axis is re-scaled and we use scaling of the variables so that the different sig-
nals are of equal magnitude [100]. The resulting transfer functions have the
appearance

��
��(�) = �����(2����)����

��
��(�) = �����(2����)����

��
��(�) = �����(2����)��� �

��
��(�) = �����(2����)��� �

where �� is the maximum expected value of variable �. We set �� = 250 Volt
and �� = 1 (impulse of amplitude 1). The scaling factors �� and �� depends
on the disturbance � and the position of 	 and 
.

5.5 Disturbance Attenuation

In this section we compare the perfect disturbance cancellation controller (5.10)
with a controller obtained using LQG control theory [39]. This is performed
for both of the two beam systems. The position of 
, 	 and � are set to

�� = �� =
�1 + �2

2
�

�� = ���

see Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1.

5.5.1 The Viscoelastic Beam

If LQG control theory is employed with the purpose to control the transversal
deflection 	 from strain measurements 
, a loop gain and a sensitivity function
as depicted in Figure 5.3 can be obtained. It can be seen that even though the
strain sensor is collocated with the actuator the stability margin is extremely
poor.

Figure 5.4 shows the open-loop and controlled disturbance response in the
frequency domain. It can be seen that the first peak is attenuated, whereas the
peaks with lower magnitude are left almost unaffected.

The severity of the control problem can be analyzed using the Γ-function
(5.11). It is plotted together with the loop gain, obtained with the ideal dis-
turbance cancellation controller 	 (5.10), see Figure 5.5. It can be seen that
�Γ� has several dips and therefore the control problem is difficult. In order to
attenuate the disturbance, any controller must approximate the ideal controller
	 over the frequency interval of interest. A comparison between Figures 5.3
and 5.5 shows that this is indeed the case. Here, the controller 	 is actually
not stabilizing, but the LQG controller is.
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Figure 5.3: Loop gain (solid) and sensitivity function (dashed) for the viscoelas-
tic beam controlled using LQG.
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Figure 5.4: Disturbance response. Open loop, ��� (solid) and closed-loop, ���
(dashed) for the viscoelastic beam controlled using LQG.
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Figure 5.5: Control using �� . Loop gain (solid) and Γ (dashed) for the vis-
coelastic beam
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Figure 5.6: Γ (solid) and 1� 1�Γ (dashed) for the aluminum beam.

5.5.2 The Aluminum Beam

For the case of an aluminum beam the modeling outlined in Section 5.4.2 is
employed. The transfer function sum is truncated at � = 10 and the relative
damping is set to �� = 0�001, � = 1� � � � � 10.

We begin by inspecting the Γ-function and the sensitivity limit 1 � 1�Γ,
defined in (5.12), for perfect disturbance rejection. Their respective modulus
is depicted in Figure 5.6. The curves show that the control problem indeed is
difficult. The Γ-function has a large number of peaks and dips. These are due
to the lightly damped zeros of all the transfer functions. The curves indicate
difficulties of making ��� and the sensitivity function small simultaneously.

We conclude with a comparison between the disturbance cancellation con-
troller and a controller obtained by use of LQG control theory. For these two
controllers, the loop gains are shown in Figure 5.7. Also here, the LQG con-
troller mimics �� and the stability robustness is very poor. As before, the
controller �� is not stabilizing the system, whereas the LQG controller does.
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Figure 5.7: Loop gain for the aluminum beam. LQG controller (solid) and
ideal disturbance controller (dashed).
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5.6 Conclusions

By use of the example of a flexible cantilever beam, the difficulty of controlling
a performance variable that is not measured for feedback has been depicted.
The problem is due to the lightly damped zeros of the flexible structure.

We have illustrated the difficulties of controlling the transversal deflection
from strain measurements when the two variables are positioned at the same
point in space. However, difficulties may appear whenever one tries to control:

1. A different physical quantity apart from the one measured.

2. The same physical quantity as the one measured but at a different posi-
tion.

This is due to the fact the transfer functions ���, ���, ��� and ��� do not
share zero polynomials.

It is possible to obtain satisfactory disturbance rejection, but this is likely
to be to the expense of stability robustness. For controllers that mimic the per-
fect cancellation controller �� over a wide frequency range, the loop gain and
sensitivity function indicated severe robustness problems. Therefore, minimiza-
tion of control variables apart from the one measured may be quite difficult in
practice. The Γ-function presented by [30] provides an efficient tool to analyze
the severity of the control problem.

As indicated by the examples in this chapter, high disturbance rejection
performance suffers from the disadvantages of both feedback and feedforward
control. Stability is problematic and very detailed and accurate models are
needed.



Chapter 6
A Mechanical Wave Diode: Using

Feedforward Control for One-way

Transmission of Elastic Extensional Waves

IN DIFFERENT types of structures, waves and vibrations generated by ma-
chinery or accidentally constitute an important engineering problem. Two

aspects of this problem are radiation of noise and failure due to fatigue. If a
structure is partially built up of slender bar elements, disturbances may propa-
gate through such elements from the source to different parts of the structure as
extensional, torsional and flexural waves, [41; 59]. Even if the source primarily
generates only one type of wave, there will generally be secondary generation of
the other two types due to coupling of waves at joints, bends, etc. in the struc-
ture. With regard to reduction of harmful effects, therefore, no type of wave
should generally be neglected. Clearly, however, measures against one type of
wave only, applied between a source of such waves and the main structure, may
significantly reduce the presence of all types of waves and vibrations.

This chapter is concerned with the design of feedforward control of elastic
extensional, or longitudinal, waves in a bar. The aim is to realize a device
which fully reflects waves traveling in one direction and fully transmits waves
traveling in the opposite direction. Thus, with regard to wave transmission,
this device should have properties analogous to those of an electrical diode. We
therefore can describe this device as a ‘mechanical wave diode’.

6.1 Introduction

Feedforward control is used to eliminate the influence of measurable distur-
bances. The basic idea is to introduce some suitable compensating control
action to reject the disturbance before it reaches the output. This is the ma-
jor advantage of feedforward control compared to control based on feedback
from the output. With a successful feedforward control law there would be no

75
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need to compensate for the disturbance by use of feedback. However, there are
some difficulties related to feedforward control. First of all, feedforward is an
open-loop compensation and therefore requires an accurate system model. Fur-
thermore, design of a feedforward controller involves calculation of the inverse
of a dynamical system. Sometimes, this inverse does not exist due to ‘unstable’
zeros of the system to be inverted. Also, a dynamical system commonly has
low-pass characteristics, which means that its inverse will have excessive high
frequency gain. This implies that the feedforward filter will be sensitive to
noise.

Consider propagation of elastic waves in a straight bar as shown in Figure
6.1. At two sections, the bar is equipped with strain gauge pairs. Also, along a
segment of the bar, a pair of piezoelectric actuators, electrically and mechani-
cally in parallel, are attached. The idea with this configuration of bar, sensors
and actuator is to apply feedforward control so that waves traveling from the
sensors towards the first bar-actuator interface will be fully reflected while
waves traveling in the opposite direction, towards the second bar/specimen in-
terface, will be transmitted undisturbed. Therefore, waves traveling from the
sensors towards the first bar/actuator interface will be considered measurable
disturbances which are to be suppressed through feedforward control.

A similar approach but for control of flexural waves is described in [71] and
[45]. The motion of flexural waves is more complex than that of extensional
waves. However, a major difference compared to the treatment in this chapter
is that in these papers measurement noise is not taken into account. It is an-
ticipated that noise may cause severe problems as the derived control schemes
have infinite gain at certain frequencies. Therefore, although the wave control
system presented in this chapter is based on a simple wave model (extensional
waves), the control problem is challenging. In order to compensate for sensor
and actuator dynamics (which e.g. both have zero static gain) the controller
requires very high gain at certain frequencies. It will be shown that a con-
trol strategy derived without bothering about measurement noise is practically
useless.

The control of downstream mechanical waves is also similar to active acous-
tic noise control (ANC) in ducts [46; 89; 105], as the wave motions are governed
by the same wave equation. The two strain sensors correspond to microphones
and the piezo-actuator to a loudspeaker. However, there are differences that
have major implications in the design of the feedforward controller. First of
all, the piezo-actuator is distributed and described by equations that are not
easily compensated for by the controller. As the control system compensates
for downstream disturbances, upstream waves are also generated and noticed
by the sensing equipment. This is referred to as the feedback path in the ANC
literature [89]. This path is undesirable as it disturbs the measurement of
downstream waves and may cause instability. In the literature on ANC of
ducts these effects are most often mitigated by adding a model of the feedback
path to the controller. With the concept of the mechanical wave diode we fully
take into account any upstream disturbance, irrespective of its source.

Two types of disturbing waves will be considered. The first consists of
isolated transient pulse-shaped disturbances that enter the system only occa-
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Figure 6.1: Bar with two strain gauge pairs, one actuator pair and feedforward
control for one-way transmission from left to right.

sionally, and the second is a random disturbance with given statistical proper-
ties. Typical origins of such disturbances may be accidental impacts by tools
and pressure from wind, water and traffic, respectively. One problem associ-
ated with control of extensional waves is the relatively high wave propagation
speed, which is about 5000 m/s in metals such as steel and aluminum. The
travel time between the sensors and the actuator must be larger than the time
delay of the controller, which may be true only for relatively large structures.

6.2 Modeling and Ideal Feedforward Design

In order to design a feedforward controller for the system in Figure 6.1, a first
step is to model the actuator and its effect on the wave propagation in the bar.
We present such modeling in the next subsections. As the system considered
is linear, superposition will be used. In particular, the waves originating from
the disturbing source and those generated by the actuator will be considered
one by one and superimposed. The Fourier transforms of time domain signals
are written with the corresponding capital letters, e.g. �(�)�� �(�).

6.2.1 Bar, Sensor and Actuator Configuration

The operative wave lengths are assumed to be much greater than the transverse
dimensions of the bar, which implies that one-dimensional theory is accurate
[41; 59]. Thus, the wave propagation outside the actuator region is charac-

terized by the wave speed �� = (�����)
1�2

and the characteristic impedance

	� = 
� (����)
1�2

, where 
� is the cross-sectional area, �� is the Young’s
modulus and �� is the density. Within the actuator region, the cross-sectional
area of the bar is reduced to 
1, while the total cross-sectional area of the
two actuators is 
2, their Young’s modulus is �2 and their density is �2. With
the assumption that one-dimensional theory applies also within this region, the

effective wave speed and the characteristic impedance become �� = (�����)
1�2

and 	� = 
� (����)
1�2

, respectively, where 
� = 
1 + 
2 is the total cross-
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sectional area, �� = (�1�� +�2�2) ��� is the effective Young’s modulus, and
�� = (�1�� +�2�2) ��� is the effective density. For given properties of the bar
and actuator materials, the cross-sectional areas �1 and �2 are chosen so that
impedance matching is achieved, i.e. �� = ��. Therefore, for zero feedfor-
ward input voltage to the actuators from an amplifier with negligible output
impedance, waves traveling in both directions will be transmitted undisturbed
through the actuator region without generation of reflected waves.

6.2.2 Wave Propagation

Let � be an axial coordinate and let � be time. For zero feedforward input to
the actuators (��(�) = 0 in Figure 6.1), the wave motion in the bar, including
the actuator region, can be expressed in terms of the normal force as

	(
� �) =  (�)e�i�� + ̄ (�)ei��� (6.1)

where


 =

� �

0

d�

�(�)
� (6.2)

with �(�) = �� within and �(�) = �� outside the actuator region, is a trans-
formed axial co-ordinate with dimension of time, and where  (�) and ̄ (�)
are the Fourier transforms of the normal forces �(�) and �̄(�) at the origin 
 = 0
associated with waves �(��
) and �̄(�+
) traveling in the directions of increas-
ing and decreasing 
, respectively. As these waves have unit speed, the angular
frequency � plays the role of wave number in (6.1). In terms of 
, the sensor
positions become 
 = ���, and the actuator region becomes ����� � 
 � ��+��
as shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.3 Wave Separation

Generally, the waves represented by  (�) and ̄ (�) at 
 = 0 overlap in the
time domain. However, these waves can be separated if �1(�) = �(
1� �) and
�2(�) = �(
2� �) are known from measured strains at two different bar sections

1 and 
2 [70]. This can be achieved by substituting 
 = 
1, 	 = 	1 and

 = 
2, 	 = 	2 into (6.1) and solving the resulting system of two equations for
 (�) and ̄ (�). If the two bar sections are taken to be 
1 = ��� and 
2 = ��
as shown in Figure 6.1, one obtains for ��� �= ���2 (� = 0� 1� 2� ���)

 (�) =
1

�1(�)

�
e�i���	1(�)� e�i�3��	2(�)

�
� (6.3)

with

�1(�) = 1� e�i�4�� (6.4)

and a similar result for ̄ (�). Two sensors is the least number of sensors needed
in order to separate the overlapping waves. The problem of wave separation
for a general number of sensors is thoroughly treated in Chapter 8.
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According to (6.1), the wave � (�) gives rise to the delayed incident wave

��(�) = �1(�)� (�) (6.5)

with

�1(�) = e�i�(�����) (6.6)

at the first bar/actuator interface � = �� � ��.

6.2.4 Transmitted and Reflected Waves Generated by

Incident Wave

First, it is assumed that the incident wave ��(�) is the only wave acting in the
actuator region, i.e. there is no control action. Then, according to (6.1), the
incident wave ��(�) at the first bar/actuator interface � = �� � �� generates a
delayed transmitted wave

�
(�)
�
(�) = �2(�)��(�)� (6.7)

with

�2(�) = e�i�2�� (6.8)

at the second bar/actuator interface � = �� + ��. Because of the impedance
matching, there is no reflected wave generated at the first bar/actuator interface
due to the incident wave, i.e.,

�̄ (�)
�
(�) = 0� (6.9)

6.2.5 Out-going Waves Generated by Actuator

Next, it is assumed that the feedforward input ��(�) to the actuator pair is
acting alone, i.e., there is no incident wave at anyone of the two bar/actuator
interfaces. If it is imagined that such input would be supplied to the actuator
pair with rigid constraints at its ends, a normal force 	�(�), assumed to be
proportional to the input voltage, would be generated in each section of the

actuator region. It generates out-going waves �
(�)
�

(�) and �̄
(�)
� (�) at the second

and first bar/actuator interfaces, respectively. As shown in [52], these waves
are

�
(�)
�

(�) = �̄ (�)
�

(�) = 
2(�)	�(�)� (6.10)

with


2(�) =
1

2

�
1� e�i�2��

�
� (6.11)
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6.2.6 Feedforward Input for One-way Transmission

Finally, the incident wave ��(�) at the first bar/actuator interface and the
feedforward input ��(�) are considered to act simultaneously and their re-
sponses are superimposed. Thus, according to equations (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10)
out-going waves

��(�) = �
(�)
� (�) + �

(�)
� (�) = �2(�)��(�) + �2(�)��(�) (6.12)

and

�̄�(�) = �̄ (�)
� (�) + �̄ (�)

� (�) = �2(�)��(�) (6.13)

are generated at the second and first bar/actuator interfaces, respectively. Zero
transmission can be achieved by putting the right-hand member of (6.12) equal
to zero, which gives the feedforward input, c.f. (6.3) – (6.6),

��(�) = �
�2(�)�1(�)

�2(�)�1(�)

�
e�i����1(�)� e�i�3���2(�)

�
� (6.14)

With this feedforward input to the actuator pair, the outgoing waves from
the second and first bar/actuator interfaces will be

��(�) = 0 (6.15)

and

�̄�(�) = ��2(�)��(�)� (6.16)

respectively, where the last equation has been obtained by using (6.12) and
(6.15) into (6.13). Thus, due to the action of the actuator pair, the wave
��(�) incident on the first bar/actuator interface is not transmitted through
the output bar/actuator interface. From (6.8) and (6.16) it follows that this
wave is subjected to an apparent free-end reflection, with reversal of sign, at
the mid-section � = 	� of the actuator region. Waves incident on the second
bar/actuator interface do not activate the actuators and are therefore transmit-
ted undisturbed through the actuator region without reflection. These proper-
ties are illustrated in Figure 6.2.

6.3 Evaluation of Ideal Feedforward Design

For the purpose of a further analysis it is useful to rewrite the relations de-
rived in the previous section as difference equations in discrete-time. This is
straightforward since the equations derived so far basically involve time de-
lays, e.g. e�i���� (�) �� 
(	 � 	�). For simplicity we assume that the
time delays 	�, 	� and 	� are integer multiples of the sampling interval � . We
label these multiples as ��, �� and ��, respectively, so that 	� = ��� , etc.
This means that we can use the backward shift operator q�1 so that, e.g.,
q���
(	) = 
(	� ��� ) = 
(	� 	�).
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��������
��������

�1(�) �2(�) ��(�)

�1

�1

�2 � �1

�2 � �1

(�)

(�)

(�)

Figure 6.2: (a) Bar with strain gauge pairs and actuator pair. (b) Appar-
ent free-end reflection of wave traveling from left to right. (c) Undisturbed
transmission of wave traveling from right to left.

We aim at describing the system in a way that is tractable to analysis from
a control perspective. Then, it is natural to consider the total controlled system
(comprising both the mechanical part and the controller) as a two input, single
output system with the waves �(�) and �̄(�) as inputs and ��(�) as output. The
measured signals �1(�) and �2(�) are viewed as internal measurable variables
rather than inputs to the total system. The control signal is ��(�), i.e., the
input to the actuator.

To make the analysis more realistic, we assume the measured signals �1(�)
and �2(�) to be corrupted with additive measurement noise. By use of (6.1),
these signals can be expressed as

��1(�) = q���(�) + q��� �̄(�) + �1(�)� (6.17)

��2(�) = q����(�) + q�� �̄(�) + �2(�)� (6.18)

where �1(�) and �2(�) are measurement noise sequences which are assumed to
be mutually independent. The extraction of � is performed by the time-domain
equivalent of (6.3), which is

��(�) =
1

1� q�4��
��
�
(�) (6.19)

��
�
(�) = q�����1(�)� q�3����2(�)� (6.20)

In case there is no measurement noise present in (6.18), the reconstructed force
��(�) would be equal to �(�).

The relation between control force and generated wave by the piezo-elements
is given by (6.10). For implementation purposes a power amplifier is needed to
amplify the control signal. The amplifier is modeled as linear and its transfer
function operator is denoted by �(q�1). Taking this into account we obtain
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Figure 6.3: A direct realization of the system derived in Section 3. The wave
separation can be divided into a decoupling part and a reconstruction part.
The feedforward filter is the filter with ��� as input.

the output equation (c.f. (6.12))

��� (�)
� �� �

�(�)

= �2(q
�1)�(q�1)���(�)

� �� �

�(�)

+�2(q
�1)�1(q

�1)�(�)

=
1

2
(1� q�2��)�(q�1)���(�) + q�(��+��)�(�)� (6.21)

The notations �(�) and 	(�) are introduced for the convenience of the control
oriented reader. Hence, the output 	(�) = ��� (�) is a linear combination of
the wave resulting from the control action �(�) = ���(�) and the wave �(�)
propagating through the bar in the forward direction. By use of the relations
derived so far the system is schematically described in Figure 6.3. In the figure,
the wave �̄ propagating in the backward direction is modeled as the sum of two

waves, �̄(ext) and �̄(int). The wave �̄(ext) is due to any external disturbance

coming from the right, whereas �̄(int) originates from the control action.

The signal ��� is a filtered sum of the measured signals ��1 and ��2. The
filtering can be viewed as a decoupling operation as it will be seen to remove
the �̄ component. Therefore, it is convenient to regard ��� as a decoupled
single input to a feedforward filter, which has the control signal �(�) = ���(�)
as output.

As depicted in Figure 6.3, the ideal feedforward design derived in Section 6.2
can be divided into a wave separation part and a feedforward part. The wave
separation part decouples the waves � and �̄, which can be seen by equating
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Figure 6.4: A simplified realization of the system. The feedforward filter is
denoted by � (q�1).

the decoupling equations,

�
�

�
(�) = q�����1(�)� q�3����2(�)

= �1(q
�1)�(�) + �(�)� (6.22)

�(�) = q����1(�)� q�3���2(�)� (6.23)

Here �(�) is the assembled effect of the two noise sources. Equation (6.22)
shows that the wave �̄ does not influence ��

�
. If ��

�
is viewed as a measured

signal, and by use of the above observation, the total controlled system can be
described as having � as a single input, see Figure 6.4. In the figure the ideal
feedforward filter is introduced as

� (q�1) = �
	1(q

�1)	2(q
�1)

�1(q�1)�2(q�1)
=

�2q�(��+��)

(1� q�4��) (1� q�2��)
� (6.24)

Notice the difference between this description of the feedforward filter and the
relation (6.14) derived in Section 6.2, where the inputs to the filter were the
‘true’ measurements �1 and �2. Here, we instead use the decoupled signal �

�

�
,

which includes additive measurement noise, as a single input to the feedfor-
ward filter � (q�1). The noise part crucially influences the performance of the
mechanical diode. This will be highlighted in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Modeling of disturbance and measurement noise

The disturbance entering the system is the wave �. Two kinds of disturbances
are treated. The first type is a pulse-shaped disturbance that enters the system
relatively seldom and is well separated from other incoming pulses. The second
type is a stationary disturbance of low frequency content.
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�(�)

�

�� �� + �� �

Figure 6.5: A pulse-shaped disturbance with length �� that enters at time �� .

One way to model a pulse disturbance stochastically is to describe it as the
impulse response from a linear system [64]. If the disturbance is a pulse as
depicted in Figure 6.5, it can be modeled as

�(�) = �
1� q��

1� q�1
Æ�(�)� (6.25)

Here � is the amplitude, � is the sampling interval, � is the length of the
pulse (in terms of samples) and �Æ�(�)� is a sequence of independent random
variables with the property

Æ�(�) =

��
�

1 with probability ��2
�1 with probability ��2
0 with probability 1� �	

where � is a positive and small number. Although �(�) has a deterministic
appearance, the arrival time of pulses is stochastic and modeled by Æ�(�). Ob-
viously, Æ�(�) has zero mean, and for the auto-covariance we have

EÆ�(�)Æ�(
) =

�
0 � �= 

� � = 
	

i.e. the stochastic signal Æ�(�) has exactly the same first and second order
characteristics as a white noise sequence. This means that �(�) will have the
same statistical properties as filtered white noise in terms of first and second
order moments.

The stationary disturbance is modeled as a first-order AR process with
approximate bandwidth �0 that is small compared to the sampling frequency,

�(�) =
1� e��0�

1� e��0� q�1
�̃(�)� (6.26)

In (6.26) �̃(�) is a white noise sequence with zero mean and variance �2
�̃ . This

disturbance type is the most general of the two treated in this chapter. A
realization of the stationary disturbance (6.26) is shown in Figure 6.6.

The measurement noise is also modeled as a first-order AR process driven
by zero mean white noise (�) with variance �2

	 , i.e.,

�(�) =
1

1� 0�5q�1
(�)� (6.27)
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Figure 6.6: Realization of the stationary disturbance with �0� = ��10�2 rad.

This implies a bandwidth of about 0�7�� rad/s.
The models described here are used for numerical examples. However, it

is straightforward to employ more general ARMA models for describing the
disturbances and measurement noise.

6.3.2 Simulation of Ideal Feedforward Design

So far, a number of parameters have been introduced. The values of these
parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. In the sequel these parameter values
are chosen for numerical examples and for simulation (unless otherwise stated).
For the case of non-ideal power amplification, we refer to Section 6.4.5.

For purpose of illustration, the ideal feedforward design is simulated with a
stationary disturbance. The power amplifier is assumed to be ideal (�(q�1) �
1), and the case of no measurement noise (�2

�
= 0) is first treated. The result of

the simulation is depicted in Figure 6.7. The figure shows that the disturbance
is completely cancelled out when control action is applied.

Next, a small amount of measurement noise �(	) is added. The measure-
ment noise obeys (6.27), with �2

�
= 0�01. The result of the simulation is shown

in Figure 6.8. The figure shows that the ideal feedforward control completely
breaks down when measurement noise is present. This is due to the poles of
the feedforward filter 
 (q�1) (6.24), being located on the unit circle.

The output from the wave separation filter, ��
�
(	), can be divided into one

information signal part and one noise part. The information signal part will
pass through the feedforward filter and cancel the positive wave propagating
through the bar. The noise part will, however, be a random walk process
after passing the filter. The variance of the output, E�2(	), will hence increase
linearly with time and be asymptotically unbounded. This implies that the
ideal feedforward design needs to be modified to be useful in a realistic scenario
where measurement noise is present.
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Table 6.1: Simulation parameters.
Description Parameter Value
Sampling interval � 5 �s

System parameters ���� ��� ��� �2� 8� 200�

Stationary disturbance �0 2� � 1000 rad/s
�2
�̃

100

Pulse disturbance � 10
	 4

 10�4

Noise variance �2
�

0 or 0�01

Power amplifier �(q�1) 1
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of the ideal feedforward design with no measurement
noise added. Transmitted wave (�) = ��

�
(�) versus time �.
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Figure 6.8: Simulation of the ideal feedforward design with noise added: (a)
Measurement noise �(�) (solid) and disturbance �(�) (dashed); (b) Results of
feedforward control (grey) and open loop (black).
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6.4 Modified Feedforward Design

The unpleasant performance of the ideal feedforward control depicted in Figure
6.8 is due to that the poles of the feedforward filter (6.24) lie on the unit circle.
Therefore, an attempt is made to modify the filter by moving the poles towards
the origin to make it asymptotically stable. One such modification is

�mod(q
�1) =

�2q�(��+��)

(1� �1q�4��) (1� �2q�2��)
� (6.28)

where �1 and �2 are real numbers in the interval [0� 1). With this type of
modification we still keep �̄ from affecting the output ��� . If we assume ideal
power amplification, �(q�1) � 1, and use the modified feedforward filter, the
output � = ��� satisfies (c.f. Figure 6.4)

q(��+��) ��� (�)� �� �
�(�)

=

�
1�

�
1� q�2��

� �
1� q�4��

�
(1� �2q�2��) (1� �1q�4��)

�
�(�)

+

�
1� q�2��

�
(1� �2q�2��) (1� �1q�4��)

�(�)	

(6.29)

By careful choices of the parameters �1 and �2, the effect of the measure-
ment noise can be significantly reduced and at the same time the wave �(�) can
be considerably damped. However, perfect cancellation can not be obtained
when measurement noise is present. More specifically, we would like to mini-
mize the variance of the output, E�2(�), by choosing appropriate values of the
parameters �1 and �2. It is obvious that �1 = 1 is a bad choice. The system
then will have poles on the unit circle. It might be tempting to choose �2 = 1
and cancel the common poles and zeros in front of �(�). However, this is an
invalid operation because the output of a filter with poles on the unit circle
will depend on initial conditions also as ���. Thus, �2 = 1 is a poor choice.

Ultimately, one would not only want the variance of the output to be mini-
mized, but also include some kind of robustness criterion. Unfortunately, there
is no obvious way how to include a robustness measure when minimizing the
variance of the output. If �1 and �2 are treated as independent design variables
it turns out that E�2(�) will decrease as �2 approaches 1. As explained above,
the variance is not defined for �2 = 1 and the criterion would therefore not be
continuous at �2 = 1. To circumvent this problem, the choice is made to min-
imize E�2(�) with the constraint that all poles should have the same distance
to the origin, i.e. lie on the same circle.

The relation between �1 and �2 then will be �
1�4��
1 = �

1�2��
2 , or �2 = �

���2��
1 .

This will in some sense also facilitate robustness since the approximative inverse

of the actuator dynamics
�
1� �2q

�2��
�
�1

will be forced to be asymptotically
stable.
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6.4.1 Variance Analysis

If �(�) and �(�) are mutually independent, the variance of the output can be
written as

E�2(�) = E�2
�(�) +E�2

�(�)� (6.30)

where ��(�) and ��(�) are the parts of the output derived from the informa-
tion signal �(�) and the measurement noise �(�), respectively. Obviously, the
variance of the output will not only depend on �1 and �2, but also on the dis-
turbance and noise dynamics. Hence, the signal models for �(�) and �(�) must
be included when evaluating the output variance.

It is useful to realize the system in state space form. This can be done by
using some canonical form. For example, if �(�) is the pulse-shaped disturbance,
the state space realization related to ��(�) will have the structure

�
�1(�+ � ) = �1�1(�) +�1Æ�(�)
��(�) =�1�1(�)

(6.31)

and for the noise part we obtain

�
�2(�+ � ) = �2�2(�) +�2�(�)
��(�) =�2�2(�)	

(6.32)

Of course, one could instead choose to use a single state space description for
the system, but it can be of interest to treat the signal part and noise part
separately. Using this formalism, E�2

�(�) is computed as

E�2
�(�) =�1��

�
1 � (6.33)

where � is the covariance matrix of the states, �1, which is computed by
solving the Lyapunov equation

� = �1��
�
1 +EÆ2�(�)�1�

�
1 � (6.34)

with EÆ2�(�) = 
 as discussed in Section 6.3.1 [102]. The variance of the noise
part, E�2

�(�), is computed similarly, mutatis mutandis. The scenario of a sta-
tionary disturbance does not impose any additional problem, just a change in
the state space description for the signal part.

By use of the parameters in Table 6.1, the variance of the output is com-
puted as a function of the parameters �1 and �2. For the case of pulse distur-
bance the result is depicted in Figure 6.9(a), where the output variance is shown
together with the variance of the noise part and the signal part as functions
of �1. The figure portrays the tradeoff between the effect of the disturbance
and the measurement noise. For large values of �1 the variance of the signal
part will be very low. This is expected with the ideal feedforward in mind
(�1 = 1), which gave perfect disturbance cancellation. However, for �1 � 1 the
noise variance rapidly increases. The minimum variance is here obtained for
�1 = 0	6152 and �2 = 0	9411.

Next, the same procedure is repeated but for the case of a stationary dis-
turbance, see Figure 6.9(b). The example shows that this disturbance type
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gives a less flat variance curve. This is due to the disturbance signal in this
case having much higher power than the pulse disturbance. Therefore a higher
value of �1 is needed here to make the output variance small. For this example,
the optimal values are found to be �1 = 0�9593 and hence �2 = 0�9948.

Generally, the optimal values of �1 and �2 will depend on the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). For low SNR their values will decrease to diminish the effect of
the noise, and as the SNR �� both �1 and �2 will approach 1.

6.4.2 Simulation with Stationary Disturbance

The scenario with a stationary disturbance is next simulated with the values
of �1 and �2 computed in the previous section. The simulation parameters in
Table 6.1 are utilized. Figure 6.10(a) shows the performance of the feedforward
control in a short time scale, whereas Figure 6.10(b) compares the modified
feedforward with the ideal filter in the long run. From the figure it is clear
that the modified feedforward control decreases the effect of the disturbance
without major amplification of the measurement noise.

6.4.3 Simulation with Pulse Disturbance

The performance of disturbance rejection by use of the modified feedforward
filter for a pulse disturbance is depicted in Figure 6.11. In parts (a), (c) the
noise-free performance of the modified feedforward filter is depicted. It shows
that the modified design performs well also when no measurement noise is
present. Remember that the ideal design resulted in perfect disturbance rejec-
tion for this case. In the figure, we also show the control signal, �(�), for both
the modified and ideal feedforward filter. The figure portrays yet another ad-
vantage of the modified control; the control signal unwinds. For the ideal design
the control signal will stay at the same level until another disturbance pulse
arrives. If this next pulse has the same sign as the previous one, the amplitude
of the control signal will increase and the system will eventually saturate. This
behavior is due to the ideal feedforward filter having an integrator. The case of
measurement noise is treated in parts (b), (d) of Figure 6.11, which show that
the disturbance is considerably attenuated without major amplification of the
measurement noise.
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6.4.4 Feedforward with Noise Barrier

If the pulse disturbance entering the system has an amplitude significantly
larger than the noise level, it is possible to take action to further diminish the
effect of the noise. In this case, one can distinguish the disturbance from the
noise with high probability by using a static nonlinear element,

�(��
�
) =

�
��
�

if ���
�
� � �

0 otherwise,
(6.35)

applied to the measured signal, ��
�
(�) as depicted in Figure 6.12.

In (6.35), � is a user-chosen parameter. It is useful to relate � to the
standard deviation of the measurement noise, e.g choose � as some multiple of
the standard deviation, ��, of �(�) such that the noise will be filtered out with
probability 1� 	� (	� a small number). Then, the noise part, say �� (�), of the
output of the static nonlinearity will have a ‘shot-noise’ appearance, since only
noise samples of amplitude greater than � will pass the noise barrier. This can
be modeled similarly as the pulse disturbance, c.f. (6.25),

�� (�) = �Æ��(�)


This means that the noise part of the input to the feedforward filter can be
modeled as a stochastic pulse-train. The duration of a pulse will be one sam-
ple interval and the amplitude will most likely be close to �. The standard
deviation of a noise sequence that obeys (6.27) is

�� =

�
�2
�

1� 0
52

�1�2




If �(�) can be taken to be Gaussian, 	� = 10�4 is obtained for � = 4�� � 0
462.
It is now possible to carry out the procedure described in Section 6.4.1 in order
to find the parameters �1 and �2 that minimize the variance of �(�). For the
simulation parameters listed in Table 6.1, we find the optimal values to be

�1 = 0
9797 and �2 = 0
9974


Hence, the effective SNR is increased, and the poles of the feedforward filter
are moved closer to the unit circle, c.f. Figure 6.9(a). Simulation of the system
with a static nonlinearity and the new values of �1 and �2 is shown in Figure
6.13. It can be seen that the disturbance rejection is very powerful and that
the influence of the noise is minor. The major drawback compared to Figure
6.11 is the slow decay of the control signal.
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6.4.5 Effects of Non-ideal Power Amplifier

So far, the power amplifier has been assumed ideal, i.e. �(q�1) � 1. In practice
an amplifier has a limited bandwidth. Here, we assume that the amplifier can
be accurately described by a first order linear system. In order to compensate
for the the bandwidth limitation which is introduced by the non-ideal amplifier,
the feedforward filter can be further modified. Such a modification may consist
in adding an approximative inverse of the amplifier to the modified feedforward
filter. Thus, the transfer function of the power amplifier needs to be estimated.
It is assumed that the static gain of the amplifier can be estimated with high
accuracy but some error in the bandwidth estimation is present. If the true
amplifier is described by the transfer function

�(q�1) =

�
1� e����

�
q�1

1� e����q�1
�

where �� is its bandwidth, then its inverse may be estimated as

�̂inv(q
�1) =

1� e��̂�� q�1

(1� e��̂�� ) q�1
�

Here, �̂� is the estimated bandwidth which may differ from the true bandwidth
�� . However, the estimated static gain coincides with the true static gain
which equals unity. This approximate inverse is put in series with �mod(q

�1)
to compensate for the amplifier. The new feedforward filter then becomes

�mod(q
�1) �̂inv(q

�1) = �mod(q
�1)

1� e��̂��q�1

(1� e��̂�� ) q�1
� (6.36)
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A natural question is how this feedforward modification effects the perfor-
mance of the mechanical diode. To answer this question the variance of the
output is computed as a function of �̂����. The bandwidth of �(q

�1) is chosen
to be �� = 2� � 104 rad/s. The procedure for evaluating the output variance
is the same as described in Section 6.4.1. Figure 6.14 shows the result for both
of the two disturbance types.

In the figure, � denotes the different kinds of feedforward filters that are
employed. The optimal values of �1 and �2 computed in Section 6.4.1 are
utilized. Thus, these values are optimal only if �̂���� = 1, which is when

�̂inv = ��1. The horizontal lines in Figure 6.14 show the variance of the
output when the amplifier is not compensated for, i.e. �̂inv = 1. It can be
seen that it is better to simply use the filter (6.28) instead of (6.36) with
�̂� = ��. This is due to the circumstance that the amplifier mainly attenuates
the high frequency noise content, whereas the information signal � has most of
its power at lower frequencies. For example, the bandwidth of the stationary
disturbance is 1/10 of the amplifier bandwidth. The figure also shows that if
the amplifier should be compensated for, then the bandwidth should be over-
estimated. If it is under-estimated (�̂���� � 1) the product �̂inv� will have a
high-frequency gain larger than unity. This will increase the output variance.
However, the best approach is perhaps to use the filter (6.28) since not much is
achieved by modifying it to (6.36). Then, one does not risk to under-estimate
the bandwidth. In addition, �̂inv would introduce high frequency gain in the
feedforward filter. Of course, if the information signal � would have a broader
spectrum other conclusions might be drawn.

If it is chosen to use the feedforward filter (6.28) for the case of limited
amplifier bandwidth, then the values of �1 and �2 computed in Section 6.4.1
are no longer optimal. One should then repeat the procedure to find new values
of �1 and �2 while including the amplifier dynamics in the optimization.

6.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented the concept and made an analysis of a
mechanical wave diode based on feedforward control. The mechanical diode is
derived on the basis of equations that describe elastic extensional waves in bars.
The derivation yields an ‘ideal’ design, which in the noise-free case performs
perfect disturbance cancellation. The obtained controller can be extracted into
a decoupling part that separates waves traveling in different directions in the
bar, and a feedforward part that reconstructs the wave traveling in the forward
direction and compensates for time delays and actuator dynamics. However,
a further analysis reveals significant performance degradation in the case of
noisy measurements. In fact, the variance of of the output increases linearly
with time. These noise problems originate from the fact that the poles of the
feedforward filter are located on the unit circle. Therefore, the ideal design is
modified to mitigate these problems by moving the poles towards the origin.
The modification is obtained by minimization of the output variance with the
constraint that all poles should have the same distance to the origin.
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In order to carry out the variance analysis the disturbances and measure-
ments noise are modeled by means of AR(MA) processes. The analysis and
simulations show that the effect of the disturbance can be considerably damped,
without major amplification of the noise. To obtain the modified controller the
user has to choose some parameters for the signal models. In the case of a pulse
disturbance one of the parameters is the probability of pulse arrival. Although
hard to determine, this parameter can actually be regarded as a design param-
eter, able of tuning the properties of the feedforward filter. Increasing its value
yields poles closer to the unit circle and stronger disturbance rejection to the
expense of greater noise sensitivity.

For this type of disturbance the performance of the feedforward filter can
be significantly improved by employing a ‘noise barrier’ as described in Section
6.4.4. It reduces the effect of the noise and thereby allows poles closer to the
unit circle. To use the noise barrier it is important to be able to distinguish
between the disturbance and the measurement noise, i.e. to have high enough
signal levels. A drawback with this design is that the control signal has a quite
low rate of decay, which may lead to windup problems if several pulses arrive
closely in time.

Finally, the effect of a non-ideal amplifier is analyzed. Bandwidth limitation
in the control loop does not significantly effect the performance of the control
system. The reason is that both types of disturbances have their main power
within the bandwidth of the amplifier.

In order to implement the device physically one has to match the position of
the sensors to the wave propagation speed and the sampling interval of the con-
troller. The relatively high speed of extensional waves also puts high demand
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on time delays associated with the hardware of the control loop. These delays
can to some extent be compensated for by increasing the distance between the
sensors and the actuator. However, this increases the inaccuracy due to disper-
sive effects that are not taken into account. Wave separation according to (6.3)
and wave generation according to (6.10) and (6.11) have been implemented in
[69] and [53], respectively. The accuracy of wave separation was found to be
high while that of wave generation was found to be good.



Chapter 7
Feedforward Design for a System with

Marginally Stable Inverse

WHEN some disturbances that enter a system are measurable it is often
advantageous to apply feedforward control. In ideal cases, the effect of

these disturbances can then be totally eliminated before they reach the output.
However, for this to happen a perfect model of the system is needed and the
ideal feedforward controller may turn out to be unstable or noncausal and it
therefore has to be approximated.

In this chapter the problem of feedforward control for systems with marg-
inally stable inverses is considered. This is problematic since the poles of the
inverses cannot be mirrored into the stable region. Especially, we illustrate a
general Wiener feedforward technique by use of the specific example presented
in Chapter 6. We assume perfect models but noisy data, which is a way to
robustify the design.

7.1 Background

Systems with marginally stable inverses appear when modeling propagation of
mechanical waves and sound. Also, positive real transfer functions between col-
located actuators/sensors of undamped vibrating beams are marginally stable
and have marginally stable inverses. This fact is a consequence of the posi-
tive realness, which implies that the poles and zeros are interlacing along the
imaginary axis [97].

For systems with marginally stable inverses, the control problem is challeng-
ing since the controller is required to have very high gain at certain frequencies.
In particular, sensor noise may be amplified and it fundamentally limits the
performance of feedforward control.

Here, we consider an example of feedforward control for extensional (lon-
gitudinal) waves in a bar, as shown in Figure 6.1. At two sections, the bar is
equipped with strain gauge pairs. These gauges are arranged to measure only

99
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extensional waves. Also, along a segment of the bar, a pair of piezoelectric ac-
tuators, electrically and mechanically in parallel, are attached. The idea with
this configuration of bar, sensors and actuator is to apply feedforward control
so that waves traveling from the sensors towards the first bar-actuator interface
will be fully reflected while waves traveling in the opposite direction, towards
the second bar/specimen interface, will be transmitted undisturbed. Therefore,
waves traveling from the sensors towards the first bar/actuator interface will
be considered as measurable disturbances which are to be suppressed through
feedforward control.

The concept of such a device was presented in Chapter 6 and originally
introduced in [82]. It was referred to as a ‘mechanical wave diode’, due its
functionality which is similar to the electrical diode. For example, two such
devices could be arranged to isolate a region from incoming disturbances. Fur-
thermore, if disturbances arise within this region, they are transmitted out
of the region without exciting the control system. The contribution of this
chapter lies in more general control strategies compared to the one reported in
Chapter 6. Especially, an approach based on Wiener smoothing is shown to
have superior performance.

7.2 Modeling

In Chapter 6, the electromechanical modeling of the wave diode system is
extensively described. Here, we will briefly review the final modeling in discrete-
time. All equations are based on that the wave motion in the bar can be
expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the normal force as

�(�� �) = � (�)e�i�� + �̄ (�)ei��� (7.1)

where � is a transformed axial coordinate with dimension of time and where
� (�) and �̄ (�) are the Fourier transforms of �(�) and �̄(�), respectively; see
Section 6.2.2. In the time domain, (7.1) means that waves propagate through
the bar without damping and that superposition holds.

Generally, the waves represented by � and �̄ in Figure 6.1 overlap in the time
domain. Therefore, the disturbance � cannot be measured directly. However,
the waves traveling back and forth in the bar can be separated if �1 and �2

are measured strains at two different bar sections �1 = ��� and �2 = �� as
shown in Figure 6.1 [70]. The measurements are then filtered in a way that
is depicted in Figure 7.1. The filtering can be viewed as a decoupling since
it removes the �̄ component which is carried by �1 and �2. Notice that the
notational convention is slightly modified in this chapter compared to Chapter
6. Here, it is generally assumed that measurement noise is present. Therefore,
the notation with superscript � for noisy signals is dropped. The fact that �̄ is
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Figure 7.1: Decoupling setup.

indeed filtered out can be seen by equating the filter equations for ��,

��(�) = q��� [�1(�) + �1(�)]� q�3�� [�2(�) + �2(�)]

= q��� [q���(�) + q��� �̄(�) + �1(�)]

� q�3�� [q����(�) + q�� �̄(�) + �2(�)]

= �1(q
�1)�(�) + �(�)� (7.2)

with

�1 = 1� q�4�� �

�(�) = q����1(�)� q�3���2(�)�

Here, �(�) is the assembled effect of the two noise sources. The second equality
in (7.2) follows from the wave equation (7.1) and how �1 and �2 are defined
in Figure 6.1. In the sequel, �� is treated as a ‘virtual’ measured signal that
only depends on � and �, and not on �̄. This signal is used as input signal to
the feedforward controller. The output from the controller �(�) is fed to the
actuator. It has the input-output relation

	(�)(�) = �2(q
�1)�(�)�

where

�2(q
�1) =

1

2

�
1� q�2��

�
�

which is derived in [52] and modified to discrete-time in [82]. The signal 	(�)

denotes the part of the output signal 	 that is deduced from the control action.
The part of the output that originates from the disturbance transmission in
the bar, 	(�)(�), is a pure time delay of �,

	(�)(�) = q�(��+��)�(�)� (7.3)
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Figure 7.2: Block diagram of the wave diode system. �1 and �2 are polyno-
mials with all zeros on the unit circle.

according to (7.1) and the bar configuration in Figure 6.1, where �(�) = �(�)(�)+
�(�)(�) is defined at the 2nd interface. Finally, we model the time delay that
occurs in the feedforward link due to hardware limitations etc. In order to
prevent a need for signal prediction in the feedforward filter, this time delay
is not allowed to be larger than the disturbance transmission delay, which is
(�� + ��)� , see (7.3). Therefore, these time delays are put in relation and the
control loop delay is modeled as (�� + �� ��)� , with � � 0. Thus, the delay
in the feedforward filter is � samples less than the delay due to disturbance
transmission.

By use of the relations introduced so far the system can be schematically
realized as shown in Figure 7.2, with the single input �(�) and single noise
source �(�). The measured signals 	1 and 	2 are ‘hidden’ in 	� as described
by (7.2). The expressions for the output signal and control signal as functions
of the disturbance and measurement noise can then be written as

�(�) = [1 + q��2
�1] q
�(��+��)�(�) +�2
q

�(��+����)�(�)� (7.4)

�(�) = q�
�1q
�(��+��)�(�) + 
q�(��+����)�(�) (7.5)

The following values of the system parameters are chosen for illustrations
and numerical examples:

� = 5 �s�

���� ��� ��� = �2� 8� 200�

These values coincide with the ones employed in Chapter 6.

7.2.1 Signal Modeling

The disturbance �(�) and the measurement noise �(�) are modeled as ARMA
processes,

�(�) =
�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�̃(�)� �(�) =

�(q�1)

�(q�1)
�̃(�)�
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with driving noise variances �2
�̃
and �2

�̃
, respectively. It is assumed that �(�)

and �(�) are mutually independent.

These models are quite general. One can employ ARMA models for mod-
eling of stochastic signals as well as deterministic-like signals, such as steps,
pulses etc. as discussed in Chapter 3 and [64; 82]. In this chapter we will treat
two cases for numerical examples,

Case (i) Case (ii)
� = 1 � = 1 � = 0�1 � = 0�5
� = 1 	 = 1 � = 1� 0�9q�1 	 = 1� 0�5q�1�

The first case treats white disturbance and measurement noise, whereas the
second case treats a disturbance of low frequency content and a noise source
with broader spectrum.

7.2.2 Ideal Feedforward Controller

The ideal feedforward filter, as derived in Chapter 6 is


 (q�1) = �
q��

�1�2
=

�2q��

(1� q�4��) (1� q�2��)
� (7.6)

which performs perfectly in the noise-free case, yielding (�) = 0. However, if
measurement noise is present the output variance will grow linearly with time.
It depends on that the poles of (7.6) are located on the unit circle. This fact
implies that the measurement noise will contribute to the output as a random
walk process after passing the controller (7.6). Therefore, the ideal design needs
to be modified to be useful in a realistic scenario where measurement noise is
present.

7.3 Feedforward Design

In this section three different ways of designing asymptotically stable feedfor-
ward filters are presented. The first two techniques utilize the structure of the
ideal design and are therefore referred to as ‘fixed feedforward structures’. The
third feedforward design is instead based Wiener filtering techniques. The first
approach was introduced and analyzed in Chapter 6, whereas the other two are
novel for this chapter.

7.3.1 Fixed Feedforward Structures

The two fixed feedforward approaches are both based on modifying the ideal
design (7.6) by moving its poles towards the origin to make the filter asymp-
totically stable. The modification is


 (q�1) =
�2q��

(1� �1q�4��) (1� �2q�2��)
�
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where �1 and �2 are real numbers in the interval [0� 1). These parameters are
design variables that can be adjusted to minimize some cost function. The
criteria we utilize are based on computing the variances of �(�) and �(�). In
order to perform this it is useful to first realize the system in state-space form.
Such a realization has the structure

�(�+ � ) = Φ(�1� �2)�(�) + Γ

�
�̃(�)
�̃(�)

�
�

�(�)
�(�)

�
=��(�)�

(7.7)

where the dependence of �1� �2 on Φ is stressed. The state-space realization
can be obtained using e.g. some kind of canonical form [35]. Of course, (7.7)
will also depend on the signal models for �(�) and �(�).

Then, the output variance and the control signal variance can be computed
as [102]

E

�
�2(�) �(�)�(�)

�(�)�(�) �2(�)

�
=���� �

where � is the covariance matrix of the state vector �, which is computed by
solving the Lyapunov equation

� = Φ�Φ� + Γ

�
	2
�̃ 0
0 	2

�̃

�
Γ� 
 (7.8)

In (7.8) the assumption that �(�) and �(�) are mutually independent is utilized.
This procedure of variance computation will also be useful in Section 7.4, where
the different control strategies are evaluated.

7.3.2 Fixed One-DOF Design

In the first approach for feedforward design, all poles of the feedforward filter
are constrained to be placed at the same distance to the origin. This is achieved
by minimization of the criterion

�1 = E�2(�) s.t. �2 = �
���2��
1 
 (7.9)

Due to the coupling between �1 and �2 this filter has only one degree of freedom
(DOF) and is therefore referred to as a fixed one-DOF structure. The constraint
to place all poles on the same circle is one way to make the feedforward filter
asymptotically stable. If �1 and �2 are treated as independent design variables
it turns out that E�2(�) will decrease as �2 approaches 1. However, the output
variance is not defined for �2 = 1, since this would cancel common poles and
zeros on the unit circle, c.f. (7.4). In addition, �2 = 1 would cause �(�) to be
a random walk process with a variance that grows unbounded.

The minimum point of (7.9) is found using a numerical search procedure.
The equation (7.8) is repeatedly solved for different values of �1 and �2. Due
to the coupling between the two parameters the optimization is carried out in
one dimension.
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In Figure 7.3(a) the result of such a procedure is shown for case (i). For
purpose of illustration the output signal is decomposed in a signal part and a
noise part, i.e.

�(�) = ��(�) + ��(�)�

and their respective variances as functions of �1 are shown in the figure. It
portrays the tradeoff between disturbance rejection and measurement noise
sensitivity. The variance of the signal part decreases as �1 approaches 1, while at
the same time the variance of the noise part rapidly increases. In the example,
the SNR is set to 20 dB and the minimum value of the cost function is obtained
for �1 = 0�914 and �2 = 0�988.

7.3.3 Fixed Two-DOF Design

Another way to guarantee the feedforward filter to be asymptotically stable is
to penalize the control signal in the criterion to minimize. Such a cost function
is

�2 = E�2(�) + �E�2(�)�

where � 	 0. The amount of penalty on the control signal determines how
close �2 should be to 1. A small value of � gives 2
� number of poles close to
the unit circle and vice versa. The optimization procedure is carried out in a
similar fashion as for the one-DOF structure. The difference is that also E�2(�)
is employed for each new set of ��1� �2� and that the optimization is carried
out in two dimensions, since the parameters are treated as independent design
variables. Therefore, the obtained feedforward filter is referred to as a fixed
two-DOF structure.

For case (i), a contour plot of the cost function is shown in Figure 7.3(b).
Here, � = 10�3 and SNR = 20 dB are chosen. The value of the cost function for
different level curves are shown in the plot and the minimum point is obtained
for �1 = 0�904 and �2 = 0�941.

For both of the two fix feedforward structures the optimum values of �1 and
�2 will depend on the SNR. For high noise levels, their values will decrease to
diminish the effect of the noise and vice versa.

7.3.4 Design based on Wiener Filter Theory

The Wiener filter procedure is different from the other two design principles in
the sense that no prior feedforward structure is utilized. The Wiener filter is
designed to minimize the cost function

�3 = E�2(���+�� ) + �E�2(���+�� )�

where � � 0 is used as a fixed lag smoothing parameter to possibly improve
the performance of the feedforward filter.
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Figure 7.3: Case (i). (a) Output variance as a function of �1 and (b) cost
function �2 in a contour plot as a function of �1 and �2. SNR = 20 dB.
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Wiener filters are usually designed to recover some desired signal from noisy
measurements. The classical approach to realize such a filter is to utilize the
statistical relation between the desired signal and the measured signal by em-
ploying the Wiener-Hopf equations [47]. Other methods include variational
arguments and the completing the squares approach [2]. For the wave diode
system, the difficulty is that it is not possible to pose a Wiener problem in a
usual way. One cannot find two correlating signals that can be used to produce
an asymptotically stable feedforward filter.

Instead, the cost function is evaluated using frequency domain relations
and we notice that the obtained structure can be utilized to produce a Wiener
solution for the feedforward filter. Expressing the output variance and control
signal variance by use of Parseval’s relation yields

E�2(���+�� ) =
1

2�i

�
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and the cost function is readily evaluated,
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In (7.10), the spectra Φ� and Φ�� are defined as

Φ� = �2�
�
2�1�

�
1Φ� +�2�

�
2Φ� + � (�1�

�
1Φ� +Φ�)

= (�1�
�
1Φ� +Φ�) (�2�

�
2 + �) � (7.11)

Φ�� = ��
�
1�

�
2�

��Φ�� (7.12)

The signal �(	) has no physical interpretation that could be shown in e.g.

Figure 7.2. It is rather an instrument in formulating the Wiener solution for
minimization of the cost function 
3. The structure in (7.10) appears when
formulating the Wiener problem by using the completing the squares approach
[2]. The ‘direct’ Wiener solution

� (��1) = Φ��(�
�1)Φ�1

�
(��1)

is generally unrealizable since it is non-causal. The realizable Wiener filter is
instead obtained by first computing an innovations representation of �(	) and
then extracting the causal part ([ ]+) of a filter [102].
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The innovations representation and its spectrum can be written as

�(�) = �(��1)�(�)�

Φ�(�
�1) = �(��1)��(��)�2

�
�

where the innovations sequence � is white with variance �2
�
and the asymp-

totically stable minimum phase filter � are determined by use of spectral fac-
torization. Inserting the expressions for the spectra of 	(�) and 
(�) in (7.11)
yields �

�1�
�

1��
�

�

�2
�̃
+
���

���

�2
�̃

�
(�2�

�

2 + �) = ����2
�
� (7.13)

where � must have the structure

� =
�

�
�

The structure of � is determined by setting the left hand side of (7.13) on
common denominator form. The polynomial � has all its roots strictly inside
the unit circle and can be computed by performing two spectral factorizations;
one for each factor of (7.13),

�1�
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1��
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where � = �1�2 and �
2
�
= �2

�1
�2
�2
. Then, the filter that minimizes �3 is [2; 102]
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The causal bracket [ ]+ in (7.16) can be evaluated by solving a Diophantine
equation [2]. This can be seen by writing the expression as a sum of a causal
and strictly anti-casual part,�
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�������
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�
+
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�
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� (7.17)

where � and �� are polynomials in ��1 and �, respectively, of degrees

�� = max��� +��� � 1��

�� = max���1 + ��2 + �� + �� ������ � 1�

The Diophantine equation is obtained by expressing the right hand side of
(7.17) on common denominator form (ignoring the brackets),

��

1�
�

2�
������� = ���+ ���� (7.18)
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Figure 7.4: The effect of smoothing for SNR = 5 dB and � = 10�3.

and the optimal filter is obtained using (7.16) and (7.17),

� (��1) = �
�2
�̃

�2
�

�(��1)�(��1)

�(��1)
� (7.19)

The Diophantine equation (7.18) will have a unique solution due to the con-
struction of � and 	�, as described in [1].

A remark regarding the choice of �: It can be seen from (7.15) that � = 0
generates a feedforward filter with poles on the unit circle. This is due to the
fact that � then would have a factor 
2, which leads to a feedforward filter
that is only marginally stable when (7.19) is computed. Thus, � = 0 is not a
permitted choice.

Before turning to the numerical examples where the different feedforward
design approaches are compared it can be of interest to evaluate the effect of
smoothing for the Wiener filter. In Figure 7.4, E�2(�)E�2(�) is shown as a
function of the smoothing parameter �. The �-axis then shows how much is
gained by employing feedforward control. The SNR, E�2(�)E�2(�) is tuned to
5 dB. It can be seen that for both cases the output variance decreases almost
stepwise for integer multiples of 4�� = 32.

7.4 Numerical Examples

In this section the different feedforward control strategies are evaluated and
compared for different SNR levels. The one-DOF, two-DOF and Wiener feed-
forward filters are denoted �1, �2 and �3, respectively. For �2 and �3, � = 10�3

is chosen. The Wiener feedforward filter is evaluated for pure filtering (� = 0)
and smoothing with � = 32. For the latter, not much is gained by choosing
a smaller value of � and larger values may give unnecessarily long time delay
constraints to make the controller causal.
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The output variance and the cost function with control signal penalty are
employed as performance measures. These quantities are normalized with the
variance of the disturbance, E�2(�).

The results for cases (i) and (ii) are reported in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6,
respectively. The (a)-parts of the figures show the output variance as a function
of the SNR in dB scales. The interpretation should be that the feedforward
control is efficient for SNR values that yield outputs below 0 dB. If the output
quantity reaches above 0 dB, the control loop amplifies the disturbance �(�)
and the wave diode becomes useless.

The (b)-parts of the figures depict the cost function measure [E�2(�) +
�E�2(�)]�E�2(�). Here, the Wiener filter �3 should give better performance
than �1 and �2. This is due to the fact that it in some sense has the ‘truly
optimal’ structure.

Both cases demonstrate similar results for the different design techniques.
The two feedforward filters based onWiener filtering yield the best performance
in terms of cost function evaluation. The Wiener filter with fixed lag smoothing
gives the lowest value since this filter utilizes ‘future’ data.

In terms of output variance minimization, the Wiener filters also give the
best overall performance. For high SNR values the one-DOF feedforward filter
�1 gives very low output variance. It may even beat the Wiener filter structures.
This is to the expense of a very high control signal variance. Notice that �1

is not designed to take the magnitude of the control signal into account. The
effect of this can be seen in Figures 7.5, 7.6 (b) where the variance of the
control signal dominates for high signal-to-noise ratios. Here, �1 clearly gives a
substantial performance degradation compared to the other design techniques.

The overall performance of the two-DOF filter �2 lies somewhat in-between
�1 and �3. It performs similar to �1 for low to moderate SNR values. However,
it lacks �1:s drawback of a substantial control signal variance for high SNR.

An observation is that �1 and �2 perform relatively better for case (i) than
for case (ii). This is natural since the structures of these two feedforward filters
do not take noise dynamics into account, which is present in the second case.

Another issue is robustness against modeling errors. In Figure 7.7, the case
of inaccurate signal models are evaluated. The system is here operating with the
signal models of case (ii), whereas the feedforward design is carried out under
the assumption of case (i). Therefore, Figure 7.7 should be compared to Figure
7.6 since both figures reports results from identical systems. It can be seen
that the performance of the feedforward filter is only slightly degraded when
wrong signal models are utilized and that the different design strategies keep
their joint grading. A circumstance that perhaps can be seen a bit ambiguous
is that the cost function measure for �1 actually is a bit improved in Figure
7.7 compared to Figure 7.6. The explanation is that the control signal is not
accounted for in the design of �1, see (7.9).
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Figure 7.5: Case (i). Evaluation of (a) the output variance and (b) the cost
function with control signal penalty.
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Figure 7.6: Case (ii). Evaluation of (a) the output variance and (b) the cost
function with control signal penalty.
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Figure 7.7: Robustness examination. Design based on case (i), whereas the
true system applies to case (ii).
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7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the results reported in Chapter 6 and [82] are extended with
more general types of feedforward control strategies. An apparent motiva-
tion for the work is to investigate how much can be gained by utilizing an
optimal design strategy that does not presume a pre-determined model struc-
ture. In order to accomplish this, a criterion with control signal penalty is
introduced, which allows optimal feedforward control design with Wiener fil-
tering techniques. This is in contrast to the previous work that only considered
output variance minimization with constraint on the pole locations for a pre-
determined feedforward structure.

Numerical examples show that by use of Wiener filtering, the overall per-
formance (including both output variance and control signal variance) can be
improved over a wide range of signal to noise ratios. Due to the transmission
delay of disturbing waves traveling in the bar, one may also apply fixed lag
smoothing in the feedforward link to further improve the performance.

The amount of smoothing that one can allow is set by physical limitations.
For the controller to be casual the transmission delay cannot be shorter than
the sum of �� and the control loop delay. Therefore, a large value of �
may lead to a very long mechanical structure in order to increase the wave
transmission delay.

The two ‘fixed’ feedforward structures are optimized over only one and two
parameters, respectively. However, the structures of these feedforward filters
are chosen with prior knowledge of the ‘ideal’ feedforward filter (7.6). The
numerical examples show that these two design strategies perform quite well.
Especially for high SNR values they may challenge the Wiener structure in
terms of output variance minimization.

Despite its theoretical elaborateness, the Wiener structure has the lowest
computational complexity in the design phase. This is due to the fact that
the two ‘fixed’ feedforward structures are computed by means of a numerical
search procedure, where a Lyapunov equation is solved in each step. In terms of
implementation, the Wiener structure is generally of highest complexity. The
order of �1 and �2 are both ��1 + ��2, whereas �3 is of order max���1 +
�� + ��� �	+ �
�+ ��2. The difference is, however, of minor importance.

Regarding optimality, one should remember that the Wiener feedforward
type of controller is only optimal under the assumption that the models do
describe the system. However, when the design is based on inaccurate signal
models, all feedforward filters still perform similarly as before. Their perfor-
mances are only slightly degraded.

The evaluation of the optimal feedforward filter shows how much can be
gained by choosing a ‘complex’ feedforward structure instead of the simpler
one, that was derived from the ‘ideal’ controller (7.6). The conclusion is that
it actually is worthwhile to employ the Wiener filter structure. The main
achievement is that the output variance can be kept low for a wide range
of SNR values and at the same time keeping the control signal variance at
moderate levels.



Chapter 8
Separation of Waves Governed by the

One-dimensional Wave Equation – a

Stochastic Systems Approach

THE purpose of wave separation is to extract the wave traveling in a certain
direction in a medium. As the wave field generally consists of overlapping

waves propagating in different directions it is not possible to directly measure
the wave traveling in the direction of interest. Therefore, two or more sensors
are needed to retrieve information about the desired wave.

In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, wave separation was used as a part of feed-
forward controller design. Two sensors were employed with the purpose to
extract a desired wave. In this chapter, wave separation is treated as a general
estimation problem for any number of sensors.

8.1 Introduction

Typical applications where the problem of wave separation is encountered are
in the fields of acoustic noise control (ANC) in ducts [89; 96] and control of
wave propagation in mechanical structures [31; 82]. In these applications, a
control effort is applied in order to dampen waves traveling ‘downstream’ in
the structure. This demands sensors that are able to measure the downstream
propagating wave placed upstream relative to an actuator. If feedback or adap-
tive feedforward control is to be applied, a sensor configuration measuring the
resulting controlled wave is also needed. In both cases, wave separation is
essential.

Typically, depending on the application at hand, microphones (ANC) or
strain sensors (mechanical systems) may be used as sensing devices to measure
waves in the structure. Actuators used to cancel the unwanted vibrations in the
respective applications are usually loudspeakers and piezoelectrical elements.

115
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Due to the physical nature of these systems, the actuators not only generate
downstream waves, but also upstream reflections. This unwanted feedback of
waves may corrupt the measurement of downstream waves and more impor-
tantly; it may cause instability. This problem has received some attention in
the ANC literature [89] and the problem of unwanted feedback can be handled
by use of a detailed model of the feedback path from the actuators back to the
sensors that measure downstream disturbances.

Another issue is upstream traveling disturbances that are generated by some
other source, apart from the actuating device. Such disturbances will corrupt
the measurements of both the response sensors and the disturbance sensors.
Therefore, there is a need to be able to handle the case when both of the sources
that generate downstream and upstream propagating waves are unknown.

Wave separation is also useful in processing of experimental data from wave
propagation experiments in experimental mechanics [69; 70]. One such example
is the split Hopkinson pressure bar technique for determination of material
functions of small test specimens [58], where wave separation can be used to
increase the duration time of the measurement.

The problem of wave separation has received some attention in the liter-
ature. Lundberg and Henchoz [70] seem to be among the first to develop a
procedure for the estimation of waves from two-point strain measurements. It
is performed for elastic extensional waves and it is assumed that dispersive ef-
fects are negligible. The derived estimator is causal and can be implemented in
real time. However, it is only marginally stable which leads to problems with
sensor noise. In fact, the estimation error variance increases linearly with time.

In [116] and [117], a similar approach is employed, but modified to handle
dispersion. Still, the sensor noise problem is present. Elliott [21], uses two
sensors to approximate spatial differentiation in order to derive estimates for
the waves propagating in different directions. Also this estimator is marginally
stable and high pass filtering is used to mitigate noise problems.

Several other reported wave separation techniques e.g. [9; 34; 93] have the
same property. It seems like marginally stable estimators inevitably appear
if measurement noise is not taken into account in the derivation of wave sep-
aration estimators. In [11] the problem of sensor noise is highlighted and a
maximum likelihood estimator is derived. The obtained solution is, however,
not causal and cannot be implemented in real time.

This chapter presents the design and analysis of sensor array configura-
tions that generate estimates of the downstream traveling wave. The general
situation with an unknown upstream propagating wave in the presence of col-
ored measurement noise is treated. The estimators are based on the theory
of stochastic systems. Especially, state space representations and Kalman fil-
tering techniques will prove useful [102] in order to derive optimal estimators.
The estimators can be viewed as observers for the downstream traveling wave.

The chapter is organized as follows: the problem of wave separation is
formulated in Section 8.2. The system equations and models for waves and
noise are given in Section 8.3, where also a natural estimator is derived. In
Section 8.4, two different approaches for wave separation are defined. In Section
8.5 and 8.6, the different wave separation strategies are derived and analyzed.
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The performance of the estimators are compared and evaluated in Section 8.7.
Finally, conclusions are made in Section 8.8.

8.2 Problem Formulation

Consider propagation of longitudinal waves governed by the one-dimensional
wave equation

�2�(�� �)

��2
=

1

�2
�2�(�� �)

��2
(8.1)

where � is a spatial coordinate, � denotes time and � is the wave propagation
speed. The variable �(�� �) is the displacement of the medium in which the
wave travels. The general solution of (8.1) is

�(�� �) = �(�� ���) + 	(�+ ���) (8.2)

where � and 	 are functions describing the waves traveling in positive and nega-
tive � directions, respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that dispersive effects
are negligible whilst the waves travel through the sensor region. Sound waves
are commonly regarded to be nondispersive [89] and for mechanical waves, the
assumption applies for thin elastic bars [41; 59].

Suppose that we are able tomeasure some function of �, that has the similar
wave propagating property. We denote this measured wave with


(�� �) = ��(�� �) + �(�� �) = �(�� ���) + �̄(�+ ���) + �(�� �)

where � is a linear operator and where � and �̄ are waves in terms of the mea-
sured quantity, traveling in the positive and negative directions of �. The
quantity �(�� �) is the measurement noise at sensor position �. This term
includes any imperfection in the measurements, such as quantization errors,
model imperfections, sensor misplacements and thermal noise etc.

In mechanical structures, strain sensors are often used to measure wave
propagation. If the strain (�� �) is measured at position �, the linear operator
will be the partial derivative of � with respect to �,

(�� �) =
��(�� �)

��
�

The measured strain wave then can be characterized by waves traveling in the
positive and negative directions of �, respectively, as

�(�� ���) =
��(�� ���)

��

and

�̄(�+ ���) =
�	(�+ ���)

��
�

Now, we are interested in estimating the wave �(�� ���) at position � = 0.
This is a non-trivial task, as the waves traveling in different directions generally
overlap. In order to separate the waves at least two measurement positions
along the structure are needed. However, one may benefit from having an
array of several sensors to better suppress measurement imperfections.
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Figure 8.1: Estimation of the downstream propagating wave � by use of an
array of sensors.

8.3 System Analysis

We consider measurements of the wave ��(�� �) = �(�� ���) + �̄(�+ ���) at 	
positions along a structure. The arrangement of the sensors differs somewhat
depending on if there are an even or odd number of sensors. Let 
 be the
number of sensors apart from the position � = 0. Then the total number of
sensors is

	 =

�

 if 	 is even

 + 1 if 	 is odd.

Figure 8.1 shows a configuration with an odd number of sensors, 	 = 
+1. For
the corresponding setup with an even number of sensors, 	 = 
 , the sensor
at position � = 0 is simply removed. Thus, the sensors are always placed
symmetrically around � = 0, with equidistant spacing if 	 is odd.

For notational convenience an odd number of sensors is assumed throughout
the derivation of equations describing the system in Figure 8.1. The necessary
modifications for the case of an even number of sensor are obvious. One need
only to remove the parts corresponding to the sensor at � = 0.

From now on it is assumed that noise corrupted measurements are obtained
in discrete-time. Therefore, � should be interpreted as a discrete-time parame-
ter. The sampling interval of the hardware used for data acquisition is denoted
by � and the distance between two consecutive sensor positions is assumed to
be

Δ = �� ��

so that the waves travel a distance Δ�� between each sampling instance. The
parameter � is a positive integer valued design variable which allows the user
to choose the distance between the sensors.

For the purpose of discrete-time system modeling the use of the backward
shift operator q�1 is useful. It is defined by

q�1�(�) = �(�� � ) (8.3)
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Equation (8.2) implies that the waves � and �̄ will travel through the sen-
sor array region without damping. This means that the relation between the
measured signals and the waves � and �̄ are

�
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2
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2
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2
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where �
���2(�) � � � ���2(�) denote the measurement noise. Using the backward

shift operator, a pulse-transfer function representation is

�(�) =��(q
�1)

�
�(�)
�̄(�)

�
+ �(�)� (8.4)

where

�(�) =
�
�
���2(�) � � � �0(�) � � � ���2(�)

��
� (
� 1) (8.5)

�(�) =
�
�
���2(�) � � � �0(�) � � � ���2(�)

��
� (
� 1) (8.6)

and

��(q
�1) =

�
�����������

q���2 q����2

			
			

q� q��

1 1
q�� q�

			
			

q����2 q���2

�
										

� (
� 2)	 (8.7)

Notice that � is an even number reflecting the number of sensors at positions
apart from � = 0. The total number of sensors is 
 = � + 1 if a sensor at
� = 0 exists or 
 = � if it does not. The latter case requires obvious and
straightforward modifications of the expressions (8.5)–(8.7).

8.3.1 Models of Waves and Noise

The derivations of estimators for �(�) will not only depend on the system model
(8.4), but also on the properties of �, �̄ and ��.
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The estimators to be derived require these quantities to be modeled as
stochastic processes. As described in [64] and Section 3.1.6, also waves with a
deterministic appearance, such as pulses, triangular waves etc. can be modeled
within a stochastic framework.

The propagating waves are assumed to be given by

�(�) = ��(q
�1)�(�)� �̄(�) = ��̄(q

�1)�̄(�) (8.8)

where �� and ��̄ are stable rational pulse transfer functions and where �(�) and
�̄(�) are white noise sequences that are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated.

It is further assumed that state space representations of time-shifted models
of � and �̄ are given by

��(�+ � ) = ����(�) +���(�)

�(�+ � ) = ����(�)
(8.9)

and

��̄(�+ � ) = ��̄�(�) +��̄�̄(�)

�̄(�+ � ) = ��̄��̄(�)�
(8.10)

The reason for this convention will become clear later on. Notice that there are
no causality conflicts with the time shifting operations since � and �̄ are white.
For example, �(�) and �(� + � ) have exactly the same statistical properties.

The respective variances of � and �̄ are given by

E�2(�) = �2
�� E�̄2(�) = �2

�̄�

where E is the expectation operator. Furthermore, we denote

E�2(�) = �2
� � E�̄2(�) = �2

�̄

and for the spectral densities we have

Φ�(	) =
�
���(e

�i�)
�
�2 �2

�� Φ�̄(	) =
�
���̄(e

�i�)
�
�2 �2

�̄� (8.11)

Equation (8.8) and the assumption that � and �̄ are uncorrelated imply that
also � and �̄ are uncorrelated. This is a reasonable assumption since � and �̄

are assumed to be generated by different sources.
The measurement noise is assumed to obey

�(�) = ��(q
�1)�̃(�)� (8.12)

where �� is a (
� 
) rational pulse transfer function and

�̃ =
�
�̃
���2(�) � � � �̃0(�) � � � �̃��2(�)

��
� (
� 1) (8.13)

is a vector of zero mean white noise sequences. Its covariance matrix is

E�̃(�)�̃� (�) = ��̃Æ��	
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Figure 8.2: Block diagram of the wave estimation problem.

and the spectral density of � reads

Φ�(�) = ��(e
�i�)�

�̃�
�

�
(e�i�)�

where � denotes Hermitian transpose and it is assumed that Φ�(�) is positive
definite for all �. A state space model of the noise dynamics can be written on
innovations form

��(�+ � ) = ����(�) +���̃(�)

�(�) = ����(�) + �̃(�)�
(8.14)

which, together with the assumption on Φ�, implies that (8.14) and its inverse
both are asymptotically stable. This fact will be utilized in the sequel.

Based on the wave propagation properties and the models of the waves
and noise, a block diagram of the wave estimation problem can be drawn, see
Figure 8.2. The signals � and �̄ are white and mutually uncorrelated. The
noise dynamics is given by (8.12).

The stochastic models can be interpreted in different ways. For the obtained
estimators to be truly optimal, the models should describe the properties of
the actual waves and noise perfectly. However, it is sufficient that the models
somewhat reflect the spectral content of the actual signals for the estimators to
have high statistical performance. One can also treat the models as a tool for a
frequency weighting possibility. A model with low pass characteristics will yield
an estimator that focuses on the low frequency region. On the other hand, if
the models have flat spectra the estimator will not weight any frequency region
more than any other. Such waves can be modeled by white noise processes. In
any case, it is important to be able to fairly match the actual signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).

Models for Numerical Examples and Illustration

For numerical examples quite simple models of the waves and noise are em-
ployed. The propagating waves are modeled as first order autoregressive (AR)
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Table 8.1: Scenarios employed for numerical examples.
Case I Case II
�1 = 0 �1 = 0�9
�2 = 0 �2 = 0�9
�2
� = �2

�̄ �2
� = �2

�̄

�� = �2
��� �� = �2

���

processes,

�(�) =
q�1

1� �1q�1
�(�)� �̄(�) =

q�1

1� �2q�1
�̄(�) (8.15)

where �1, �2, �
2
� and �2

�̄ are treated as design variables that are used to adjust
the properties of the wave models. The parameters �1 and �2 are real numbers
� [0� 1), that determine the bandwidths of the models for � and �̄. If their
respective values are close to 1 the waves will have low frequency content.
The other extreme is �1 = �2 = 0 which yields waves with constant spectra
(modeled as white noise).

Using this model, the variance and spectral density of � become

�2
� =

�2
�

1� �2
1

� Φ�(�) =
�2
�

1 + �2
1 � 2�1 cos(�)

�

respectively. The expressions for �2
�̄ and Φ�̄ are of course similar.

The measurement noise sequences are modeled as mutually uncorrelated
zero mean white noise processes,

	�(�)	�(
) = �2
�Æ��	Æ��� (8.16)

which implies
�� = �� (8.17)

where �� is the identity matrix of size �. The covariance matrix of the noise
vector becomes

�� = �2
���� (8.18)

For numerical examples, we assume � and �̄ to be of equal power. Two cases
are treated, where for each case � and �̄ have the same statistical properties.
This assumption is made with control applications in mind, where successful
cancellation of a downstream propagating wave � would require generation
of an upstream propagating wave �̄. The generated wave would then have a
magnitude equal to that of �.

The two scenarios are displayed in Table 8.1. The white noise scenario
(Case I) can be interpreted as a situation where the designer believes that all
frequencies are of equal importance, and that the estimator should not weight a
certain frequency range more than any other. The other case depicts a situation
with waves of low frequency content.
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8.3.2 A Natural Approach for Estimation of �

From the available measurement � the problem is to estimate the forward going
wave �. For two sensors, �2 is square and a natural attempt would therefore
be to estimate � as

�̂(�) = �2�
�1
2 (q�1)�(�)� (8.19)

with

�2 =
�
1 0

�
�

The estimate appears to be reasonable, as the estimation error,

�(�)� �̂(�) = ��2�
�1
2 (q�1)�(�)� (8.20)

only depends on filtered noise. However, evaluation of the estimator �2�
�1
2

yields

�2�
�1
2 (q�1) =

�
1 0

� � q� q��

q�� q�

�
�1

=
1

�(q�1)
�(q�1)� (8.21)

with

�(q�1) =
�
q�� �q�3�

�
(8.22)

and

�(q�1) = 1� q�4� � (8.23)

Thus, the estimation error (8.20) can be rewritten as

�(�)� �̂(�) = �
1

�(q�1)
�(q�1)�(�)�

which is a random walk process, since the zeros of �(q�1) are all located on
the unit circle. This means that the variance of the estimation error will grow
linearly with time, even for extremely low noise levels.

For an array with more than two sensors one may use the same approach.
The pseudo-inverse of �� should then be employed since the pulse transfer
function matrix is rectangular for � � 3. The estimate and estimation error
reads

�̂(�) = �2

�
��

�
(q�1)��(q

�1)
�
�1
��

�
(q�1)�(�)� (8.24)

�(�)� �̂(�) = ��2

�
��

�
(q�1)��(q

�1)
�
�1
��

�
(q�1)�(�)�

However, the estimate (8.24) is anyhow not any better than (8.19) as the esti-

mation filter
�
��

�
��

�
�1
��

�
with � � 3 happens to be unstable. Therefore,

filter design methods that take measurement noise into account are needed to
produce accurate estimates of �.
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8.4 Desired Properties of the Estimator

From the analysis in the previous section it should be clear that the noise is
an important element of the wave separation problem. As the system under
consideration is linear, the estimated wave �̂ can be written as a superposition
of the different entities that enter the estimator. Denote the estimator by
� (q�1), which is a (1� �) vector of transfer functions. Then,

�̂(�) = � (q�1)�(�)

and by use of (8.4) the estimate can be written as

�̂(�) =
�
� (q�1)��(q

�1)
�
(1�1)

�(�) +
�
� (q�1)��(q

�1)
�
(1�2)

�̄(�) + � (q�1)�(�)

� ��(q
�1)�(�) + ��̄(q

�1)�̄(�) +��(q
�1)�(�) (8.25)

where [���](���) denote element (�� �) of the (1 � 2) transfer function ���.
Clearly, it would be desirable for the frequency responses of these linear filters
to have the properties

��(e
�i�) = 1� ��̄(e

�i�) = 0 and ��(e
�i�) = 0� (8.26)

but this is not possible. The natural estimate (8.19) fulfills the first two of
these wishes, but the gain of �e is infinite for some frequencies. However, the
fact that ��̄ = 0 is an attractive feature that will be utilized in the sequel, but
the estimator needs to be modified in order to avoid noise amplification. This
can be achieved by minimization of the estimation error variance. If such a
criterion is utilized, the noise-part of (8.25) will be forced to have a small effect
on �̂. Two different approaches for wave separation are used:

Approach 1: The specifications in (8.26) are modified to

��(e
�i�) � 1� ��̄(e

�i�) = 0� and ��(e
�i�)�(�) ‘small’�

which is obtained by

min E (�(�)� �̂(�))
2
subject to ��̄(q

�1) = 0�

Approach 2: The specifications in (8.26) are modified to

��(e
�i�) � 1� ��̄(e

�i�)�̄(�) ‘small’� and ��(e
�i�)�(�) ‘small’�

which is obtained by
minE (�(�) � �̂(�))

2
�

The first approach is useful if �̄ is believed to be far more ‘harmful’ than the
noise. This may be the case for control applications, where �̄ can contain
feedback from the output of a control system. In such a situation, the closed
loop system can potentially become unstable.

If one only considers the accuracy of the estimation of �, it may be advanta-
geous to skip the constraint ��̄ = 0. This is performed in the second approach
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where the wave �̄(�) is permitted to ‘leak’ through to the estimate of �̂(�). The
second approach is appealing in the sense that the unwanted wave and the
noise are treated in the same way. If the wave �̄(�) is very small compared to
�(�) and �(�), the estimator can put more effort to attenuate the noise than
�̄(�).

The first approach is treated in Section 8.5. The approach is referred to as
perfect decoupling which reflects that the estimate of � is prohibited to depend
on �̄. Estimators for the second approach are derived and analyzed in Section
8.6.

8.5 Estimation with 2 Sensors: Perfect Decou-

pling

Two different estimators are derived that explicitly prohibit �̂ to depend on �̄.
Both are based on a decoupled measurement equation that is derived upon the
basis of the natural estimator (8.19). The estimator has poor noise properties
but it still is partly useful.

Consider the polynomial fraction description (8.21). The polynomial vector
�(q�1) (8.22) acts as a decoupler of the waves � and �̄. This can be seen by
equating

��(�) ��(q�1)�(�) =�(q�1)�2(q
�1)

�
�(�)
�̄(�)

�
+�(q�1)�(�)

= �(q�1)�(�) + ��(�)� (8.27)

where �(q�1) was introduced in (8.23) and

��(�) ��(q�1)�(�) =�(q�1)��(q
�1)�̃(�) (8.28)

is scalar valued. As far as first and second order moments are concerned, ��

can equivalently be represented on innovations form,

��(�) = ���(q
�1)�̃�(�)� E[�̃�(�)]2 = �2

��
� (8.29)

where ��� is a filter with all poles and zeros strictly inside the unit circle and
the white noise sequence �̃� is the (output) innovations. This representation
can be determined by use of spectral factorization of (8.28) [102]. A state space
realization of the innovations representation (8.29) is then assumed to be given
by

���(�+ 	 ) = ������(�) +��� �̃
�(�)

��(�) = 	�����(�) + �̃�(�)

(8.30)

Using (8.27), ��(�) can be treated as a new ‘measured’ signal which only
contains the effect of sought wave � and the single noise source ��(�). This is
an attractive feature of ��(�) as the wave �̄(�) may cause instability in some
applications, as discussed in Section 8.1. In addition, the use of ��(�) instead
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Figure 8.3: Block diagram of the decoupled wave estimation problem. The
estimate �̂ does not depend on �̄ and all signals are scalar valued.

of �(�) leads to a single input - single output estimation problem, which is
easier to handle compared to the multivariable case. The estimation problem
is depicted in Figure 8.3, where � (q�1) denotes the estimator that we are to
design.

The model of the new noise source �� is generally not given by a simple
expression. However, if �� = �2

���, then ��(�) = q���
�1(�) � q�3��1(�) can

be seen as a relabeling of the noise since ��(�) is white. The model of �
� then

becomes

��(�) = �̃�(�)� E
�
��(�)

�2
= 2�2

�	

This situation is considered in cases I and II, reported in Table 8.1.

8.5.1 Estimator with Fixed Structure

A rational choice of estimator for � is

�̂(�) = � �(q�1)��(�)� (8.31)

with

� �(q�1) =

1

1� 
0q�4�
� (8.32)

where 
0 � [0� 1) and 
1 is any real number. The estimator (8.32) is an ap-
proximation of 1��(q�1), which would produce perfect wave estimation in the
absence of measurement noise.

The estimation error can be written as

(�� � �) = �(�)� �̂(�) =

�
1�


1
�
1� q�4�

�
1� 
0q�4�

�
�(�)�


1
1� 
0q�4�

��(�)	 (8.33)

The parameters 
0 and 
1 should be adjusted to minimize some criterion. Here
it is chosen to minimize the variance of the estimation error. Thus, the criterion
can be written as

� = min
�0� �1

E2(�� � �)	

In order to carry out variance calculations it is useful to rewrite the error-
system (8.33) on state space form. The states can here be chosen arbitrarily,
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since only the input-output behavior is of importance. A structure of the form

�(�+ � ) = ��(�) +�

�
�(�)
�̃�(�)

�

�(�� � �) = ��(�)

(8.34)

is then obtained. The realization (8.34) depends on �0, �1 and the models for
	 and ��. The error variance can be computed as

E�2(�� � �) = ���� �

where � is the covariance matrix of the states, which can be computed by
solving the Lyapunov equation

� = ���� +���� �

with

� = E

�
�(�)
�̃�(�)

� �
�(�) �̃�(�)

�
=

�

2
� 0
0 
2

�̃�

�
�

The values of (�0, �1) that minimize the estimation error can be found
by, for example, a grid search procedure. Here, such an approach is used to
find a rough estimate and then this estimate is passed to the Matlab solver
‘fminsearch’. Figure 8.4 shows a contour plot of the estimation error variance
as a function of �0 and �1. It is computed for Case II with 
2

� = 1, 
2
� = 0�01

and � = 1. The minimum estimation error variance is found to be E�2 = 0�266
for �0 = 0�938, �1 = 0�821.

8.5.2 Kalman Filtering for Perfect Decoupling

In the previous section we presumed a certain structure of the estimator with
only two degrees of freedom. One may ask what can be achieved if this as-
sumption is relaxed, and if instead a general linear estimator is used? We will
derive such an estimator based on a certain state space realization of (8.27)
and Kalman filtering techniques. The following result will be utilized.

Lemma 8.1. Consider the state space model of a discrete-time stochastic sys-

tem

�(�+ � ) = ��(�) +��(�)

�(�) = ��(�) + �(�)�

with

E

�
��(�)
�(�)

� �
�� ()�� �� ()

�
=

�
�1 �12

��
12 �2

�
Æ��	�

Assume that �2 is positive definite and introduce

�̄ = ���12�
�1
2 �� (8.35)

�̄1 = �1 ��12�
�1
2 ��

12 (8.36)
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Figure 8.4: Case II, �2
�
= 1, �2

�
= 0�01 and � = 1. Contour plot of the loss

function as a function of (�0� �1). Minimum is found for �0 = 0�938, �1 = 0�821.

and factorize �̄1 = ��
� . Assume, further, that the pair (�̄��) is stabilizable,

and that the pair (�̄��) is detectable. Then, the algebraic Riccati equation

� =���� +�1 �
�
����+�12

� �
����+�2

�
�1 �

����+��

12

�
(8.37)

has a unique positive definite solution � . Next, define

� =
�
���� +�12

� �
���� +�2

�
�1

� (8.38)

�� = ��
�
�
���� +�2

�
�1

� (8.39)

The optimal stationary state estimate �̂(�) is then given by

�̂(�) = � (q�1)	(�)

where

� (q�1) = (
 ����) [q
 � (����)]
�1
� +�� � (8.40)

The filter (8.40) is optimal in the sense that the error covariance matrix

E [�(�)� �̂(�)] [�(�)� �̂(�)]� = � ����
�
���� +�2

�
�1
�� (8.41)

is minimal.

Proof The lemma follows from Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.4, and Theorem 6.2 in
[102]. �
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We now proceed and apply Lemma 8.1 on the decoupled measurement equa-
tion ��(�) = �(q�1)�(�) + ��(�). The equation can be realized in state space
form with a state vector that includes �(�). Thereafter, an optimal state esti-
mator is designed.

If the state vector is chosen to be

�0(�) =
�
�(�) �(�� � ) � � � �(�� 4��)

��
� ((4� + 1)� 1)

then a first step to find a state space representation of (8.27) is to realize that

�0(�+ � ) = �0�0(�) +�0�(�+ � )

��(�) = �0�0(�) + ��(�)�
(8.42)

where

�0 =

�
������

0 0 � � � 0 0
1 0 � � � 0 0
0 1 � � � 0 0
			

			
	 	 	

			
			

0 0 � � � 1 0

�
������ � �0 =

�
������

1
0
0
			

0

�
������ � �0 =

�
1 0 � � � 0 �1

�
	

The signals � and �� have state space realizations given by (8.9) and (8.30).
Using these equations, a state space representation of (8.27) becomes�
� �0(�+ � )
��(�+ � )
���(�+ � )

�
� =

�
��0 �0�� 0

0 �� 0
0 0 ���

�
�

	 
� �
�

�
� �0(�)
��(�)
���(�)

�
�

	 
� �
�(�)

+

�
� 0 0
�� 0
0 ���

�
�

	 
� �
�



(�)
�̃�(�)

�

��(�) =
�
�0 0 ���

�
	 
� �

�

�
� �0(�)
��(�)
���(�)

�
�+ �̃�(�)

(8.43)

Using the notation in Lemma 8.1 we have

�1 = �


�2
� 0
0 �2

��

�
�

� � �12 = �


0
�2
��

�
� �2 = �2

��
	

In order to apply Lemma 8.1, the representation (8.43) must fulfill the stabi-
lizability and detectability requirements. It is then sufficient to show that �̄,
defined in (8.35), has all its eigenvalues strictly inside the unit circle. For the
full system description (8.43), �̄ becomes

�̄ =

�
� �0 �0�� 0

0 �� 0
�����0 0 ��� �������

�
� �

which has eigenvalues

eig(�̄) = �eig(�0)� eig(��)� eig(��� �������)�	
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It is readily verified that all eigenvalues of�0 and �� are located strictly inside
the unit circle. Furthermore, the eigenvalues of ��� ������� are the zeros of
the realization (8.30). This can be seen by rewriting (8.30) with �� as input and
�̃� as output. Since the realization (8.30) is on innovations form, all eigenvalues
of ��� ������� are located in the stability region.

To find the optimal estimate �̂(�), we solve (8.37) for � and compute �
and �� with (8.38) and (8.39), respectively. If the dimension of � is denoted
by ��, the estimator � � for � given (8.27) is obtained by computing

� �(q�1) = ���

�
(� ����) [q� � (����)]�1

� +��

�
� (8.44)

where

��� =
�
1 0 � � � 0

�
(1� ��)

is used to retrieve the estimate �̂(�) = ����̂(�). The minimum error variance
can be computed by use of (8.41),

E�2(�� � �) = ���

�
� ���

�
�
���

� +	2

�
�1
��

�
�
�
��	 (8.45)

The resulting estimator (8.44) will generally not have a specific simple struc-
ture. However, if the wave �(�) and the noise sequences are taken to be white
noise processes, the following result holds.

Lemma 8.2. Consider the case

�(�+ 
 ) = �(�)� � �2
� = �2

�


(�) = 
̃(�)� 	� = �2
���	

Then, the optimal estimator � � that minimizes E(�(�) � �̂(�))2 has the same

structure as � 	 defined in (8.32),

� �(q�1) =
1

1� 0q�4

�

with the parameter values

0 = 1 =
1

1 +
�2
�

�2
�

�
1 +

	
1 + 2

�2
�

�2
�

� 	

Furthermore, the normalized minimum variance of the estimation error be-
comes

E�2(�� � �)

�2
�

=
1

1 +
�2
�

�2
�

1

1+

r
1+2

�2
�

�2
�

	 (8.46)

Proof In this case, a state space representation of (8.27) can be written as

�0(�+ 
 ) = �0�0(�) +�0�(�)

��(�) = �0�0(�) + ��(�)�
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with �0, �0, �0 and �0 as in (8.42). We then have

�1 = �0�
�
0 �

2
� � �12 = 0� �2 = 2�2

��

The key to the proof is to realize that the structure of � is

� =

�
����
�11 0 � � � 0
0 � � � � 0
���

���
� � �

���

0 0 � � � �

�
���� �

Then, straightforward calculation of (8.37) yields

�
������

�11 0 0 � � � 0
0 � 0 � � � 0
0 0 � � � � 0
���

���
���

� � �
���

0 0 0 � � � �

�
������ =

�
�������

�2
� 0 0 � � � 0

0 �11 �
�211

�11+�+2�2
�

0 � � � 0

0 0 � � � � 0
���

���
���

� � �
���

0 0 0 � � � �

�
�������
�

which has the positive solution�
�11 = �2

� �

� = �2
�

�	
1 + 2

�2
�

�2
�

� 1


�

The Kalman filter gain (8.39) is

�� =
�

�2
�

�2
�
+�+2�2

�

0 � � � 0 �

�
�2
�
+�+2�2

�

��
and, since �12 = 0,

� = �0�� �

Using this, straightforward but tedious calculation of (8.44) yields

� �(q�1) =
�

1� �q�4�
�

with

� =
�11

�11 + �+ 2�2
�

=
1

1 +
�2
�

�2
�

�
1 +

	
1 + 2

�2
�

�2
�


 �
Finally, the expression for the normalized estimation error variance is obtained
by direct calculation of (8.45). �

Lemma 8.2 shows that the structure of the 2-DOF estimator (8.32) indeed is
adequate. In fact, it is the optimal one if �(	) and 
	(	) both are white noise
sequences. In addition, it shows that the estimator only depends on the SNR.
If the SNR is high, the poles of the estimator are placed close to the unit circle.
Vice versa, for low SNR, the poles are placed closer to the origin and the gain
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Figure 8.5: The parameter � as a function of the signal to noise ratio for the
white noise case.

of the filter is decreased. This behavior of the estimator is depicted in Figure
8.5, where the optimal value of � is shown as a function of the SNR. In reality,
SNR values below 0 dB (�2

�
� �2

�
) are not realistic, as the measurement noise

then dominates. However, it can be seen that if �2
�
��2

�
� 0, then � � 0 and

the estimator will produce �̂ � 0, since � appears as a single parameter in the
numerator of the estimator.

Another important observation is that the optimal parameter value � and
the performance of the estimator are independent of the design variable � ,
which determines the distance between the sensors. This is not the case if the
waves are not white.

8.5.3 Frequency Domain Properties of the Perfect Decou-

pling Estimators

We proceed to investigate the frequency domain properties of the perfect de-
couplers. The estimation error can be written as

�(�� � ) = �(�)� � (q�1)��(�)

=
�
1� � (q�1)�(q�1)

�
�(�) + � (q�1)��(�)�

where � is either � � or � �. The error spectrum is

Φ�(	� � ) =
�
�1� � (e�i�)�(e�i�)

�
�2 Φ�(	) +

�
�� (e�i�)

�
�2Φ��(	)


Here, the conflicting requests become apparent. In order to make the estimation
error small we desire

� (e�i�)�(e�i�) � 1� � (e�i�) � 0
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for all �. The filter makes trade-offs between these conflicting needs in different
frequency bands. By use of Case I, these properties are illustrated in Figures
8.6(a) and 8.6(b) where the modulus of �� and � are plotted for different
SNR levels. The figures show that the estimator approximately inverts � for
low noise levels.

The polynomial � has all its zeros on the unit circle. For � = 1, � is
of fourth order. The zeros are then located at � = �0� ���2� ��. At these
frequencies the estimator � has high gain in order to counteract the effect of
the zeros.

If the measurement noise dominates (grey lines) the estimator puts its main
effort to attenuate the noise. In such cases the estimate of � will be quite poor,
but the noise is at least not amplified.

The power spectrum of the estimation error is shown if Figure 8.6(c). It can
be seen that the error is kept small over a wide frequency range for moderate
noise levels.

For the case considered in this example, � = � � = � � as described in
Lemma 8.2. The reason for showing this case is that it depicts how the esti-
mator inverts the system equations, without any frequency weighting due to
the models of the waves and noise. However, similar observations can be made
for any other models of the waves and noise. In order to perform well, the
estimator must approximately invert the polynomial �. For other models, the
difference is that the estimators shape their frequency responses according to
the models at hand, as described in Section 8.3.1. For example, if the wave �
has most of its power in a certain frequency band, the estimator can put most
of its effort to invert � in this particular frequency interval. In such cases, � �

will perform better than � � due to its unconstrained model structure.
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Figure 8.6: Case I, with � = 1, �2
� = 1 and �2

� varied. The polynomial �(q
�1)
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8.6 Kalman Filtering for the General Setting

In the previous sections estimators for �(�) have been derived for the decou-
pled measurement equation (8.27). The rationale for using (8.27) is that the
estimate of � will depend solely on � and �. Therefore, the wave �̄ which may
contain harmful feedback (for control applications) does not influence the esti-
mate. However, in terms of estimation error minimization, this may not be the
best approach. In this section, a Kalman filtering based estimator for a general
number of sensors is derived. The generated estimate will be a linear function
of �, �̄ and �.

Again Lemma 8.1 will be employed. First a state space realization of (8.4)
is needed. The realization should be so that �(�) is included in the state vector.
In order to prevent the estimate to rely on future data, the measurements need
to be delayed with ���2 samples before entering the estimator. Let

�� =
���

2
�

Then, the delayed version of (8.4) becomes

�(�) � �(�� ��) = q����2��(q
�1)

�
�(�)
�̄(�)

�
+ q����2�(�)�

A state space representation of the desired form can be obtained with

�(�)=
�
�(�) �(�� � ) � � � �(�����) �̄(�) � � � �̄(�����)

��
(2(�� +1)�1)

which yields the realization

�(�+ � ) = �0��(�) +�0�

�
�(�+ � )
�̄(�+ � )

�

�(�) = �0��(�) + �(�� ��)�

where

�0� =

�
�0 0
0 �0

�
� �0 =

�
������

0 0 � � � 0 0
1 0 � � � 0 0
0 1 � � � 0 0
���

���
� � �

���
���

0 0 � � � 1 0

�
					

� (�� + 1)� (�� + 1)

�0� =
�
�1 �2

�
=

�
�������������

1 0
0 0
���

���
0 0
0 1
0 0
���

���
0 0

�
												


� �0�=

�
����

1 0 � � � 0
0 1 � � � 0
���

���
� � �

���
0 0 � � � 1

0 � � � 0 1
0 � � � 1 0
��� � �

� ���
���

1 � � � 0 0

�
			
 �
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The �0� matrix must be handled with some care. First of all,

1 =
�
1 0 � � � 0

�
� (1� �)

0 =
�
0 0 � � � 0

�
� (1� �)

are vectors that collapse to scalars 1 and 0, respectively, for � = 1. Secondly, if
� is even, the middle row of �0� should be removed to reflect that the sensor
at � = 0 does not exist. The structures of �0� and �0� do only depend on � ,
so no changes are needed for these matrices.

By use of the models for �, �̄ and �, the final state space representation
becomes�
���
�(�+ � )
��(�+ � )
��̄(�+ � )
��(�+ � )

�
���=

�
���
�0� �1�� �2��̄ 0

0 �� 0 0
0 0 ��̄ 0
0 0 0 ��

�
���

	 
� �
��

�
���
�(�)
��(�)
��̄(�)
��(�)

�
���

	 
� �
��(�)

+

�
���

0 0 0
�� 0 0
0 ��̄ 0
0 0 ��

�
���

	 
� �
��

�
� 	(�)

	̄(�)
�̃(����)

�
�

�(�)=
�
�0� 0 0 ��

�
	 
� �

��

�
���
�(�)
��(�)
��̄(�)
��(�)

�
���+ �̃(�� ��)


(8.47)

The covariance matrices of Lemma 8.1 become

�1 = ��

�
��

2
� 0 0
0 �2

�̄ 0
0 0 ��̃

�
���

� � �12 = ��

�
� 0

0
��̃

�
� � �2 = ��̃


It is next established that (8.47) is asymptotically stable, so that it fulfills
the stabilizability and detectability requirements of Lemma 8.1. It is readily
verified that the eigenvalues of �̄� = �� ��12�

�1
2 �� are given by

eig(�̄�) = �eig(�0�)� eig(��)� eig(��̄)� eig(�� �����)�


All eigenvalues of �0�, ��, and ��̄ are located inside the unit circle. The
eigenvalues of �� � ���� are the poles of the inverse of the noise model
(8.14), which is on innovations form. It is therefore concluded that also the
eigenvalues of �� ����� lie in the stability region.

By use of Lemma 8.1 it is straightforward to compute an estimator for �.
The �-sensor estimator becomes

��(q
�1) = 	���


(
 �����) [q
 � (�� ����)]

�1
� +��

�
q�	
�2�

where

	��� =
�
1 0 � � � 0

�
(1� ���)

and where � and �� are computed according to (8.38) and (8.39). Notice
that ��� is the order of the model (8.47).
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The estimator �� is a (1��) vector of pulse transfer functions, where each
entry is a rational polynomial of degree ���. By use of (8.4) the estimation
error can be written as

�(����) = �(�)� ��(q
�1)�(�)

=
�
1� [����](1�1)

�
�(�)� [����](1�2) �̄(�)� ���(�)� (8.48)

The variance of �(����) can be computed with (8.41), while noticing that �(�)
is the first element of ��(�). We then obtain

E2�(����) = ����

�
� ����

�
���� +	2

�
�1
��

�
��
���

�

Further, the error spectrum becomes

Φ�(�) =
���1� �

��(e
�i�)��(e

�i�)
�
(1�1)

���
2

Φ�(�)

+
������(e

�i�)��(e
�i�)

�
(1�2)

���
2

Φ�̄(�) + ��(e
�i�)	

�̃�
�

� (e
�i�)�

8.6.1 Properties of the General Estimator

Equation (8.48) again reveals some of the problems associated with the esti-
mation of �. Ideally, the filter should have the properties

[����](1�1) = 1� [����](1�2) = 0� �� = 0� (8.49)

which clearly is not feasible. Instead, the estimator mimics these properties in
different frequency bands. This is visualized in Figure 8.7 where the modulus of
the frequency responses

�
��(e

�i�)��(e
�i�)

�
(1�1)

,
�
��(e

�i�)��(e
�i�)

�
(1�2)

and

the singular values of ��(e
�i�) are plotted for Case I (signals with constant

spectral density), for 	=1 and � = �2� 3� 4�. The properties of the frequency
responses will generally depend on the models of waves and noise in a compli-
cated way [7]. However, the qualitative appearance will be the same for any
set of models. The filter will optimally shape its frequency response in order
to make the variance of the estimation error as small as possible.

The singular values 
�(�) of a multivariable transfer function � (q�1) are
defined as


�(�) =
�

��(� �(e�i�)� (e�i�))� (8.50)

where �� are the positive eigenvalues of the matrix � �� [100]. The singular
values are functions of � and measure the multivariate gain of the transfer
function. Here, � is of size (1��), so � �� is a rank 1 matrix and there is only
one positive singular value. We denote this singular value by �(��).

The figures show that for two sensors there is a notch for �[�2�2](1�1)� and
peaks for �[�2�2](1�2)� and �(��) at the normalized frequency � = ��2. At
this frequency �2 looses rank which leads to that 	 and 	̄ cannot be separated
(because the effective number of sensors is 1). For � � 3 this problem is
eliminated since the addition of an extra sensor makes the rank of �� to be
preserved.
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The same problem is apparent at frequencies � = �0� ��, where the transfer
operator matrix�� becomes rank deficient. At these frequencies the frequency
response of �� is unity for all channels, independent of the number of sensors
(and for any models of waves and noise). Thus, at � = �0� �� the relation

[����](1�1) = [����](1�2) � � = �0� �� (8.51)

must hold.

This observation implies that the only way to prevent �̄ from affecting the
estimate of � at � = �0� �� is to make ���� = 0 at these particular frequencies.
This is what is performed when an estimator with perfect decoupling is designed
in Section 8.5. The filter �(q�1) has always zeros at the frequencies � = �0� ��.

In view of Figure 8.7 it should be clear that the estimation error is decreasing
for an increasing number of sensors, since the imitation of (8.49) then becomes
better. The figure should be compared to Figure 8.6(a), 8.6(b) whose dashed
black lines show the same scenario. For the perfect decoupler the transfer
function from �̄ to �̂ is identically zero.

In Figures 8.8(a) and 8.8(b) the power spectra of the estimation errors for
� = �1� � � � � 7� are depicted. They show that the estimation error is kept small
over a wider frequency range if the number of sensors is increased. The benefit
of adding an extra sensor is however decreasing with an increasing number of
sensors. Also here, the problem with rank deficiency of �� is apparent at
� = �0� ��2� ��.

The effect of the unwanted wave �̄ is depicted in Figure 8.9 where the error
spectra are considered with a fixed number of three sensors. Again, Case I
is employed and the variance of �̄ is varied while the variance of � and ��
are held fixed. It can be seen that the estimation error indeed depends on
the magnitude of �̄ which is not the case for the estimator based on perfect
decoupling. The grey lines depict a situation where �̄ has a magnitude that is
significantly much greater compared to the magnitude of �. In consequence,
the estimation error is increased and particularly so in the neighborhood of
the problematic frequencies � = �0� ��. However, the logarithmic frequency
scale may perhaps be somewhat misleading, since the frequency range where
the error is large is quite modest. Notice that the estimation error variance
basically is the integral of the error spectrum (in linear scale).

Finally, the effect of the measurement noise is considered. The variances of
� and �̄ are held fixed while the noise variance is varied for Case I with three
sensors. In Figure 8.10(a) the estimation error spectra are depicted. It can be
seen that when the noise is of equal magnitude or greater than the magnitude
of �, the performance of the estimator degrades considerably.

The noise part of the measured signals is amplified by the estimator filter.
To show its effect the singular value of 	3 is depicted in Figure 8.10(b). The
grey lines correspond to high noise level scenarios and they show that the gain
of 	3 is quite modest and almost flat. The reason for this is that when the
noise variance increases the poles of 	3 wander toward the origin to diminish
the effect of the noise. In such cases, the estimator rather attenuates the noise
than performs active wave separation.
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Remark 8.1. For the white noise case (Case I) it can be shown that if

E�2
�̄ ���

then it holds that
�2(q

�1) = � �
�(q�1)�

where� was defined in (8.22). This means that the perfect decoupler actually
is a special case of the more general estimator. �

Remark 8.2. As shown in Section 8.5.2 the performances of � � and � � do
not depend on � if the waves are white. This is also true for �� under this
assumption. Then, it suffices to consider � = 1, and to ‘re-scale’ the obtained
estimator if a greater spacing between the sensors are requested. The reason
that the performance of the estimators do not depend on � when the waves are
white is that there is no additional spatial information to retrieve by having a
greater spacing between the sensors. At each sampling instance, the measured
signals �

���2 � � � ���2 are mutually independent.
However, if � and/or �̄ are slowly varying the performance of the estimators

will depend on � . This is highlighted in Figure 8.11 where the performances of
the estimators are evaluated as functions of � for Case II. It is performed for a
fixed SNR of 20 dB (�2

���
2
� = 0�01). The performance measure is the estima-

tion error variance, normalized with the variance of the wave to estimate. It
means that estimates below 0 dB in some sense are valid. The accuracy of the
estimates increases with increasing � . The improvement is, however, only sig-
nificant for small values of � . This is satisfactory since the order of the estimator
rapidly increases as the number of sensors and � increases. For example, the or-

der of each entry in �� is 	�� = 2(
�+1) + the dimension of
�
�
�
� �

�
�̄ �

�
�

��
.
�

Remark 8.3. The estimators � � and �� are based on the steady state Kalman
filter, which means that the estimators are computed off-line. These estima-
tors could also be implemented in a recursive fashion by use of the time-varying
Kalman filter equations [102]. Such an approach may give a better transient
performance of the estimator. The drawback is that the time-varying equa-
tions introduce a significant increase of real time computational complexity. In
addition, the recursive equations have a quite fast convergence to the steady
state solution which is employed here. �
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8.7 Numerical Examples

In this section the performances of the estimators are compared and evaluated
in two numerical examples.

Example 8.1. Firstly, the normalized estimation error variance is
evaluated as a function of the SNR. For Case I and Case II this
performance measure is depicted in Figures 8.12 and 8.13, respec-
tively.

For both cases, the general multivariable estimators perform
better than the single input estimators with perfect decoupling.
As the number of sensors is increased, the estimation accuracy is
improved. It can also be seen that �4 and �5, respectively �6 and
�7 almost perform similar. Therefore, one should avoid to choose
�5 and �7, as these configurations add complexity compared to �4

and �6, without any significant accuracy improvement.
The same observation can also be made for an even higher num-

ber of sensors. However, the use of too many sensors is not practical
and also the benefit of adding additional sensors decreases as the
number of sensors increases. The best choice is perhaps to use up
to 4 sensors. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show that the estimation er-
ror variance can be reduced by about a factor of 10 if the most
advanced estimator is employed instead of the simplest one. �
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Figure 8.12: Case I, � = 1. Normalized error variance as a function of the
SNR.
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Figure 8.14: Signal representing �(�).

Example 8.2. In this example the derived estimators are tested
on a particular time series. It was originally produced for a wave
propagation experiment of a bar specimen, where the strain caused
by dynamic loading was measured. The time series should in this
context only be interpreted as an example of a longitudinal wave
generated by some source of dynamic loading.

Here, two such time series are used to represent �(�) and �̄(�),
respectively. Measured signals at different sensor positions are ar-
tificially produced according to (8.4) with the SNR set to about
20 dB and � = 8. The covariance matrix of the sensor noise is
�� = �2

�
��, the sampling period is � = 2 �s and the speed of wave

propagation is � = 5000 m/s. It means that Δ = 0�08 m.
First order AR (AR(1)) models, as defined in (8.15), are em-

ployed to approximate the frequency characteristics of � and �̄.
The wave representing �(�) is shown in Figure 8.14(a). In Figure
8.14(b) an estimate (periodogram) of the spectral density is shown
together with the spectral density of an identified AR(1) process.
The model is certainly not excellent, but it somewhat reflects the
spectral content of �. The AR model was found by use of the Yule-
Walker equations [104] which yields 	1 = 0�9504, see (8.15). The
wave �̄ has a very similar spectral content, so 	2 = 	1 is employed.

In Figure 8.15(a) a time window of � and � + �̄ is shown. The
latter signal is what would be measured by a single sensor at 
 =
0. Figure 8.15(b) shows � together with �̂ as estimated by use of
�4. The estimate is very accurate and the two lines are hardly
distinguishable.
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Figure 8.15: The wave � is estimated with high accuracy. AR(1) model as-
sumption with �1 = �2 = 0�9504.
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Figure 8.16 shows the estimation accuracy for the different esti-
mators given this particular time series. The estimation error vari-
ance E�

2 should here be interpreted as the sample error covariance,
1

��1

�
�

�=1 �
2(�). Figure 8.16(a) is obtained by use of the estimated

AR process as a model for the waves � and �̄. As expected, the
performance is increased with increasing estimator complexity. Re-
member that the wave model is not very accurate, which implies
that the estimators are not truly optimal (as they rely on a false
model). Still, however, they perform very well.

Figure 8.16(b) is obtained by the assumption of white noise
models (�1 = �2 = 0). In this case �

� = �
�, which is the reason

why these estimators have the same performance. Apparently, �(�)
is not a white noise process, but still this assumption works fairly
well. Also here, all estimators perform excellent. Surprisingly, � �

performs even slightly better under the assumption of white noise
compared to the AR model assumption. The reason for this is that
�
� does not have enough degrees of freedom to shape its frequency

response in order to benefit from that the waves have low frequency
dynamics. The filter � � cannot have high gain at low frequencies
and smaller gain at high frequencies. The consequence is that the
estimator will be a bit sensitive to modeling errors.

For all other estimators, the AR(1) assumption yields estimates
with smaller errors than the corresponding estimates obtained with
the white noise hypothesis. For a given sensor configuration, the
estimation error variance for this case decreases with between 27
and 40 percent.

The estimation accuracy would be even better if the wave models
could describe the spectral contents of � and �̄ more correctly. This
would require models of higher orders and the price to be paid would
therefore be estimators of higher order. However, this example
shows that it is not crucial to employ very detailed models; simple
white noise models may very well be sufficient in order to obtain
high accuracy. �
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Figure 8.16: Performance of the estimators for two different wave model
assumptions. In both cases, the SNR is 20 dB.
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8.8 Conclusions

Three different types of estimators for separation of overlapping waves have
been derived and analyzed. A motivation for the work is that several reported
wave separation techniques have poor performance in the presence of sensor
noise. Therefore, the effects of noise is thoroughly treated in the derivation of
the estimators.

One way to estimate the desired wave is to use two sensors and filter their
outputs in a specific way so that the waves become fully decoupled. Thereafter,
a single input - single output infinite impulse response (IIR) filter can be used
to reconstruct the wave. This is performed for two of the estimators. They
have the following properties:

� For both estimators, the estimated wave �̂(�) can be written as a linear
filtering of the wave �(�) and noise �(�),

�̂(�) = ��(q
�1)�(�) + ��(q

�1)�(�)� (8.52)

Thus, the estimate does not depend on �̄(�).

� �
� has a constrained model structure with only two degrees of freedom.

Given the decoupled wave equation, it is optimal if � and �� have constant
spectral densities.

� �
� is not constrained to a specific structure. It is an optimal estimator

given the decoupled wave filtering.

It is further shown that decoupling provides worse estimates than a strategy
where the unwanted wave is allowed to partly ‘leak through’ to the estimate of
the desired wave. The derived estimator �� is a multiple input - single output
IIR filter, which has the following properties:

� The estimated wave can be written as a linear function of �(�), �(�) and
�̄,

�̂(�) = ��(q
�1)�(�) + ��̄(q

�1)�̄(�) + ��(q
�1)�(�)�

� �� uses � sensors to extract the desired wave. It is optimal in the sense
that the estimation error variance is minimal. For finite values of �2

�̄
, it

always provides better estimates than �
� and �

�.

All estimators are asymptotically stable and causal filters that can be imple-
mented in real time. The performances of the estimators are compared and
evaluated in two numerical examples. All estimators provide efficient wave
separation but the performance can be significantly improved if perfect decou-
pling is not required.



Chapter 9
Linear and Nonlinear Regression with

Application to Unbalance Estimation

IN THIS chapter, a parameter estimation problem motivated by the applica-
tion unbalance estimation of rotating machinery is considered. The problem

is first defined and its background is discussed in the next section.

Consider a parameter estimation problem given by

�� =
�
�+ �̃�

�
(�0 + ��) � � = 1� � � � ��� (9.1)

where

�� � �
��1 measured variable,

� � �
��� unknown variable,

�̃� � �
��� stochastic disturbance,

�0 � �
��1 unknown variable,

�� � �
��1 user chosen variable,

and where � ��� denotes the set of complex valued (� � �) matrices. The
basis for the system equation (9.1) will be motivated in the next section. The
quantity � is the number of experiments. The number of unknowns is �2 + �

and the number of equations is �� . Therefore, the number of experiments
must fulfill

� � �+ 1� (9.2)

We are primarily interested in estimating �0 and, therefore, � is treated as
a nuisance variable. For each experiment, the sought variable �0 is invariant.
The way that �̃� enters the system makes the estimation problem nontrivial
to handle.

151
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9.1 Background and Motivation

The system equation (9.1) has its motivation from parameter estimation prob-
lems for systems operating in stationarity. Such problems appear in balancing
of high speed machinery, where the purpose is to estimate mass unbalances �0

in complex dynamic systems rotating at high speed. Applications that can be
mentioned are machining tools, aircraft turbine engines [118], steam turbines,
electric generators [18] and balancing of separators.

The matrix� = �(i�0) is the frequency response function from the current
unbalance state (�0 + ��) to the measured harmonic vibrational response ��
at the angular frequency �0. The user chosen variable �� is used to excite the
system so that the problem becomes solvable. In the present chapter, � is
assumed to be quadratic. Thus, the number of inputs is equal to the number
of outputs. Generally, however, � can be rectangular which is the case if e.g.
there are more sensors than inputs. In such circumstances, one should employ
the pseudoinverse of � instead of ��1, whenever it appears.

The frequency response � is in this context often referred to as the influ-
ence coefficient matrix. The reason for performing experiments with a system
that operates in stationarity is that the relation between measured output
and applied input becomes simple. Irrespectively of the order of the system
(which can be extremely large), the entries of � become scalar complex num-
bers when the frequency response is ‘evaluated’ at the single frequency � = �0.
The influence coefficient matrix is a function of the structural properties of
the underlying system. These properties are here subject to change between
experiments, which leads to the model with disturbing term �̃�.

9.1.1 Balancing of Separators

This chapter is inspired by the problem of separator balancing. It is an impor-
tant topic in the field of separator technology. The separator bowl is rotating
with high speed, which typically is about 5000 revolutions per minute. The
appeared centrifugal force is used to separate different substances, e.g. liquids.
The use of large centrifugal forces is the core of separation technology. Since the
bowl is very heavy and rotates with such a high speed, small mass unbalances
create large radial bearing forces that may even be harmful. The magnitudes
of these forces can often be tens of kN, i.e. several tonnes. Therefore, the
separator must be balanced after manufacturing. When the unbalance estima-
tion is completed, mass corrections are applied to the bowl to counteract the
unbalances.

Consider a separator model as shown in Figure 9.1. The unbalance estima-
tion procedure is to apply trial masses to the rotating bowl in two planes and
measure the generated vibration at two sensor positions, as indicated in the
figure. Thus, for this system � = 2. The measured vibrational frame response
is used as an indication of large radial bearing forces. In each new experiment,
masses [��]1 and [��]2 (elements 1 and 2 of ��) are applied and the bowl is
driven up to its speed of operation. The influence coefficient matrix � de-
pends on the mechanical properties of the separator, e.g. masses, stiffnesses
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[��]2

[�0 + ��]1 [�0 + ��]2

Figure 9.1: A separator model. The stiffnesses are modeled as complex num-
bers, which is a way to introduce damping in the system. These stiffnesses are
subject to change between experiments.

and damping elements. The main source of uncertainty is that the dynamical
properties of the system change between experiments. There are several rea-
sons for this. First of all the separator bowl often needs to be opened in order to
apply the trial masses. When doing this, some of the structural properties will
change due to plays of bearings etc. Also a main source of uncertainty is that
different stiffnesses and damping elements seem to change somewhat between
experiments. For example, there are rubber damping elements whose properties
depend on temperature and the vibrational amplitude. Such observations are
the basis for the model with additive uncertainty �̃� to the influence coefficient
matrix � that leads to a system equation of the type (9.1). In the separator
model depicted in Figure 9.1, this is modeled with non-invariant stiffnesses.
The concept of structural, or hysteretic, damping is employed, which means
that the stiffnesses shown in Figure 9.1 are modeled as complex numbers. This
is a way to introduce damping in the system.

In the separator system, equations of the type (9.1) can be set up for several
angular frequencies. The measured quantity �� and the matrices � and �̃�

then become functions of frequency, while �0 and �� are frequency independent.
Still, the number of experiments must fulfill (9.2). Thus, the core of the problem
is to be able to perform unbalance estimation at a single frequency, which is
considered in this chapter.

9.1.2 Existing Estimation Techniques

Equations of the type (9.1) are commonly found in the literature on balancing
of rotating machinery [18; 29; 38; 68]. Commonly, however, the disturbing
term �̃� is not considered. Even though the equation (9.1) is nonlinear in the
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unknowns � and �0, it can be transformed to a linear estimation problem.
This is the basis for an approach which is often called the influence coefficient
method [17; 18; 55; 118]. It is an experimental method that can be implemented
in different ways, but the basis is to use �� = 0 in the first experiment. If the
disturbance term is negligible, the first measurement become

�1 = ��0�

which can be employed to subtract the effects of �0 in the remaining exper-
iments where �� �= 0. Then the matrix � can be estimated and when it is
considered to be known, it is straightforward to compute an estimate of �0.
The equations needed to carry out such a procedure can be arranged in different
ways, but the basics are as described above.

Commonly, a deterministic viewpoint is adopted and no special treatment
is dedicated to the effects of disturbances. In [61] an optimal weighting is
introduced under the assumption that the uncertainty is additive on the output
side of (9.1), i.e. sensor noise. In addition, a statistical analysis is carried out.
However, in the current context it is assumed that sensor noise is negligible
compared to the system disturbance �̃�. To the best of our knowledge there
is no statistical analysis associated with estimation of (9.1) and no algorithms
proposed that are devoted to a sound statistical treatment of the disturbing
variable.

In this chapter three different approaches for unbalance estimation are de-
rived and analyzed with respect to their statistical accuracies in the presence
of �̃�. The first two rely on a deterministic viewpoint in the derivation, which
leads to linear estimation procedures with closed form solutions. The third
approach instead makes use of the statistical properties of �̃�, which leads to
a nonlinear optimization problem.

Although unbalance estimation is a motivation for the system equation
(9.1), we do not claim to deliver a complete solution to the problem of balanc-
ing. Instead the focus in this chapter is on the parameter estimation problem
(9.1) as such, and the statistical analysis associated with the derived algorithms.

9.2 Preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to introduce some notation and mathematical
tools that will be utilized in the sequel of this chapter.

Let � = [�1 � � � ��], where �� is column � of the matrix �. The vec oper-
ator is the operator that stacks the columns of a matrix. Using this property,

� � vec(�) =

�
��
�1

���

��

�
��

is defined. Similarly, the vectorized uncertainty matrix is defined as

�̃� = vec(�̃�)
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and furthermore the uncertainty vector from all � experiments becomes

�̃ =

�
��
�̃1

���

�̃�

�
�� �

Before proceeding, an assumption regarding the uncertainty matrix is needed:

Assumption 9.1. The uncertainty matrix is zero mean and �̃� is uncorrelated
with �̃� for � �= �. It has an associated covariance matrix

E�̃��̃
�
� = ��Æ����

where E denotes the expectation operator and Æ��� is the Kronecker delta func-
tion. �

The fact that the uncertainty is independent between experiments implies that

���� � cov (�̃) = �� ���� (9.3)

where �� is the identity matrix of dimension � and � is the Kronecker prod-
uct.

The vec operator has many useful properties. One that will be extensively
employed in this context is

vec (���) =
�
�� ��

�
vec (�) �

Application of this result on the system equation (9.1) yields

vec (��) = �� =
	
(�0 + ��)

�
� ��



�+

	
(�0 + ��)

�
� ��



�̃��

The pseudoinverse of a full rank tall matrix Φ is given by

Φ� = (Φ�Φ)
�1

Φ��

where � denotes Hermitian transpose. If Φ is square, then Φ� = Φ�1.
The series expansion

	
�+ �̃


�1

� ��1 ���1�̃��1 + � � �

will prove useful. The second order terms can be omitted if �̃ is small compared
to � in the sense ��̃� � ���.

Let �(�̄) and �(�̄) be matrices whose entries are functions of a real valued
vector �̄. Furthermore, let [�̄]� be the �-th element of the vector �̄. Then we
define

�(�) =
��(�̄)

�[�̄]�

and

�(��) =
�2�(�̄)

�[�̄]��[�̄]�
�
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For products of matrices the chain rule applies,

(��)
(�)

= �(�)� +��(�)�

where the �̄-argument is dropped for notational convenience. For differentia-
tion of matrix inverses it holds that

��(�)
�

�
��1

�(�)
= ���1�(�)��1�

9.3 Linear Deterministic Estimation

One approach to handle the problem of estimating �0 from measured data is to
adopt a deterministic viewpoint. Thus, if the effect caused by �̃ is neglected,
or considered to be insignificant, (9.1) simplifies to

�� = � (�0 + ��) � � = 1� � � � ��� (9.4)

where only � and �0 are unknown. Equation (9.4) is the basis for two different
approaches to estimate �0. The two identification procedures are labeled A1
and A2, respectively. Both these approaches are employed in the balancing
industry [49].

9.3.1 Approach A1

From the relation (9.4), the unknown variable �0 can be found using a simple
procedure. The first step is to subtract the effects of �0 from (9.4). This is
performed by choosing �1 = 0 which yields

�1 = ��0 (9.5)

and for the remaining � � 1 equations we form

�� � �� � �1� � = 2� � � � ���

which yields
�� = ���� � = 2� � � � �� (9.6)

if the disturbance is neglected. Both �� and �� are known and therefore it is
straightforward to compute an estimate of the nuisance variable �. This can
be performed in different ways. One option is to apply the vec operator to
(9.6), which gives

�� =
�
��
�
� ��

�
� (9.7)

and upon stacking the experiments in a tall vector

� =
�
��1 � � � ��

��1

��
(9.8)

one obtains
� = Φ1�� (9.9)
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where

Φ1 =

�
��
��2 � ��

�
�
�

��
�
� ��

�
�� � (9.10)

By use of (9.9) an estimate of the nuisance variable � can be found. There-
after it is straightforward to estimate �0 using (9.5). The two-step procedure
becomes:

Step 1: Let �1 = 0 and �� �= 0 for � � 2. Form (9.8), (9.10), and compute

�̂ = Φ�
1�� (9.11)

Thereafter, form the estimate �̂ from �̂.

Step 2: Use the first experiment (9.5) and �̂ to estimate �0:

�̂0 = �̂�1�1� (9.12)

The procedure to estimate unbalances by using �1 = ��0 in order to lin-
earize the equations is often referred to as the influence coefficient method in
the balancing literature [18; 38; 61]. There exist many variants on how to
organize the equations [29]. Another alternative that is more computationally
efficient is to arrange the equations in the first step as

�
�2 � � � ��

�
= �

�
�2 � � � ��

�

�̂ =
�
�2 � � � ��

� �
�2 � � � ��

��
�

The pseudo inverse of broad matrices should then be employed. The two vari-
ants yield the same result, but the one chosen for this chapter is more tractable
from a statistical analysis point of view.

9.3.2 Statistical Properties of A1

The statistical analysis is carried out under the following conditions:

Assumption 9.2. The norm of the stochastic disturbance �̃� is small com-
pared to the norm of �. This means that the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, is
large. �

Remark 9.1. The number of experiments � is not assumed to be large. �

These conditions will be employed also for the analysis of the methods A2 and
A3 that will be introduced in the sequel. Remark 9.1 is important since for
the underlying application, a very large number of experiments would not be
feasible. The first and second order statistics of A1 are summarized in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 9.1. The expected value of the estimate (9.12) is

E�̂0 = �0 +�
�

E��̃��
2
�

and its covariance matrix is for large SNR given by

cov (�̂0) = �
�1�1�����

�

1�
��

�

where

�1 =
�
��0 � ��

� ��
��2 +Φ�

1�1�

�
�Φ�

1�1�

�
� (9.13)

�1� =

�
�	
(�0 + �2)

� � �� 0
�
�
�

0 (�0 + �� )
�
� ��



�� � �

�(��1)��2 (��1)
�

(9.14)

�1� =

�
�	
1
�

�

�

1



��� �

��0 � ��
�

� �
�(��1)��2

� (9.15)

Proof The proof is given in Appendix A. �

9.3.3 Approach A2

In the second step (9.12) of A1, the unkwnon variable �0 is estimated using
the first experiment only. This can be problematic if �̃1 happens to be large
and the approach is not the soundest from a statistical point of view. One way
of avoiding this problem is to introduce the variable� = ��0. Equation (9.4)
then becomes linear in � and � and all experiments can be used to identify
these unknown parameters. Then, �̂0 can be computed using their estimates.
This approach is taken in A2. Still, no nonlinear optimization is needed and
the approach will be shown to have better statistical properties than A1.

Again, vectorization is employed and (9.4) can be rewritten as

�� =�+
�
��� � ��

�
� (9.16)

and if all experiments are assembled one obtains

� = Φ2	� (9.17)

where

� =

�
�	
�1

�

�

�

��



�� � Φ2 =

�
�	
�� ��1 � ��
�

�

�

�

�

�

�� ��� � ��



�� � 	 =


�

�

�
�

The parameter vector 	 is estimated using the least squares estimate

	̂ = Φ�
2�� (9.18)
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which means that � = ��0 and � = vec(�) are estimated by use of all �

experiments. Thereafter, �̂ is formed from �̂ and �0 is estimated as

�̂0 = �̂
�1
�̂� (9.19)

9.3.4 Statistical Properties of A2

Again the statistical analysis is carried out under Assumption 9.2 and Remark
9.1. The results are summarized in Lemma 9.2.

Lemma 9.2. The expected value of the estimate (9.19) is

E�̂0 = �0 +�
�

E��̃��
2
�

(9.20)

and its covariance matrix is for large SNR given by

cov (�̂0) = �
�1
�2�Φ�

2�2�����
�
2Φ��

2 �
�
2��

��� (9.21)

where

�2 =

�
��
(�0 + �1)

� � �� 0
� � �

0 (�0 + �� )
�
� ��

�
�� � �

����
2
� � (9.22)

�2� =
�
�� ���0 � ��

�
� � �

���(�+1) � (9.23)

Proof See Appendix A. �

9.4 Approach 3: Nonlinear Regression

In this section we drive a loss function that handles the stochastic uncertainty
�̃ in a more sophisticated fashion. This leads to a problem formulation with a
loss function that is nonlinear in �0. There exists no closed form solution and a
numerical search procedure is required. In order to use standard optimization
routines, the system equation (9.1) is reformulated as a real valued problem.
This is done by representing the complex valued quantities with their real and
imaginary parts separated. This operation is denoted here with (̄�) and we let

�̄� =

�
���
���

�
=

�
Re (��)
Im (��)

�
� �̄0 =

�
�0�

�0�

�
� �̄� =

�
���
���

�
� � �

2��1 �

where ���� denotes the set of real valued (���) matrices and where Re(��)
and Im(��) are the real and imaginary parts of ��, respectively. The corre-
sponding conventions with subscripts � and � will be employed in the sequel.
Furthermore, the vectorized matrices with separated real and imaginary parts
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are defined as

�̄ =

�
��
��

�
=

�
Re (vec (�))
Im (vec (�))

�
� �

2�2�1�

¯̃�� =

�
�̃��
�̃��

�
=

�
�Re

�
vec

�
�̃�

��
Im

�
vec

�
�̃�

��
�
� � �

2�2�1� ¯̃� =

�
	�
¯̃�1

���
¯̃��

�

� � �

2�2��1�

and the corresponding covariance matrices are defined as

�̄� � cov
�
¯̃��
�
� �̄��� � cov

�
¯̃�
�
= �� � �̄��

A given complex valued equation

� = ��� � �� + i�� = (�� + i�� ) (�� + i��)

can be reformulated as a real valued relation�
��
��

�
=

�
�� ���

�� ��

� �
��
��

�
(9.24)

and by use of the vec operator (on each block row of (9.24)) one obtains�
��
��

�
=

�
��� � �� ���� � ��
��� � �� ��� � ��

� �
��
��

�
�

Using this fact, the system equation (9.1) can be rewritten as

�̄� = ��(�̄0)�̄+��(�̄0)�̃�� � = 1� � � � ���

where

��(�̄0)=


(�0� + ���)

�
� �� � (�0� + ���)

�
� ��

(�0� + ���)
�
� �� (�0� + ���)

�
� ��

�
� �

2��2�2 � (9.25)

If all experiments are stacked in a tall vector

�̄ =
�
�̄�1 �̄�2 � � � �̄��

��
�

one obtains
�̄ ��(�̄0)�̄ = 	(�̄0) ¯̃�� (9.26)

where

�(�̄0) =

�
	�
�1(�̄0)

���

�� (�̄0)

�

� � 	(�̄0) =

�
	�
�1(�̄0) 0

� � �

0 �� (�̄0)

�

� � (9.27)

The covariance matrix of the residual term 	(�̄0) ¯̃� is denoted by


�(�̄0) = 	(�̄0)�̄���	
� (�̄0) � �

2���2�� � (9.28)
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which is a function of the unknown variable �̄0. Similarly to the approaches A1
and A2 an estimate of �̄0 is found by minimizing a quadratic criterion. How-
ever, in order to make the covariance matrix of the estimation error minimal,
the equations should be weighted with the inverse of �� [103]. The criterion
then reads

� (�̄��) = ��̄ ��(�̄)�̄�
2
�
�1
�

(�̄) � (9.29)

Minimization of � with respect to � is straightforward. For a fixed value of
�̄ = �̄�, the minimum is [103]

ˆ̄� =
�
�� (�̄�)�

�1
� (�̄�)�(�̄�)

��1
�� (�̄�)�

�1
� (�̄�)�̄ (9.30)

and insertion of (9.30) into (9.29) yields a concentrated loss function

� (�̄) = min
�

� (�̄��) =
����̄ �� �

����1
� �

��1
����1

� �̄

���
2

�
�1
�

=
�
�̄���̄���1

� �
�
����1

� �
��1

��
�
��1
�

�
�̄��

�
����1

� �
��1

����1
� �̄

�

= �̄���1�2
�

�
�2�� ���1�2

� �
�
����1

� �
��1

����1�2
�

�
��1�2
� �̄ (9.31)

where the dependence on �̄ is dropped for brevity. The concentrated loss
function (9.31) can be formulated as

� (�̄) = �̄���1�2
� (�̄)Π�(�̄)��1�2

� (�̄)�̄� (9.32)

where Π� is the orthogonal projector onto the null-space of ���
�1�2
� and it

is given by

Π� = �2�� ���1�2
� �

�
����1

� �
��1

����1�2
� � (9.33)

The parameter estimation problem becomes a two-step procedure:

ˆ̄�0 = min
�̄

� (�̄) (9.34)

ˆ̄� =
�
�� (ˆ̄�0)�

�1
� (ˆ̄�0)�(ˆ̄�0)

��1
�� (ˆ̄�0)�

�1
� (ˆ̄�0)�̄� (9.35)

By the separation into two estimation steps the complexity of the optimiza-
tion problem has been significantly reduced. Minimization of the original loss
function (9.29) would require a nonlinear search over 2(�2+�) unknown param-
eters. By use of the concentrated loss function (9.31), the problem is reduced
to a nonlinear minimization over 2� variables and a simple weighted linear least
squares fit to find the remaining 2�2 unknown parameters. The second step is
only needed if the nuisance variable � is of any importance.

The optimization problem (9.34) is often referred to as a variable projection
problem [36]. Such optimization problems frequently appear in sensor array
processing [110] and in many other applications [37]. However, the fact that
�� in (9.32) is a function of the unknown variable is quite uncommon. Notice
that �� depends on the uncertainty covariance matrix �̄� through (9.28).
Therefore, �̄� needs to be a priori known or estimated.
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9.4.1 Statistical Properties of A3

First notice that the outcome ˆ̄�0 from the optimization (9.34) is such that

� (�)(ˆ̄�0) = 0

for a successful minimization. Assume that the estimate ˆ̄�0 lies in a neighbor-
hood close to the true value �̄ = �̄0, i.e. ˆ̄�0 = �̄0 + �̄�, where �̄� is small.
Then (see e.g. [64; 103]),

0 =
���

��̄

����
�̄=ˆ̄�0

=
���

��̄

����
�̄=�̄0+�̄�

�

���

��̄

����
�̄=�̄0

+
�2�

��̄2

����
�̄=�̄0

�̄�� (9.36)

Remember that � (�) = ����[�̄]�, where [�̄]� is the �-th element of �̄, see
Section 9.2. Equation (9.36) implies that the estimation error approximately
is

�̄� = �

�
�2�

��̄2

�
�1

���

��̄
� (9.37)

where the derivatives should be evaluated at �̄ = �̄0. The accuracy of the
estimate then becomes

cov (�̄�) =

�
�2�

��̄2

�
�1

cov

�
���

��̄

��
�2�

��̄2

�
�1

� (9.38)

Thus, we need to evaluate the gradient and the Hessian,

���

��̄
=

�
��
� (1)

���
� (2�)

�
�	 �

�2�

��̄2
=

�
����

� (11) � (12)
� � � � (1(2�))

� (21) � (22)
� � � � (2(2�))

���
���

� � �
���

� ((2�)1) � ((2�)2)
� � � � ((2�)(2�))

�
���	 � (9.39)

of the loss function and evaluate them at �̄ = �̄0. In order to accomplish this
it is useful to rewrite the criterion function (9.32) as

� (�̄) = �̄���1
�
(�̄) (�2�� ��(�̄)� (�̄)) �̄� (9.40)

where
� (�̄) =



�� (�̄)��1

�
(�̄)�(�̄)

�
�1
�� (�̄)��1

�
(�̄)� (9.41)

The matrix � has some useful properties that are summarized in what follows.
For notational convenience the dependence on �̄ is dropped. All proofs are
given in Appendix B.

Proposition 9.1.
�� = �2�� � (9.42)

�

Proposition 9.2.

� (�)=


����1

�
�
�
�1
�
�� (�)��1

�
+����(�)

�


(�2����� )���(�)� � (9.43)

�
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A very useful consequence of the first proposition is

Proposition 9.3.
� (�)� = ���(�)� (9.44)

�

The final proposition is related to the second derivatives of � :

Proposition 9.4.

�
����1

�
�
�
� (��)� =����1

�

�
�(�)��(�) +�(�)��(�)

�

�

�
�� (�)��1

�
+����(�)

�

�
(�2�� ��� )�(�)

�

�
�� (�)��1

�
+����(�)

�

�
(�2�� ��� )�(�)� (9.45)

�

After these technical results we present one lemma needed in order to compute
the gradient and Hessian (9.39) of the concentrated loss function � (�̄), (9.32).

Lemma 9.3. Under Assumption 9.2 (��̃�� � ���) it holds that

� (�)(�̄0) � �2�̄��� (�)��1�2
�

Π���1�2
�

� ¯̃� (9.46)

� (��)(�̄0) � 2�̄��� (�)��1�2
�

Π���1�2
�

�(�)�̄� (9.47)

�

We are now ready to give the main result of this section:

Lemma 9.4. The estimation procedure A3 yields

E�̂0 = �0 +�
�

E��̃��
2
�

(9.48)

and the accuracy is for large SNR given by

cov
�
ˆ̄�0

�
=��1	
̄���	

�
�
�1� (9.49)

where

[�]�� = 2�̄��� (�)��1�2
�

Π���1�2
�

�(�)�̄� (�� �) = 1� � � � � 2�� (9.50)

[	]��: = �2�̄��� (�)��1�2
�

Π���1�2
�

�� � = 1� � � � � 2�� (9.51)

where [	]��: means row � of the matrix 	. �

Again, notice that all proofs are given in Appendix B.

Remark 9.2. The results presented apply for any variable projection problem
of the type (9.32). The only assumption made is that � is linear in �̄, so that
�(��) = 0. If � would be a nonlinear function of �̄, also terms that involve
�(��) appear in the results above. The details needed in order to carry out the
final computations for the specific problem at hand are given in Appendix C.

�
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Figure 9.2: Level curves of the loss function. The true parameter value is
�0 = 0�55.

9.4.2 Computational Aspects

The loss function (9.32) is a nonlinear function of the unknown variable �̄0.
Therefore, numerical optimization is needed in order to compute the estimate
ˆ̄�0. For this purpose, there are some computational issues that need to be
addressed.

Initialization

Any optimization routine need to be started with an initial guess of the min-
imizing variable. Instead of just choosing e.g. ˆ̄�0 = 0, the optimization is
initialized with the outcome from the procedure A2.

Existence of Local Minima

It is not easily seen if there exist local minima from the expression (9.32). So far,
no problems with convergence to inaccurate estimates have been experienced.
If � = 1, it is possible to visually depict the level curves of the concentrated
loss function. Such an example is shown in Figure 9.2. Here, the number of
experiments is � = 7 and

� = 1 + 0�78i� �0 = 0�55� �̄� = cov
�
¯̃��

�
= 10�3

�2�

The figure shows that at least in this case the loss function is well behaved.
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The Covariance Matrix �̄�

In most applications, the covariance matrix �� should be positive definite.
However, situations where it is ill conditioned, or rank deficient may occur.
Such situations need to be taken care of. It can be done using regularization,

�� = ��̄����
� + ��2�� �

where � is a small real number.
In order to use approach A3, the statistics of the uncertainty must be known

or estimated beforehand. The good news is that only the structure of �̄� and
not its absolute value is of importance. A scaling of the covariance matrix will
only scale the loss function (9.32). Thus, the value of ˆ̄�0 that minimizes the
criterion (9.32) will remain the same.

Computation of the Loss Function

When the projection matrix Π� is computed, the effects of rounding errors
may become significant. Therefore, it should be computed in a numerically
sound way. First, rewrite (9.33) as [72]

Π� = �2�� ����
� � = ��1�2

�
�

and perform the QR factorization

� = �� =
�
�1 �2

� ��1

0

�
� (9.52)

where � is an orthogonal matrix and �1 is upper triangular. Equation (9.52)
implies

� = �1�1�

which gives

�� =
�
��

1�
�
1�1�1

��1
��

1�
�
1 = ��1

1 �
�
1 �

where the last equality follows from the orthogonality of �1. Using this result,
the projection matrix can be written as

Π� = �2�� ��1�1�
�1
1 �

�
1 = �2�� ��1�

�
1 = �2�

�
2 � (9.53)

Equation (9.53) is less sensitive to rounding errors compared to direct com-
putation of (9.33). In addition, the use of �2 forces (9.53) to be positive
semidefinite. Therefore, the QR decomposition approach should be used for
the numerical computations.

Speeding up Convergence

Many optimization routines converge in fewer iterations if in each step the
analytical value of the gradient of the loss function is supplied. Such expressions
are given in Appendix D, for any �̄ �= �̄0.
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9.5 Numerical Examples

In this section the performance of the different estimators are compared by
means of two numerical examples. The first example is ad hoc and used to
compare the analytical accuracy results with Monte Carlo simulations. The
second example is more realistic and deals with unbalance estimation of rotating
machinery.

Example 9.1. The accuracy results for the three different ap-
proaches described in Section 9.3 (A1, A2) and Section 9.4 (A3), are
not really transparent and therefore they are evaluated in a simple
example.

Consider a system given by

�� =
�
�+ �̃�

�
(�0 + ��) � � = 1� � � � ���

where �� is the measurement of experiment � and �� is a user
chosen variable. The unknown system parameters are given by

� =

�
0�3 + 4i 0�2 + i
0�2� i 0�5� 0�5i

�
� �0 =

�
1
0�9

�

and the disturbance has zero mean and covariance matrix

�̄� = 10�4�8�

For a given experiment, the user chosen variable is either zero
or drawn from a uniform distribution,

�� =

�
0 if � = 1
� ��(�2� 2) if � = 2� � � � ���

where ��(�2� 2) means that the real and imaginary parts both are
uniformly distributed in the interval (2� 2). Furthermore, the vari-
ables �2� � � � ��� are mutually independent. The effect of the num-
ber of experiments� used to estimate �0 is evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations. For each value of � , the covariance matrix of
the estimates from algorithms A1, A2 and A3 are computed from
1000 realizations. The same data set is employed for all algorithms
and the results are compared with the corresponding analytical co-
variance matrices.

Figure 9.3 shows the trace of cov (�̂0) for the different algo-
rithms. Notice that trace [cov (�̂0)] = trace

�
cov

�
ˆ̄�0

�	
. The small-

est number of experiments required in order to estimate �0 is � =
�+ 1 = 3. Notice also that if � = 3, all algorithms have precisely
the same performance. It depends on that the number of equa-
tions are equal to the number of unknowns and there exist only
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Figure 9.3: Results of Monte Carlo simulations (MC) and analytical results for
Example 9.1.

one unique solution, which is independent of how the equations are
weighted.

The curves in Figure 9.3 show that the analytic results coincide
very well with the results from Monte Carlo simulations. It is also
seen that even though A1 may compete with A2 and A3 when the
estimation is performed with a small number of experiments (e.g.
� � 6), it performs significantly worse than A2 and A3 when �
is increased. The reason for this is that A1 relies so much on the
first experiment when �̂0 is computed. Therefore, A1 does not
benefit from statistical averaging when the number of experiments
is increased.

In this simple example, A2 and A3 performs almost similar. The
algorithm A3 does benefit from its optimal weighting and always
performs slightly better than A2. However, one may argue that the
improvement is dearly bought. In the next example, we show that
A3 sometimes actually pays off.

�

Example 9.2. Consider a model of a separator as described in
Section 9.1.1 and shown in Figure 9.1. It is a 2-dimensional model
with 12 degrees of freedom. The beam at which the separator bowl
is attached is however modeled with the Euler-Bernoulli partial dif-
ferential equation. The masses of the bowl and the frames are in the
order hundreds of kilograms. The stiffnesses are modeled using the
concept of hysteretic damping. It means that they are modeled as
complex valued stiffnesses, which is a is a way to introduce damp-
ing in the system. The damping does not change with frequency,
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in contrast to viscous damping. The complex valued stiffnesses are
subject to change between experiments, which leads to the uncer-
tainty term. Between each experiment, each stiffness varies uni-
formly �1 percent around its nominal value. The modeling is quite
extensive and the details are by purpose left out in order to make
the presentation compact. The system model becomes

�� =
�
�+ �̃�

�
(�0 + ��) � � = 1� � � � ���

where

� = 10�4

�
�0�0095� 0�5335i 0�0036 + 0�1743i
�0�0089� 0�4344i 0�0017 + 0�1932i

�
� [m/(sg)]�

�0 =

�
21e37

�

180 i

17e111
�

180 i

�
� [g]�

The unit of � depends on the fact that the measured quantity is
in [m/s] and the applied masses are in grams [g]. The quantities
are complex valued since they are associated with a magnitude and
an angular position. The structure of the covariance matrix �̄� is
depicted in Figure 9.4.

In order to use A3, the statistics of the uncertainty must be
known or estimated somehow. Two scenarios are evaluated. The
first is that the statistics of the uncertainty is fully known. The

other scenario is that it is completely unknown and therefore ˆ̄�� =
�8 is employed. The latter choice clearly deviates from the true
covariance matrix as depicted in Figure 9.4. Still, the algorithm A3
can be used, but the weighting is no longer optimal. Therefore, it
is not necessarily so that A3 should perform better than the other
two approaches in this case.

Each trial weight [��]� has certain mass�� and angular position
��, relative to a reference position in the bowl. Typically, �1 = 0,
since in the first experiment it is decided if balancing is at all needed.
Thus, if balancing is needed, the first experiment is for ‘free’. In
this example � � 3 is required and it is chosen to use

�
�1 �2 �3

�
=

�
0 30 �30
0 30 30

�

as the trial masses (in grams) for the first three experiments. This
is done to ensure that the trial masses do not become ‘too’ linearly
dependent. If � � 3, the further experiments are drawn from a
statistical distribution

�� =

�
[��]1
[��]2

�
=

�
�1e

�1i

�2e
�2i

�
� � � 4�

where

�� � �30� 40� 50� 60� [g]� �� � �(0� 2	) [rad]� (9.54)
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Figure 9.4: The structure of �̄�. Each square shows the magnitude of the
corresponding element in �̄�. The matrix is scaled so that the greatest element
have unit magnitude.

All values of �� are equally probable and �(0� 2�) is a discrete
uniform distribution with resolution 1 degree. Not too much effort
is put on choosing ‘good’ candidates for trial masses. Instead, the
masses are changed according to (9.54) for each new Monte Carlo
realization. The purpose with this procedure is to diminish the
effect of specific choices of �� and instead put the focus on the
performance of the estimators.

Again, Monte Carlo simulations are used to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the three estimation algorithms. The covariance matrix
of the estimates are computed using 300 realizations for each value
of � . The result is shown in Figure 9.5. The figure shows that if
the true covariance matrix of the uncertainty is known, the nonlin-
ear estimation method A3 outperforms A1 and A2. Even with the

ad hoc choice ˆ̄
�� = �, A3 gives better performance compared to

A1 and A2. Such a choice is probably natural if the statistics of the

uncertainty is completely unknown. In reality, user choices of ˆ̄��
would probably lead to a performance of A3 that lies somewhere in
between the curves marked with squares. Thus, better knowledge
about the system at hand is expected to yield better estimates.

Finally, we show a histogram plot of the estimation error for
� = 14. The error of [ˆ̄�0]1 = Re([�̂0]1) is shown. It can be seen
that the estimation error is centered around zero and the distribu-
tion is by far most narrow when A3 with ˆ̄

�� = �̄� is employed.
�
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Figure 9.5: Performance of the different estimators for the separator example.
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number of realizations is 300.
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9.6 Conclusions

An estimation problem motivated by the application of unbalance estimation
of rotating machinery have been considered. Three different estimation tech-
niques (A1, A2 and A3) are derived and analyzed with respect to their re-
spective statistical property. The estimation problem is special in the way the
disturbance is entering the system equations. Instead of noisy measurements
(ordinary least squares problems) or noisy inputs (errors in variables prob-
lems), the main source of uncertainty is here considered to act on the system
parameters in a stochastic fashion.

For a simple example, the derived analytical results are compared with
Monte Carlo simulations which show very good agreement. The analytical
accuracy expressions could be employed as a basis for experiment design, i.e.
the problem of finding a sequence of �� that minimizes the estimation error.

An example of unbalance estimation of a separator is also considered. Here,
it is shown that the accuracy can be significantly improved if the nonlinear
estimation approach A3 is employed. This is particularly so if the number of
experiments is increased. In such circumstances, it matters very much how
the estimation is performed. The nonlinear approach A3 may then perform
considerably much better than the linear estimators A1 and A2.
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A Proofs of Section 9.3

Proof of Lemma 9.1

The identification procedure is derived while neglecting the effects of �̃�. In
the presence of this disturbance (9.6) and (9.7) modify to

�� = ��� � �̃1�0 + �̃� (�0 + ��)

=
�
��
�
� ��

�
��

�
��0 � ��

�
�̃1 +

�
(�0 + ��)

�
� ��

�
�̃�� � = 2� � � � ���

The � vector (9.8) then becomes

�=Φ1��

�
��
1
���

1

�
	
�

�
��0 � ��

�
�̃1+

�
��
(�0+�2)

�
��� 0

� � �

0 (�0+��)
�
���

�
	


�
��
�̃2

���

�̃�

�
	


= Φ1�+
�
��1� �1�

�
�̃� (A.1)

with �1� and �1� as defined in (9.14) and (9.15), respectively.
The first step of the estimation procedure is to compute an estimate of �,

as in (9.11)

�̂ = Φ�
1�

= �+Φ�
1

�
��1� �1�

�
�̃

� �+���

where

�� = Φ�
1

�
��1� �1�

�
�̃

Thus, the estimate of � can be written as

�̂ = �+��� (A.2)

where �� is formed from ��, i.e. vec(��) = ��.
Next, let

� = ��0�

The use of (9.5) implies

�̂ = �1 =�+ �̃1�0� (A.3)

which follows from (9.1). Equation (A.3) can be rewritten as

�̂ =�+��� (A.4)
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where

�� =
�
��0 � ��

�
�̃1�

Using (9.12), (A.2) and (A.4), the estimate of �0 can be written as

�̂0 = (�+��)
�1
(�+��)

=
�
��1 ���1���

�1 + � � �
�
(�+��)

= �0 +�
�1 (�� ����0) + � � �

= �0 +�
�1
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� �0 +�
�1

�
��0 � ��

� ��
��2 +Φ��1�

�
�Φ�

1�1�

�
�̃� (A.6)

where the approximation in (A.6) follows from the fact that ��̃�� is assumed
to be much smaller than ���. Therefore, also ���� is much smaller than ���.
From (A.5) it is concluded that

E�̂0 = �0 +�
�

E��̃��
2
�

since the error term in (A.6) is linear in �̃, which has zero mean. For large
SNR, (A.6) is a valid approximation. Then, covariance matrix of �̂0 becomes

cov (�̂0) = �
�1�1cov (�̃)�

�
1�

��
�

with �1 given by (9.13). Furthermore, the covariance matrix of �̃ is given by
(9.3), which concludes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 9.2

In the presence of �̃�, (9.16) modifies to

�� =�+
�
��� � ��

�
�+

�
(�0 + ��)

�
� ��

�
�̃��

and (9.17) becomes
� = Φ2� +�2�̃� (A.7)

with Φ2 and �2 as defined in (9.17) and (9.22), respectively.
Application of (A.7) on (9.18) yields

�̂ = Φ�
2 (Φ2� +�2�̃)

= � + ��� (A.8)

where

�� = Φ�
2�2�̃� (A.9)
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Equation (A.8) shows that �̂ is an unbiased estimate of � =
�
�� ��

��
since

the error term is linear in �̃. The covariance matrix of the estimate then reads

cov
�
�̂

�
= Φ�

2�2cov (�̃)�
�

2Φ��
2 �

where cov (�̃) = ���� .

The partition of �̂ in (A.8) implies that

�̂ =�+���

�̂ = �+�� � �̂ = �+���

for some �� and ��. Therefore, (9.19) can be written as
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�1 (�+��)
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+ � � �

= �0 +�
�1
�2��� + � � �

� �0 +�
�1
�2�Φ�

2�2�̃� (A.10)

where in the last equality (A.9) has been used and the approximation follows
from that the second order terms are assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the
expectation of the estimate (9.19) can be written as (9.20). From (A.10) it
directly follows that for large SNR, the covariance matrix of �̂0 is given by
(9.21). �
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B Proofs of Section 9.4

Proof of Proposition 9.1

The result directly follows from the definition (9.41) of P. �

Proof of Proposition 9.2

Application of the chain rule and the rule for differentiation of matrix inverses
yields
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=
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�

Proof of Proposition 9.3

Application of the chain rule on (9.42) yields

� (�)� + ��(�) = 0 � � (�)� = ���(�)
�

which is the desired result. �

Proof of Proposition 9.4

First notice that �(��) = 0. Next, differentiate (9.43) with respect to [�̄]�, and
make use of the chain rule
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�
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Using Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 9.3 we obtain
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����1
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� (��)� = �

�
�� (�)��1
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+����(�)
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�
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� +����(�)
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�
(�2�� ��� )�(�)

�����1
� ��

(�)�(�) +����1
� �(�)��(�) (B.1)

and using Proposition 9.2, Proposition 9.3 and some algebraic manipulations,
the term that involves � (�) is expanded

����1
� ��

(�)�(�) = � � � =

=
�
�� (�)��1

� +����(�)
�

�
(�2�� ��� )�(�) �����1

� �
(�)��(�)� (B.2)

Finally, combining (B.1) and (B.2) gives the desired result. �

Proof of Lemma 9.3

Differentiation of (9.40) yields

� (�) = �̄��(�)�̄� (B.3)

where

�(�) = ��(�)
� (�2�� ��� )���1

�

�
�(�)� +�� (�)

�
� (B.4)

Let �̄ = �(�̄0)�̄ + �(�̄0) ¯̃� as in (9.26) and evaluate (B.3) at �̄ = �̄0. This
gives

� (�)
			
�̄=�̄0

= �̄����(�)��̄+ 2�̄����(�)� ¯̃�+ ¯̃�����(�)� ¯̃�� (B.5)

By use of Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 9.3 it follows that ���(�)� = 0, so
the first term vanishes. Next, it is argued that if �	̃�� � �	�, then the term
¯̃�����(�)� ¯̃� is negligible compared to the middle term of (B.5). It remains
to compute

2�̄����(�)� ¯̃� = 2 ¯̃�����(�)��̄�

Again, Proposition 9.1 and Proposition 9.3 give

� (�)(�̄0) � �2 ¯̃�
�����1

� (�2�� ��� )�(�)�̄� (B.6)

which can be equivalently written as (9.46).
Next, we want to find an expression for� (��). Differentiation of (B.3) with

respect to [�̄]� yields

� (��) = �̄��(��)�̄�
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where �(�) is given by (B.4). If the model (9.26) for �̄ is inserted, one obtains

� (��) = �̄����(��)��̄+ 2�̄����(��)� ¯̃�+ ¯̃�����(��)� ¯̃�

� �̄����(��)��̄� (B.7)

The approximation follows from that the term that is quadratic in �̄ is nonzero,
and the assumption ��̃�� � ���.

Differentiation of (B.4) with respect to [�̄]� yields
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Computation of (B.7) with application of Propositions 9.1–9.4, �(��) = 0, and
evaluation at �̄ = �̄0 yields
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= 2�̄��� (�)��1
�
(�2�� ��	 )�(�)�̄� (B.9)

where (B.8) follows from Proposition 9.4 and some algebra. Equation (B.9)
follows since ��1

�
(�2�� ��	 ) is a symmetric matrix. The expression (B.9)

can be equivalently written as (9.47). �

Proof of Lemma 9.4

Using (9.36) and Lemma 9.3, the estimation error can be written as

�̄� = ��
�1
 ¯̃�+�

�
� ¯̃��2

�
� (B.10)

which is consistent with (9.48), since� and
 are constant matrices. For large
SNR, (9.37) is a valid approximation and the covariance matrix of �̄� satisfy
cov (�̄�) = cov

�
ˆ̄�0

�
. Then, (9.49) immediately follows from (9.38) and Lemma

9.3. �
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C Expressions for the Derivatives of � and ��1�

Differentiation of �(�̄) and �(�̄)

The derivatives with respect to [�̄]� of the matrices � and � as defined in
(9.27) become
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where ��(�̄) is given by (9.25). For brevity it is repeated
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and we see that its derivative differs somewhat depending on whether [�̄]�
belongs to �� or �� . Thus if � � �, then [�̄]� � ��; and if � � �, then
[�̄]� � �� . The derivative of �� then becomes
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(C.2)

which is a constant matrix that is independent of the input variable ��, for
� = 1� � � � �� . The final expressions of the derivatives of � and � become
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Differentiation of ��1
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was defined in (9.28). It is here repeated
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and differentiation with respect to [�̄]� yields
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where �(�) is given by (C.2). �
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D The Gradient of the Loss Function

The gradient of the loss function (9.32) is given by
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and where �(�) and �(�) are given by (C.3).

Proof First, notice that
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and differentiate � with respect to [�̄]�,
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which is equal to (D.1). Equation (D.2) directly follows from differentiation of
�� = ��̄����

� . �



Chapter 10
Summary and Future Research

10.1 Summary

This thesis has concerned modeling, estimation and control of resonant systems.
Such systems often are associated with quite accurate models derived from
the laws of physics. Control strategies and estimation techniques that rely
on these models can therefore be very successful. However, there are some
inherent difficulties connected to resonant systems and their models. First of
all they are often of infinite order. In order to perform computer simulations
and controller design, finite order models are required. For the purpose of
controller design it is even desirable to have models of quite low order. Model
order reduction is therefore an important issue which was treated in Chapter
4. Secondly, resonant systems have a number of lightly damped vibrational
modes. Unmodeled modes may lead to system instability for feedback control
systems where the design is based on a low order model approximation. Control
of lightly damped systems is also problematic if the variable to control is not
measurable. This fact was analyzed for a specific example in Chapter 5. It
was shown that it is conceptually easy to control a non-measured variable, but
the control strategy will have poor robustness properties. Unmodeled system
dynamics is therefore likely to have an adverse effect on the closed loop system.

For feedforward controllers and estimation techniques, the resonant prop-
erties of the treated systems are also problematic. The problems are mainly
due to the need for high controller/estimator gains. In ideal situations, a de-
sign based on a simple system inversion may be feasible. However, such an
approach can be impractical in more realistic situations with partly unknown
system dynamics, measurement noise and random disturbances.

The approach taken in this thesis was to let the systems be associated with
uncertainties. The controlled systems were treated within a stochastic systems
framework. In this way, feedforward controllers and estimators with good sta-
tistical properties were derived. In many cases a design strategy that makes
allowance for stochastic disturbances can outperform deterministic approaches
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based on system inversion. Feedforward controller design was treated in Chap-
ter 6 and Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, wave estimation techniques were compared
and analyzed with respect to their statistical accuracy. In the latter two chap-
ters optimal techniques were compared to suboptimal ones. It was shown that
the accuracy improvement can be quite substantial if the techniques based on
optimality were employed.

In Chapter 9, a nonlinear regression problem related to unbalance estima-
tion of rotating machinery was treated. In this problem the system dynamics
changes in a stochastic fashion between each experiment. It was shown that an
estimation approach where the uncertainty was treated in a sound statistical
way may give significant accuracy improvement compared to approaches based
on a deterministic point of view.

10.2 Topics for Future Research

The results presented in this thesis rely on analytic results and computer sim-
ulations. It would be valuable to perform real-life experiments to validate the
models and control strategies presented. There are several aspects of this issue.
For the beam system treated in Chapter 4, it would be interesting to compare
the computed transfer functions to results obtained from experimental data.
Then, it would be possible to see how much is gained by using the detailed
modeling compared to less descriptive approaches. In addition, the controller
should be implemented and tested.

The modeling details for the beam system in Chapter 4 can also be extended
to the usage of several actuators and sensors. The purpose of this should be
to improve the control effort and minimize vibration over the entire structure.
Especially, the use of several actuators would increase the complexity of the
descriptive modeling approach where the structural properties of the piezo-
elements are taken into account.

Optimal sensor placement [12] can also be used to improve the control
performance of flexible beams. This issue can be an interesting topic for further
research.

The problem of controlling a variable apart from the one measured is an-
alyzed using the tools described in the paper [30] by Freudenberg et al. The
results only applies for systems where the inputs and outputs of the system
are scalar valued. It would be interesting to extend the results of [30] to the
more general situation with vector-valued signals. This problem is still an open
issue.

The mechanical wave diode system introduced in Chapter 6 and further
analyzed in Chapter 7 should also be physically realized. The different parts
of the system have already been individually implemented. Wave separation
with two sensors for very low noise levels has been implemented in for example
[69] and the piezoelectrical actuator model has been validated in [53]. Still,
however, it would be interesting to compare the suboptimal approaches with
the Wiener feedforward controller in an experiment.

The wave diode system relies on wave separation with two sensors only. In
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Chapter 8, a separation technique for a general number of sensors is derived.
It could be incorporated into the feedforward controller for the wave diode
system. The performance of the device then should be further improved.

The accuracy results derived in Chapter 9 for the problem of unbalance
estimation in rotating machinery could be employed as a basis for experimental
design. The results can be used to determine the appropriate sequence of user
chosen variables given a certain set of feasible possibilities.
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Summary in Swedish

Estimering och styrning av resonanta system

med stokastiska störningar

SOM den direkt översatta titeln antyder handlar den här avhandlingen om
styrning och estimering av system med resonanta egenskaper. Speciellt

är systemen utsatta för okända (och oönskade) störningar av olika slag. Syftet
med detta avsnitt är att ge en kortfattad svensk sammanfattning till avhandlin-
gen, som sorteras under ämnet elektroteknik med inriktning mot reglerteknik.
Först ges en kort bakgrund till det studerade omr̊adet och sedan följer en
översikt över avhandlingens inneh̊all.

Bakgrund

Resonanta system har egenskapen att de uppvisar ett oscillativt beteende när
det utsätts för yttre p̊afrestningar. Många system besitter den här egenskapen i
större eller mindre utsträckning. Ett extremfall är stämgaffeln som är utformad
för att ge en speciell oscillativ respons (svängningar med en given frekvens) när
det utsätts för en yttre ”störning”. Detta är ett exempel p̊a en önskad oscillativ
egenskap hos ett system. Oftast är dock svängningar och vibrationer oönskade
egenskaper som man vill motverka p̊a n̊agot sätt. Som exempel kan nämnas
vibrationer i hus p̊a grund av jordbävningar, buller i bilar, vibrationer p̊a grund
av obalans i roterande delar i maskiner och buller fr̊an fläktsystem. Dessutom
uppvisar alla mekaniska system vibrationer när de utsätts för yttre p̊averkan.
Förekomsten av oscillationer, vibrationer och v̊agutbredning är därför ett vik-
tigt problem inom ingenjörskonsten. Traditionellt har man försökt motverka
förekomsten av dessa oönskade egenskaper genom att använda passiva tekniker.
Exempel p̊a detta är att göra en konstruktion tillräckligt kraftig och tung, eller
att bygga in dämpande element. Det är dock sv̊art att använda passiva tekniker
i l̊agfrekvensomr̊adet och i många tillämpningar är det dessutom önskvärt att
vikten skall vara s̊a l̊ag som möjligt. I flygplan, rymdfarkoster och satelliter
kan man exempelvis spara mycket pengar om vikten kan h̊allas l̊ag.
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Istället för att använda passiva tekniker kan man excitera ett system p̊a ett
kontrollerat sätt för att aktivt motverka förekomsten av v̊agor och vibrationer.
Detta kallas aktiva system, vilket är fokus för den här avhandlingen. I aktiva
system bygger man in sensorer för att mäta förekomsten av vibrationer och
ställdon för att kunna p̊averka systemet. Typiskt skickas sensormätningarna
till en regulator som i sin tur ställer ut en styrsignal till ställdonet med syftet
att motverka de oönskade vibrationerna. För aktiv styrning av mekaniska sys-
tem används ofta piezoelektriska element. S̊adana element har egenskapen att
de deformeras när de utsätts för ett elektriskt fält. Omvänt genererar de ett
elektriskt fällt när de dras ut eller trycks ihop. P̊a grund av dessa egenskaper
kan de användas som b̊ade ställdon och sensorer i aktiva system. I avhandlin-
gen används främst piezoelektriska element som ställdon och tr̊adtöjningsgivare
som sensorer för design och analys av styrsystem avsedda att dämpa mekanisk
v̊agutbredning. För undertryckning av akustiskt buller kan högtalare och
mikrofoner användas som ställdon respektive sensorer.

Det är många reglertekniska utmaningar förknippade med aktiv styrning
av resonanta system. Först och främst beskrivs systemen ofta av ekvationer
som har oändlig ordning. För att göra datorsimuleringar och modellbaserad
reglerteknisk design krävs modeller av ändlig ordning. Dessutom är det ofta
önskvärt att modellerna ska ha relativt l̊ag ordning för den reglertekniska syn-
tesen. Modellreduktion är p̊a grund av detta ett viktigt omr̊ade. Det kan
till exempel vara att man vill anpassa en parametrisk modell av l̊ag ordning
till ett frekvenssvar inom ett visst frekvensomr̊ade. För det andra s̊a har res-
onanta system ofta ett stort (ibland oändligt) antal resonanta moder, vilket
betyder att systemet har hög förstärkning i dessa frekvensomr̊aden. Omod-
ellerad systemdynamik kan d̊a leda till instabilitet för återkopplade system,
där reglerdesignen baserats p̊a modeller av l̊ag ordning.

En god egenskap hos återkopplade system är att det för det mesta bara
behövs approximativa modeller för att erh̊alla bra prestanda. Det är ocks̊a
ofta principiellt enkelt att styra en omätbar storhet, s̊a länge man har en mod-
ell för dess uppförande. För resonanta system där man inte kan mäta den
önskade prestandastorheten kan dock sv̊arigheter uppkomma. Det finns d̊a risk
att det slutna systemet f̊ar d̊aliga robusthetsegenskaper och mycket noggranna
modeller krävs för att erh̊alla bra prestanda.

För framkopplingsreglering och estimeringstekniker leder de resonanta egen-
skaperna ocks̊a till utmaningar. Sv̊arigheterna är främst att regulatorn eller
estimatorn behöver ha mycket hög förstärkning för vissa frekvenser. I ideala sit-
uationer kan enkla metoder som att invertera systemdynamiken vara framkom-
liga. För praktiska tillämpningar där det förekommer mätbrus, stokastiska
störningar och eventuellt okänd systemdynamik krävs dock mer sofistikerade
angreppssätt. I avhandlingen visas att metoder som explicit tar hänsyn till
störningar av olika slag kan öka prestandan för det styrda systemet avsevärt.
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Översikt

Avhandlingen best̊ar av 10 kapitel, varav kapitel 4-9 är baserade p̊a olika ar-
tikelbidrag. I kapitel 1 introduceras avhandlingens inneh̊all och en sammanfat-
tning av de olika bidragen ges. Kapitel 2 beskriver modellering och styrning
av resonanta system ur ett allmänt perspektiv. För att designa regulatorer
och estimeringsalgoritmer behandlas i avhandlingen de resonanta systemen
som stokastiska system. Detta betyder här att de dynamiska systemen är
förknippade med n̊agon form av osäkerhet. Det kan vara okända störningar
och mätbrus, men även osäker systemdynamik. Kapitel 3 är därför tillägnat
grundläggande begrepp och tekniker för stokastiska system.

I Kapitel 4 och 5 behandlas modellering och styrning av vibrationer i en
balk, som är utrustad med ett piezoelektriskt ställdon och tr̊adtöjningsgivare.
Denna typ av system är vanligt förekommande inom aktiv vibrationsdämpning
eftersom balken är ett grundläggande element i många mekaniska konstruk-
tioner.

En ”mekanisk diod”, baserad p̊a framkopplingsreglering introduceras i kapi-
tel 6. Den har egenskapen att den släpper igenom mekaniska v̊agor som färdas
åt det ena h̊aller, men blockerar v̊agor i motsatt riktning. I kapitel 7 härleds
sedan mer avancerade regulatorstrukturer, som visar sig ha bättre statistiska
egenskaper.

Separering av överlappande v̊agor behandlas i kapitel 8. I tillämpningar
inom aktiv bullerdämpning, aktiv vibrationsreglering och ämnesomr̊adet ex-
perimentell mekanik är man intresserad av att extrahera information om v̊agor
(mekaniska eller ljudv̊agor) som färdas i en viss riktning. I normalfallet kan
man dock inte direkt mäta den önskade v̊agen, utan en superposition av v̊agor
som färdas i de olika riktningarna. Skattningsalgoritmer med goda statistiska
egenskaper härleds och analyseras. För att kunna separera v̊agorna krävs minst
tv̊a sensorer, men man kan vinna mycket p̊a att utöka antalet.

I kapitel 9 analyseras ett olinjärt regressionsproblem, som har tillämpningar
inom obalansskattning för roterande system. Kapitlet är inspirerat av balanser-
ing av separatorer. Olika skattningsalgoritmer beskrivs och deras statistiska
egenskaper härleds och jämförs för olika numeriska exempel. Slutligen sam-
manfattas avhandlingen i kapitel 10, där även riktningar för framtida forskning
diskuteras.
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